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rigure 82 Summary of testimony, both oral and written statements, including petitions, submitted for the record during and after

the public hearings of October 7-ll, 1963, relating to the North Cascades Study Area.

Forest revenues; and that hunting opportunities would
be lost to sportsmen under National Park status.

During the hearings in Wenatchee and Mount
Vernon there was testimony favoring Wilderness area

and a National Park but the bulk of such views were

expressed at the Seattle hearings. Substantial num-

bers of conservationists, professional people and indi-
vidual citizens favored a park proposal, recommended

protection and preservation of the scenic qualities of
the North Cascades, or expressed the view that the

Forest Service could not withstand the economic pres-

sure that might be brought to bear by industry and

local communities.
Despite the presence of both Forest Service and

National Park Service in the area for many years, it
was evident throughout the hearings that a great many
citizens do not understand the management policies

of the two agencies.

Of the 216 witnesses who gave oral testimony,

126 endorsed Forest Service management, whereas 87

recommended a change in policy or administration
generally favoring either more Wilderness areas or

creation of a National Park.

The record was held open following the hearings

until November 15. Of the 2,375 statements received

following the close of the hearing and before the close

of the record, the ratio was about four to one in favot

of establishing a National Park'in the North Cascades,

Figure 32 summarizes the views received during

and following the hearings.

Some 1,278 petitions carrying about 23,000 signa'

tures were submitted to the study team. The great

bulk of these, however, were petitions that were proc'

essed in 1960 and 1961 and simply recommended that

a study of the potential of a National Park be made in

the North Cascades. This of course is within the pur'

view of the study team. Six petitions with some 1,875

signatures favored Forest Service management'

Of the 2,591 written or oral statements, about90

percent were by individuals speaking for themselves,

About 10 percent were on behalf of a large varietyof

organizations, local, State, and national. Some ol

these organizations have memberships running into the

thousands. An indication of the kind, number, and

general position of various orga.nizational groups

follows:

Petitions
Number SignaturesPosition favoring:

A change in policy or administration:
A new National Park
North Cascades Conservation Council proposal (1)

Additional Wilderness areas

Better protection of the area, but no specific proposal

Total
A study of the potential for a National Park in the central

or northern Cascades Region of Washington (2)

Continuation of present Forest Service management
Miscellaneous proposals

AII testimony

Oral
statements

32
55

12

10

87

126
J

216

Written
statements

1,643
156
100

68

1,967

408

2,375

3 113

7,269 22,000
6 1,875

1,278 23,988

46

67

(1) Includesa1,038,665-acreNorthCascadesNationalParkrandaLakeChelanNationalMountainRecreationAreaof269,52lacrescontiguous
with the eastern boundary of the park, both areas to be administered by the Secretary of the Interior.
(2) Petitions are datedJanuary 1960 through May 1961.
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Classification

Associations of County Officials and County
and Local Governmental Bodies

Chambers of Commerce (Local)

Civic Clubs (Local)

Conservation Organizations and Related
Groups.

Included nine national organizations, and

16 Statewide organizations. Included are the

Federation of Western Outdoor Clubs;
National Parks Association; Sierra Club;l\Atlurlar -Fal [! nDDuulallvn, ulur I 4 vruu,

Garden Club of America; Wilderness

Society; the Mountaineers; the North Cas-

cades Conservation Council; the Mazarnas;
numerous mountain and hiking clubs,

garden clubs, ski clubs, and a physicians'

committee for a North Cascades National
Park. State and local chapters of the na-
tional organizations sometimes testified.

Professional Societies
Included the Society of American Foresters,

plus four of its chapters, and the Pacific

Northwest Section of the Society of Range

Management.

Utility, Irrigation and Soil Conser-
Districts, and Granges

83

Number of
organizations

22

31

49

15

General position

Generally favored multiple use, opposed

change in administration' Some opposed

more Wilderness area. Others did not'
The Department of Lighting of the City
of Seattle felt a National Park could be

established in the backbone of the Cas-

cades that would not violate multiple use.

Opposed creation of a North Cascades

National Park and favored Forest Service

administration.

Favored current multiple use management

practices in the StudY Area.

Generally favored a National Park and

additional Wilderness area.

Generally favored multiple use manage-

ment and opposed limited use.

Generally favored a flexible program en-

couraging the utilization of natural re-

sources and diversification of the State's

economic base. Generally interpreted to

oppose a National Park.



Classification

Schools and PTA Associations (Local)

Sportsmen's Organizations
Among those going on record were the

National Rifle Association, 600,000 mem-

bers, 15,000 in Washington State; the

National Four-Wheel Drive Association,

membership not known, but about 250,000

four-wheel drive owners; the U.S. Ski Asso-

ciation, 4,000 members in the Pacific North-
west Division; Washington State Sports-
men's Council, 9,000 members in 115 clubs;

Northwest Sportsmen's Club, 3,000 members

in 26 clubs; and the Puget Sound Chapter of
the lzaak Walton League.

Trade and Industrial Associations, and

Individual Businesses.

Units of State Government
Included Washington State Game Com-

mission, Department of Fisheries, and Power

Advisory Committee of the Department of
Conservation.

All Organizations

Individuals
Included individuals speaking or writing
for themselves and not representing any

organization.

Grand total

B4

Number of
organizations

*

2,334

2,591

18

76

34

General position

Opposed a North Cascades National Park,

feeling it would cut down revenues from

National Forest receipts coming to schools.

A few opposed conversion of the North
Cascade Primitive Area to Wilderness

area status.

Generally opposed to a North Cascades

National Park and favored present Forest

Service administration. A few favored

additional Wilderness area. Others specif-

ically opposed any more Wilderness area.

Trade associations, plus a few individual
timber and mining companies, and a few

local labor organizations favored multiple
use principles of land management and

generally opposed a National Park.

Endorsed multiple purpose development of

Federal lands and expressed opposition to

possibility of curtailment of hunting and

fishing.
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A great variety of views are expressed in the tes-

timony, written statements . and petitions. Among

other things, the hearings demonstrated:

1. Widespread and deep-seated interest in the assign-

ment of the study team and its recommendation.

2. Popular feeling that the issue could be over-sim-

plified into a National Park or not a National
Park.

3. Recognition of the controversial nature of the re-

source issues, but not of their complexity.

4. Most individuals who expressed themselves fa-

vored a National Park, whereas most organiza'

tions and groups with an economic interest in the

resources did not.

Okanogan Wilderness areas, the North Cascades and

Mount Rainier National Parks, Mount Baker Recrea-

tion Area, and the Skagit Wild River.
Figure 34 shows the proposed system of scenic

roads recommended by the study team. It also shows

the Cascade Crest Trail.

wxx*xlxix*Ngs& AlasJLs

Recommendation I. An Alpine Lakes Wilderness

Area should be established'

On the crest of the Cascade Mountains, between

Snoqualmie and Stevens Pass, is an extremely beauti-

ful area of high mountain lakes and peaks believed to

be unmatched elsewhere in the country. Much of this

areabas been in limited area status under Forest Serv-

ice management.

Looking south to otter, Angeline, Clre,twood, Delta and Heart
Lakes iir the proposed Alpine Lakes Wilderness Area. See

figure 33 map, pig.86. (photo NPS 4214-668A)

The team concurs with the Forest Service pro-

posal to ct:eale a Wilderness area of some 150,000

acres. The area clearly meets the standards for classi-

fication as Wilderness. Some additional miles of low

standard trails should be developed for camping, hik-

ing, riding, hunting, and similar wilderness pursuits'

5. The center of support for a National Park was

found in the urban areas and the center of oppo-

sition in the rural areas.

TEAM RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations are grouped into

sever categories: (1) Wilderness Areas, (2) North
Cascades National Park, (3) Mount Rainier National

Park, (4) Other Recreation Areas, (5) Scenic Roads

and Trails, (6) Timber Management, (7) Other.
The following recommendations reflect the views

of the chairman of the study team. Views of the

other members of the team differ in some major re-

spects and in numerous minor respects' To the

extent the other team members desired to express their

diflering views, they appear later in the report in the

individual statements prepared by the other team

members. To properiy evaluate the recommendations

i or alternative possibilities, there should be careful

| ,trdy of these individual views.
I Th"r" are 21 recommendations. Five deal with
I Wild.rn.r, areas; one with a North Cascades National

I purt ; two with Mount Rainier National Park; four

I with other recreation areas; two with scenic roads and

I trails; one with timber management; and six on other

I aspects of the area, including fish and wildlife, and

I water and powcr developments.

I Ot the 21 recommendations, 10 will require

I action by the Congress, and 11 may be implemented

I bv administrative decision. Those recommendations

I reqriring congressional action are Nos. I, II, III, IV,

I v,vI, vII, XIII, xvl, xvIII.
I Firu." 33 shows recommended new and revised

| **rg.*.nt areas in relation to existing designations.

I fni, ir a key map and summarizes visually a number of

I the *aior recommendations, including those relating
t'
I to Alpine Lakes, Enchantment, Glacier Peak and

II
I
I
I
I
II
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Recommendation II. An Enchantment Wilderness
Area should be established.

This is an area of about 30,000 acres in the Mount
Stuart Range lying east of the recommended Alpine
Lakes Wilderness Area. It is an area of outstanding
scenic qualities, of sharp contrasts in elevation and
topography, of challenging mountain climbing, and
without roads.

The National Park Service recommended that the
Alpine Lakes and Enchantment areas be combined
into one, but the Forest Service recommended that the
two areas be kept separate in order to permit better
access and the development of a connecting road be-
tween Leavenworth and Cle Elum Lake via Icicle
Creek, Jack Creek and the pass northwest of Ingalls
Peak to Fortune Creek and down the Cle Elum River.
The study team agreed with the Forest Service and
recommends two separate Wilderness areas.

Proposed Enchantment Wilderness Area, looking west over
Enchantment Lakes, Snow Creek and the Stuart Range and
Mount Stuart. See figure 33 map, page 86. (photo NPS
4214-s24)

Recommendation III. A Mount Aix Wilderness Area

should be established.
About 10 miles east of Mount Rainier is an iso-

lated group of rough ridges and clustered mountain

peaks with sharp elevational contrasts, rugged beauty,

and spectacular scenery. The main peaks are: Mount

Aix, Bismark Peak, Rattlesnake Peaks, Timberwolf

Mountain, and Ironstone Mountain. This area is

located southeast of Bumping Lake.
The study team concurs in the Forest Service pro-

posal to establish in this area a Wilderness unit of about

45,000 acres. The approximate boundaries are shown

in figure 33.

Recommendation IV. The present boundaries ol

the Glacier Peak Wilderness Area should be extended

in three respects: (1) the northeast pe.rimeter should

be extended to the Stehekin Riuer, (2) the Suiattk

Looking west from the Devil's Table across Meek's Table
toward the proposed Mount Aix Wilderness Area. Mount
Aix is the higher mountain to the left in the background.
See figure 33 map, page 86, (photo FS 449666)
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Riaer corridor should be adjusted, and (3) the l,l/hite
Chuck Riuer corridor should be adjusted.

The team agrees that it would be desirable to
extend the boundary of the northeast perimeter of the
Glacier Peak Wilderness Area to the shore of Lake
Chelan in the vicinity of Riddle Creek, thence along
ihe general vicinity of the west shore of Lake Chelan
and the west side of the Stehekin River to the vicinity
of Cascade Pass, thence south along the Cascade Sum-
mit to the present boundary at Trapper Mountain.

It is also recommended that the Suiattle and
White Chuck River corridors into the Wilderness area
be reduced by adjusting the present boundary of the
Wilderness as shown in figure 33. The revised bound-
ary in the Suiattle corridor would run from the Suiat-
tle River at the mouth of Milk Creek north a short
distance, then generally parallel to the river to a point
on Sulphur Creek about a half mile upstream from the

Suiattle River, then north to Dorvney Mountain and
then west to the present boundary at Green Mountain.

In the White Chuck River Valley, the change

would move the Wilderness area boundary west about
2 miles to an irregular north-south line roughly coincid-
ing with the mouth of Pumice Creek.

The three extensions in the Glacier Peak Wilder-
ness Area boundary would roughly add about 39,000

acres to the present Wilderness area.

Recommendation V. An Okanogan Wilderness
Area should be established.

This area would consist of about 495,000 acres

and follow approximately the boundaries of that por-
tion of the North Cascade Primitive Area which lies

east of Ross Lake. About a township on the extreme
east end of the Primitive area would be eliminated.

Aerial view looking north down the Pasayten River in the
proposed Okanogan Wilderness Area. Canada is in the
background. See figure 33 map, page 86. (photo NPS 4214-
481)

View west toward Cascade Pass across rugged country over-
looking the Stehekin River drainage. The area to the left is
one of three proposed additions to the Glacier Peak Wilderness
Area. See figure 33 map, page 86. (photo FS 64-393)
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NTCIR,TI-I CASCAI)ES NATIONAL PARI(

Recomrnendation VI. There should be established a

North Cascades National Park extending from a feta
miles below the head of Lake Chelan, northwestward

i,ncluding the Eldorado Peaks area, Thunder Creek

and Granite Creek drainages, Ross and Diablo Lakes,

the Picket Range, and generally that part of the North
Cascade Primitiue Area lying uest of Ross Lake, and

Mount Shuksan. A condition of the recomrnenda-

tion is that adequate access be deueloped by road, trail,
zuater, and air, including aerial tram and helicopter.

A second condition is that the enabling legislation re'
tain the status quo zttit'h respect to distribution of

National Forest receipts between affected counties.

This recommendation is not unanimous among the

team. Representatives of the Department of Agri-
culture do not favor establishment of another National
Park in the area. Representatives of the Department
of the Interior favor a new National Park, but propose

different boundaries and would include Mount Baker.

The varying views of the team members are subse-

quently expressed.

The recommendation to establish a North Cascades

National Park is conditioned upon development of
adequate facilities and means of entry so that the large

numbers of park visitors can have access to the spec-

tacular and majestic mountain scenery, snow fields,

glaciers, and other attractions of the \orth Cascades.

Means of access must not be limited by the National
Park Service to the traditional roads and trails. This
area calls for more imaginative and creative treatment,
utilizing helicopters, trams, perhaps funiculars and

narrow-gage railroad. The recommendation is also

conditioned upon noninterference with the needs of
Seattle City Light on Ross and Diablo Lakes.

Enabling legislation should include provisions to
maintain the status quo of the present proportionate
distribution of National Forest receipts among aflected
counties.

The questron of a National Park in the North
Cascades has recurred for many years and is undoubt-
edly the most controversial of the issues involved. A
park, or not a park, is the crux of the questions which
have faced the study team.
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Description of Area

There is no question as to the physical qualifications

of the area for National Park status. This is not at

issue. The Eldorado Peaks area, the Picket Range,

Mount Shuksan, the upper part of Lake Chelan, the

Stehekin River, and Thunder and Granite Creek val.

leys are undisputed as to their uniqueness and scenic

grandeur.
The recommended area is not the same as any

previous National Park proposal. Yet, it is recom.

mended by both the Forest Service and the National

Park Service as primarily of value for recreation.

The recommended North Cascades National

Park would encompass about 698,000 acres, of which

15,000 acres would be water surface, primarily Ross

The upper end of Lake Chelan. The center and right back'

ground- 
-areas lie in the proposed North Cascades National

Park. The steep slopes on the left are in the proposed ex'

tension to Glacier Peak Wiiderness Area. See figure 33 map,

page 86. (photo FS 64-388)
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Spectacular Eldorado Peaks in the -proposed new National
Pirk. These peaks currently are in the Eldorado Peaks High
Country, -anLged by the Forest Service for general recreation
purpor.r. See frgure-35 maP, Page 92. (photo NPS 4214-507)

Portion of proposed North Cascades National Park, taken
from abovi Ross Lake. Silver Lake, the Chilliwack Range,
Mount Redoubt, and Mount Shuksan can be identified. See

figure 35 map, page 92. (photo NPS 5307-47)

Rusged Picket Range peaks north of the Skagit River in the
pro-p-osed North Casiades National Park. The Pickets are
..o* ir. the North Cascade Primitive Area' See figure 35
map, page 92. (photo NPS 5307-53)

Glacial formations blanket the toP of Mount Shuksan, part
of the area proposed for the North Cascades National Park.
Lakes in the dGtance are on the Baker River outside the
proposed National Park. See figure 35 maP, page 92. (photo
FS 64-426)r
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and Diablo Lakes and a portion of Lake Chelan. Of
the total area, 658,000 acres, 94 percent, is already

dedicated primarily to recreation: 314,000 acres are

in the North Cascade Primitive Area, 329,000 acres

in the Eldorado Peaks High Country, and 15,000

acres in Mount Baker Recreation Area (fig. 36).
The proposed National Park would be created

lrom portions of the Mount Baker and Wenatchee

National Forests. Eighty-two percent is presently
part of the Mount Baker National Forest, and 18

percent is part of the Wenatchee National Forest.

Sixty percent of the land is in Whatcom County, 22

percent in Skagit County, and 18 percent in Chelan
County (fig. 36).

The specific area proposed is shown in figure 35.

It is described in more detail as follows, but it should
be made clear that the indicated boundaries and de-

scription are reasonable approximations and are not
necessarily firm as to detail.
Start at the mouth of Riddle Creek on Lake Chelan.

Thence northwestward along the west shore of
Lake Chelan and following the Stehekin River
drainage up to High Bridge Guard Station, thence

on up the Stehekin River to Cascade Pass along
the line of the proposed revised Glacier Peak Wil-
derness Area boundary, southward along the new
Wilderness area boundary from Cascade Pass to
Spider Mountain.

Thence, northwest along the Wilderness area bound-
ary approximately to the South Fork of the Cas-

cade River, northward abot 2/z miles, then west

3 miles across the North Fork of the Cascade

River, northward 3 miles along a line 1 mile west

of Hidden Lake and Hidden Lake Peaks, contin-
uing north across the head of Sibley Creek, thence

west 4 miles down and across Marble Creek, north
2 miles and just west of Monogram Lake, thence
following Teebone Ridge to Big Devil Peak, east

4 miles and thence north 6 miles to junction with
the Skagit River east of the Gorge Dam, continu-
ing north 1 mile.

Thence west to Mount Ross, continuing southwest to
Trappers Peak, just south of Thornton Lakes to
Damnation Peak, thence west to the headwaters of
Bacon Creek, south along Falls Creek to Diobsud
Buttes, thence northwest along Diobsud Creek to
just east of Mount Watson, thence north about 9

miles to a point abott l/z miles northeast of Shuk-
san Lake, thence west to Shuksan Creek, thence
north 5 miles across the west slope of Mount
Shuksan.

Thence east 5 miles to the west boundary of the North
Cascade Primitive Area; thence north 9/z miles
to the Canadian boundary, thence east to about

/z mile east of Ross Lake, thence south approxi-
mately 1 mile; thence easterly and southerly about

/2 mile east of Hozomeen Creek and }lozomeen
Lake; then east about 2/z miles to Lightning
Creek; thence southerly and westerly about /z
mile east and south of Lightning Creek to a point
abott /z mile east of Ross Lake.

Thence south along a line approximately /z mile east

of Ross Lake to Ruby Creek, east along the pres-

ent boundary of the North Cascade Primitive
Area to the junction of Mill Creek and Ruby
Creek, thence south along the Majestic Moun-
tain dividing Mill Creek and Boulder Creek to
junction just west of Azurite Pass with the
Okanogan and Skagit County line, thence south-

ward following this line to its junction with the
Chelan County line.

Thence generally southward following the Okanogan-
Chelan County line, crossing Twisp Pass, McAIes-
ter Mountain, Reynolds Peak, Camels Hump,
War Creek Pass to Splawn Mountain, then gen-

eraily westward along the ridge between Fourmile
Creek and Fish Creek, crossing Twin Peaks and
westward to Lake Chelan and crossing the Lake
to the point of beginning at Riddle Creek.

If suitable administrative facilities for the northwest
portion of the National Park cannot be found
within the proposed park boundary, a small addi-
tional area should be made available in the Nook-
sack Valley west of the proposed park boundary.

Over 99 percent of the land area is federally
owned. There are small acreages of private lands

at the lower end of the Stehekin River Valley. These

should be acquired by the National Park Service.

There are some privately owned lands, largely pat-
ented mining claims, at the head of Thunder Creek
just north of Boston Glacier and other small areas in
the vicinity of Cascade Pass.

Diablo and Ross Dams would be wit'hin the rec-

ommended park. The Gorge Dam and powerhouse
are outside the area. Any bill to create a National
Park should permit the continued operations of the
Seattle City Light on ihe main stem of the Skagit
River within the park boundaries, including Ross and
Diablo Lakes.

788-6t8 0-65-8
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Figure 36 Area of the proposed North Cascades National Park, by land and water arcao, by National Forest by couoty, by present land statul.

Landm

60
22

18

100

47
45

2

6

100

218

176

698

Water area
Land area

Total gross area
National Forest and county:

Mount Baker National f orest:
Whatcom County
Skagit County

Wenatchee National Forest:
Chelan County

Total
Present status of lands in proposed National Park:

Eldorado Peaks High Country
North Cascade Primitive Area
Mount Baker Recreation Area
Other National Forest land

Total

Are
National Park

Percent
2

98

100

ssif ied by
Forest Service

Thousand acres
287
205
205

1

698

Thousand acres
15

683

698

416
160

122(1)

698

329
314

15

40

698

(1) This acreage is in the Chelan Ranger District which was made a part of the Wenatchee National Forest as of July 1, 1965, by

Executive Order 17220 of May 6,7965. Prior to that time it was part of the Okanogan National Forest.

Figure 37 Area of proposed North Cascades National Park, by ORRRC outdoor recreation resource management classes, Forest Seryice

Area classified by:
National Park Service
Forest Service

Class lll-Natural environment areas

Ciass IV-Unique natural areas

Class V-Primitiveareas

Other classes

ORRRC outdoor recreation resource class

Class Ill-Natural environment areas
Class IV-Unique natural areas

Class V-Primitive areas

Other classes

Total
(1) Less than 0.05 percent.

Thousand acres

Thousand acres
218
176
303

7

a cIa
Service

Percent
31

25
44

(1)

100

Percent

42

29

29

(1)

100

li

205

I --_mt

fzT5- ml 303
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Present land status in thousand acres

Eldorado Peaks High Country

Other National Forest land

Mount Baker Recreation Area

North Cascade Primitive Area

Total

classes, and forest and non-forest areas'

Service Primitive, Landscape Management, and other areas

314

698

Forest and non-forest areas

Commercial forest land areas:

Area open to commercial timber cutting
Area closed to commercial timber cutting

All commercial forest land areas

Noncommercial forest land areas

Non-forest land areas

Water area

All areas

Commercial Forest acres

in thousand acres

19 Now available

6 Now reserved

Thousand acres
19

6

25

475
183

15

698

Cascade Primitive Area
Ldscape Management Areas and
Alpine Resource Association

land areas

area

Total

forest areas

forest areas

acres 

l-l;'
I roo

Thousand
314

327

II

42
15

698

Percent
J

1

4

68

26

2

100

available 19 Thousand acres

reserved 6

475

15

329 * 4//s

-l40

-

183



Resources

In considering the National Park proposal, it is essen-

tial to understand what resources would be included
within the park.

The proposed park area of 698,000 acres has been

classified by both the Forest Servicc and the National
Park Service according to the recreation management
classes recommended by the Outdoor Recreation Re-
sources Review Commission (fig. 37). Although the
agencies differ somewhat in their application of these

criteria, there is general agreement upon classification
of 25-30 percent of the proposed park as unique nat-
ural areas, 30-45 percent as Primitive areas, and
30-40 percent as natural environment areas.

The classifications by the two agencies are shown
graphically in figures 38 and 39.

A further classification of the resources has been

made according to the Forest Service high mountain

policy statement. This shows that in ,00r,,", ,.,t,]
314,000 acres now in the North Cascade Primitivel

Area, some 327,000 acres are classified either in the I
landscape management areas under all four asocia. I
tions, or in the residual portion of the Alpine asocia. l
tion. This leaves only 42p00 acres not subject to the I

special type of management applied by the Forestl

Serwice to Alpine and to landscape management areas,

The classification of the proposed park according to

the resource management associations of the Forest

Service appears in figure 40.

The significance of this is that 92 percent of the

proposed park area is already classified by the Forest

Service as having primary recreation, soil and water-

shed values (fig. 37).
Of the 683,000 acres of land in the proposed park,

only 3 percent, or 19,000 acres, is commercial timbel.

Iand now available that would be reserved. Some

6,000 additional acres of commercial forest land is in-

96

Landscape management area in State Creek Valley classified by the Forest Service as having primary recreation, soil and watershed values.
The vallly lies wiihin the proposed National Park. Of 683,000 acres of_Jand in tlle proposed park, only 3 percent is now commercial timber-
land avaiiable for harvest. See figure 40 map, page 99. (photo FS 64-402)
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NATIONAL PARK SERVICE,
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14,000 acres of this one allotment are in the proposed

park. The closed or vacant allotments total about

45,000 acres (fig. 42).
With respect to potential reservoir sites, the most

significant one in the proposed park is the Thunder

Creek dam and power site. This dam, if constructed

by Seattle City Light, would inundate about 1,500

acres, most of which is commercial timberland. The

Copper Creek proposal of the same company is well

outside the proposed park and above the recom-

mended Wild River segment of the Skagit. A pro-

posal to raise the height of Ross Dam by 125 feet

would inundate a substantial additional acreage but
would not significantly affect in an adverse manner

the National Park proposal if drawdowns are mini-
mized or controlled. Existing and potential reservoir

development projects within the park are shown in

figure 43.
There is no real way to assess the mineral poten-

tial in the proposed National Park. It is known that
there are a large number of mining claims, both within
the North Cascade Primitive Area portion and the

southeastern portion in the Cascade Pass-Stehekin

River-Ruby Creek area. Many of the claims are very

old and have never been active.

cluded in that portion of the North Cascade Primitive

Area which would be made part of the park. This is
already reserved (figs. 37 and 4l).

The available commercial forest land consists of

narrow stringers located primarily in three localities:

along Granite Creek, Thunder Creek, and the Stehekin

River. The reserved commercial forest land is in small

parcels bordering Ross Lake and near the Canadian

Iine along the Chilliwack River.
If the average stand per acre of currently avail-

able commercial forest land is estimated at about

19,000 board feet per acre, this means that about 355

million board feet would be included in the park that
would otherwise be available. This is less than half
of 1 percent of the total sawtimber volume available

in the Study Area.1

Two-thirds of the recommended park, +75,000

acres, is noncommercial forest land and about 28 per-

cent is nonforest, meaning grasslands, Alpine meadows,

bare rock and snow and ice fields (figs. 37 and 4l).
The large acreage of noncommercial forest is so classed

due to steep slopes, fragile soils, poor quality, or inac-

cesibility.

A very few-less than l0-small timber sales have

been made in the Stehekin River drainage by the For-

est Service, but these have either been completed or

are inactive at the present. No additional sales are

planned. No timber sales are planned in Thunder
Creek, Granite Creek or Panther Creek through fiscal

year 1967. There are no other timber sale plans in

lhe area.

A11 o{ the available commercial timberland in
the proposed park falls within the landscape manage-

i ment classification of the Forest Service and in the

I lldo*do Peaks High Country area wherein, accord-

I ing to the Forest Service, only such timber removal

I would be performed "as public interest and the re-

| ,our.. importance of the area clearly justifies by selec-

I tive cuttine methods except as other systems of cutting

I may be required for mining, for road construction, for

I salvaging diseased, insect-infested, or dying timber, or

I lor other authorized activities, such as water impound-

I ments and rights-of-way."

I t. proposed National Park would include

I seuen graring allotments and parts of two others.

I Ho*.u.., all of these allotments are closed except

I nart of the Stehekin River Cattle Allotment. About
l'l_
I 'Mo.. complete discussion of recommended changes in

I r,rrrued areas in relation to acreages involved, commercial
I fnrest land. and sawtimber volumes is included in the section

I on *ono.ni" impacts.

I
II
I
I
II

A potential dam site on Thunder Creek just below its junction with
MiAllirt.. Creek, shown on the right. If constructed, th-e project would
inundate about 1,500 acres ofcominercial timberland' See figure 43

map, page 103. (photo FS X-7)

Proposed Thunder Creek dam site Thunder Creek McAllister Creek
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Fishing would not be affected because fishing,
habitat development, and stocking are allowed in a
National Park.

The proposed park includes substantial areas of
deer and elk winter range along the shores of Ross

and Diablo Lakes and up Thunder Creek. There is
also a substantial acreage of deer and elk winter range

in the area between Mount Redoubt and Whatcom
Peak in the North Cascade Primitive Area.

The area proposed for a park is mountain goat
range. There is no question but that hunting of deer,

elk, and mountain goats would be adversely affected.

Figure 44, based on the study team's fish and wiidlife
resources report indicates, however, that there are no

major hunting areas within the proposed park.
Of the 285,000 Washington State big game

hunters, about 25 percent, or 70,000-75,000, hunt in
the total Study Area. Eighty percent of these are

deer hunters. Perhaps 500 to 600 are goat hunters.

There is no known way of estimating what pro-
portion of the hunters who use the Study Area would

cease to hunt because of establishment of the park.

The probable effect would be to increase the hunting
load in the remainder of the Study Area, rather than

Trout fishing on Ross Lake, one of the key recreation resources of the prop-osed North Cascades National Park. Plans to raise its dam by
125 feet, while backing *.i.r ,p over su6stantiai additional acreage, would not significantly affect the park proposal if drawdowns were
minimized or controlled. See figure 43 rnap, page 103. - (photo NPS Y-4)
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to reduce the number of hunters. Since the number

of big game is greater than the supply of summer feed,

the effect might be to accelerate the over-utilization
of summer feed by big game in the proposed National
Park and thus create feed supply problems similar to
those which have occurred in some other National
Parks.

The relationship of some significant features

of the proposed National Park to the total Study Area
is shown statistically and by chart in figure 45.

The park would include about I I .percent of the

Study Area, but less than 1 percent of the available
forest land and less than I percent of the available
sawtimber. It would include about-one-fourth of the

areas presently dedicated to recreation and very sig-

nificant proportions of the unique natural and primi-
tive areas Iound in the Study Area.

Agency Plans for the Area

Neither the Forest Service nor the National Park

Service has specific plans applying precisely to the

the area recommended for inclusion in a National
Park because the proposal is not one that has been

previously advanced. [Iowever, both agencies do

have plans that apply to some extent.

Forest Serviee

About 314,000 acres of the recommended

in what is presently the North Cascade

Area. Under Forest Service plans, this portion

continue to be administered by the Forest Service

Wilderness area in accordance with provisions of the

Wilderness Act. A detailed discussion of this

concerning its natural resource features, its timber and

cover types, its recreation use, grazing, mineral and

wildlife resources, and proposed boundary adjustments

appears in a "Report on Proposed North Cascades

Wilderness Area of February 6, 1962," prepared for

administrative use only by the Pacific Northwest Re-

gion of the Forest Service.
About 329,000 acres is included in what the Fore$

Service would define as the Eldorado Peaks High

Country. This area plus roads, trail, and develop

ment facilities is shown in figure 30. Forest Service

plans for the administration of the area are described

in some detail in Appendix B, including statistics on

highways, trails, recreation, fish and wildlife, timber,

forage and water power.

park

Figure 45 Relation of the proposed North Cascades N?tional Park to the North Cascades Study Area, by total land area, available commercial forest ato

Totat land area I
Commercial forest area now available I
Commercial sawtimber now available 

I
ORRRC outdoor recreation resource classes: (3) I

Class Ill-Natural environment areas I
Class IV-Unique natural areas I
Class V*Primitive areas I
All other classes or unclassified 

I
Existing areas dedicated primarily to recreation 

I

Proposed
r North Cascades

I 
National Park

Hrl

I *r.o* 
I

North Cascades
Study Area

6,3O9
2,858

65,462

NPS FS
2,140 5,457

606 367
1,637 1,776
2,688 7l

2,495

26

81

Water resource development projects:
Existing
Potential

(1)Two-thirds of one percent.
(2)One-half of one percent.
(3)As classified by the National Park Service (NPS) and the Forest Service (FS). Acreage includes non-Federal areas.

(4)Less than 0.05 percent.
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Ir{:ltiorral Park $ervice

The National Park Service recommends a Mount
Baker National Park which is quite diflerent from the

recommendation contained herein for a North Cascades

National Park. Preliminary plans for visitor access

include roads, helicopter areas, trams, boats, trails,

visitor centers, lodges, and major campgrounds.
These plans are shown diagrammatically in figure 46.

One of the conditions prerequisite to recommend-

ing a North Cascades National Park is that adequate

access and use facilities be developed by the National
Park Service in the area. This is intended to include
that portion of the proposed park which is now within
the North Cascade Primitive Area. Figure 46 does

not adequately reflect this concept. 'Ihe National
Park Service development plans for the park should
contemplate better access into the northern part of
the park.

Maior Considerations in Recornrnending a
National Park

A great many factors were considered in arriving at

the conclusion to recommend a National Park.

Among these were the physical characteristics of the

area, the need for making the area available to signifi-
cant numbers of people, the minimal adverse impact
on resources such as timber, the economic benefits that
would accrue from the establishment of a Park, the

value of a National Park name, and the relationship
of the park proposal to the other recommendations.

The sum total of the recommendations needs to
be evaluated as a package rather than simply as a
question of having a National Park or not. The rec-

ommendations are interrelated and interdependent.
Insofar as physical features are concerned, the

question of whether the North Cascades area meets

National Park criteria is not debatable. The area

obviously includes the unique physical, natural or
geological features necessary to qualify for National
Park status. More than this, the proposed park would
become one of the outstanding units of the whole Na-
tional Park System because of its superlative mountain
features.

One of the key considerations was that the recom-

mendation for a park be conditioned upon its being
developed for mass recreation use and that adequate

access be provided by road, trail, water and air.
The North Cross-State Highway under construction

sawtimber, ORRRC recreation resource classes, area dedicated primarily to recreation, and existiag and potential water resor'rrce development pro.iects.

North Cascades Study Area

Proposed National Park

Total land area in thousand acres

Commercial forest area now available in thousand acres

Existing areas dedicated primarily to recreation in thousand acres

2,495

Commercial sawtimber now available in million bd. ft.

,uu uu,ou,

Water resource development projects:

26 existing

81 potential

I
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will provide main access from both east and west.

Lake Chelan will provide a unique avenue of access.

Ross and Diablo Lakes will provide unique access to
certain portions of the Park. Side roads are contem-
plated where feasible. A scenic road is recommended
down thc east side of Ross Lake to provide major
highway access from Canada.

One of the most significant justifications for a

National Park is that under Forcst Service manage-
ment about one-half of the area would be in Wilder-
ness status where now only about 1,000-2,000 people
visit per year. Under the National Park proposal,
this area would be made available to large numbers
of people who either do not wish, are unable, do not
have the time, or cannot afford wilderness-type travel.

The volume of wilderness area use in the Study
Area indicates that despite the very large area devoted
to Wilderness, relatively few people make use of these

areas.

It is also important to bear in mind that addi-
tional Wilderness areas are proposed, such as the
Alpine Lakes, Enchantment, Mount Aix, and some

expansion of the Glacier Peak Wilderness. It is feit
that there will be sufficient area dedicated to Wilder-
ness in the North Cascades and that it is more
important to dedicate the superlative and unique char-
acter of this area for National Park use and develop-
ment, rather than to place more lands into the
Wilderness category.

The establishment of a park would have little or
no adverse effect on the utilization of timber, grazing
of domestic livestock, or fishing. There is very little
commercial timber in the area and it is not being
operated at present.

There is no significant mineral development in
the proposed park area.

With respect to water and power, it is recom-
mended that the park be established in such a way
that it will not interfere with the development of the
water and power potential of the affected portion of
the main stem of the Skagit River.

The question of a Thunder Creek dam and reser-
voir should be determined by the Congress either at
the time the park is created or at a later time when
and if the project becomes imminent.

The creation of a National Park by act of Con-
gress not only would give the area statutory protection
{or park purposes but also could, if the Congress so

wished, provide status quo with respect to distribution
ol National Forest receipts among counties, assure

that modern means of aerial access would be utilized
by the Park Service to get people into the area for

day or weekend trips, and protect foreseeable needs

for water and power development.
The Forest Service could continue its adminis-

tration of the area as it has in the past and in accord
with its plans for the future. However, under Forest
Service administration, there would not be the statu-
tory assurance that there would be under creation of
a park by the Congress.

Likewise, under Forest Service administration,
much of the area is planned for continued Wilderness
area use and would be inaccessible to most people.

Both the Forest Service and the National Park
Service are competent, highly respected, and dedi-
cated agencies. Despite the great advances made by
the Forest Service in recent years in recreation mat-
ters, the National Park Service properly is recognized
as the agency which should administer and develop
the extraordinary, unique and outstanding National
Park-type areas of the Nation.

With the establishment of the proposed National
Park, the area would be transferred to the administra-
tion of the National Park Service. This loss of juris-
diction by the Forest Service should not be a controlling
factor in Forest Service evaluation ol the recommenda-
tion. However, the study team recognizes that juris-
dictional questions may be a controlling factor in
influencing agency position. Despite possible juris-
dictional feelings because both agencies are aggressive

and jealous of the areas under their control the fact
remains that there would still be a Mount Baker
National Forest of 1,255,000 acres even with the crea-
tion of a National Park. Likewise, there would still
be a Wenatchee National Forest of 1,607,000 acres.

In summation, it would appear that the major
factors favoring establishment of a North Cascades Na-
tional Park are the statutory assurance of protection
and continuity of the Park if created by Congress, the
obvious natural characteristics of the area for a Na-
tional Park, the economic benefits that could be ex-

pected from.increased tourism to the area, the opening
of much of the area to mass recreation use rather than
continued dedication of nearly half of it for Wilder-
ness area use, the economic advantages that would
accrue to the area through its having the benefit of
Nationai Park stature, and the fact that all of this can
be done without adversely affecting tax rolls, utiliza-
tion of timber, or other natural resources of the area.

e,{{}ff NY X{& r N X g.}A }\}A:&'," N {3I\I',-&"X* &?.&K M.

Recommendation VII. The southern boundary of
Mount Rainier National Park should be extended to
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include about 11 sections ol National Forest land in

the aicinity of Tatoosh Ridge.
This proposed extension has been agreed to by

both the Forest Service and the National Park Service.

It is described as follows:
Starting at the junction of the Tatoosh Mountain

Range and the National Park boundary in the north-

west quarter of Section 4,T. l+ N., R. 9 E., and con-

tinue in a southeasterly direction following the crest

of the Tatoosh Range to the north quarter corner of

Section 22,T. l+ N., R. 9 E., from which point con-

tinue east along the section line on the north side of

Sections 22,23, and 24 to the northeast corner of Sec-

tion 24, T. 14 N., R. 9 E.; from that point continue
L/, mile north along the section line to the west quarter

corner of Section 18, T. 14 N., R. 10 E., from which

point continue due east across Ohanapecosh River to

State Highway No. 14, in the eastern portion of Section

19,7.14 N., R. 10 E.; from which point continue in
a northerly direction along the western edge of the

right-of-way for State Highway No. 14, to the existing

National Park boundary in the eastern portion of Sec-

tionB,T. 14N.,R.10E.
The Study Team concurs in this recommenda'

tion of the two agencies.

Recommendation VIII. There should be effectiae co-

ordination and management between Mount Rainier

National Park and surrounding National Forest lands

executed through inter-bureau arrangements or coop-

eratiae agreenlents.

A start has been made in this direction. The

superintendent of the Mount Rainier Nationai

Park and the concerned National Forest supervisors

have collaborated in initiating coordinated planning

to care effectively for the large number of expected

visitors to the National Park. National Forest lands

and facilities bordering the park will need to be used

in a manner that is coordinated with park administra-

tion. The study team commends the "Coordinated

View across paradise Valley to the Tatoosh Range, The range is proposed for addition to Mount Rainier National Park. See figure

33 map, page 86. (phirto NPS Y-5)
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Planning Report for Mount Rainier National Park

and Snoqualmie and Gifford Pinchot National For-
ests, January, 1965" that the two agencies have initi-
ated and recommends that this be continued and made

an effective management instrument by both agencies.

Master planning for the National Park should be car-

ried forward aggressively.
The two agencies have a common management

problem in their need to not destroy the fragile wilder-
ness conditions of certain areas under their adminis-

tration while at the same time making these areas avail-
able for the use and enjoyment of people. These

problems involve the natural fragility of Wilderness

areas, problems of sanitation, abuse of terrain, and

utilization of pack stock. The two agencies should

coordinate their expertise in the management of Wil-
derness areas.

*'nx{ffiK }aEnexaKjuY$€}rq &xas,&s

Recommendation IX. Mount Baker and most of the

surrounding Recreation Area should continue to be

administered by the Forest Seraice and managed in
accord with its plans for the area as described in
Appendi,x B.

An all-year highway leads to Heather Meadows

by way of the Nooksack River from Bellingham.

Trails lead from the end of the road to Mount Baker

on the west and Mount Shuksan on the east. A
recreation way is proposed from Heather Meadows

across Austin Pass and south to connect with the

present road at Baker Lake. This will provide an

outstanding scenic loop year long. Heather Meadows is

developed for summer and winter use and receives

about 100,000 visitors for winter sports alone each

year. Two new chair lifts for the ski slopes are con-

templated. A new lodge is in the planning stage.

Mount Baker and the Heather Meadows area should

not be included in a National Park.

Recommendation X. The Cougar Lake and Monte
Cri,sto Pealc Limited Areas should be declassified as

such and adrninistered by the Forest Seruice in accord

with its normal ntultiple-use management policies.

The Cougar Lake Limited Area is close to the

eastern boundary of Mount Rainier National Park.

It is a prospective location for campgrounds and other

developed recreation facilities and could take some of

the pressure off Mount Rainier National Park. The
area should be managed primarily for recreation use

in coordination with the needs of Mount Rainier Na-
tional Park. It is not recommended that it be classi-

1. CouEar Lake. iust outside Mount Rainier National Park. Forest Service multiple-use management for the area with emphasis on

recrEation is i6commended. See figure 5 map, page 22. (photo FS 64-460)

2. The Monte Cristo Peak Limited Area should be "declassified" by the Forest Service and given standard multipie-use management.

The buildings in the photo are part of a private recreational development in the Monte Cristo area. See figure 5 lr,ap,page22.
(photo NPS 4224146)
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fied under the Wilderness Act.
A substantial acreage and volume of com-

mercially valuable National Forest timber will be

transferred from the reserved to the available cate-

gory by declassifying the Cougar Lake area.

Recommendation XL The Eldorado Peaks High

Country should continue to be deaeloped by the

Forest Seruice f or recreation pending establishment of

the North Cascades National Park.
The recommended park would include a sub-

stantial portion of the Eldorado Peaks High Country.

The recreation potential, opportunities, and needs in

the area are such that it would be unwise for the Forest

Service to cease development of the area as con-

templated pending Congressional decision on estab-

iishment of the recommended park.

Recommendation XII. The Forest Seruice and the

National Park Seruice, in anticipation of increased

recreational load in the Study Area for camping, pic-

nicking, driuing for pleasure, winter sports and other,

normal outdoor recreation pursuits, should aggres'

siuely pursue their respectiue plans to prouide needed

facilities to accomodate the prospectiue demand as

foreseen for the next 20 years.

S{:SNTC R.SAT}S ANI} TRAX&-S

Recommendation XIII. Because of the relatiue in-

accessibility of the Study Area, the great popularity

of driuing for pleasure as a recreation pursuit, and the

importance of making much more of the North Cas'

cades auailable to large numbers of people, high prior'
ity should be giuen to the construction of an adequate

system of scenic roads.

The study team was supplied with the independ-

ent recommendations of the Forest Service, National

Park Service, and the State of Washington. The

latter was in connection with a report on a national

system of scenic roads or parkways being prepared

for the Recreation Advisory Council under the

leadership of the Department of Commerce.
The National Park Service recommendations in-

cluded those of the Forest Service, plus numerous

others. The State of Washington overlapped many

of the Federal proposals and also included some that

were not made by either Federal agency.

There is considerable mileage of low-class roads

in the area, much of which has been constructed

either by the Forest Service or by timber contractors
for log hauling purposes. These roads need improve-

1. The Eldorado Peaks High Country would continue to be developed for recreation by_the Forest Service pending Congre-ssional
authorization of the profosed North Cascades National Park. This view looks north down Thunder Creek. See figure 30 map,
page 80. (photo NPS 5307-30)

2. The North Cascades need more picnicking, driving, camping, winter sports and othelrecreational facilities if coming needs are to be
met. This group is picnicking nea.r Austin Pass.See figure 18, page52. (photo FS 470723)
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Ruby Creek

I

Diablo Lake

!

Ross Lake

I

Early Winters Creek

Washington Pass State Creek

Ruby Creek Granite Creel

ll

Development of an adequate scenic road net\ /ork is a_{gh^prigrity recommrcndation. These gi91u19s show the North Cross-State

Hirhwlv route. Diablo' lJe-n"nv Creek section (rS *-3); Ru6y Creek-Ross Lake area (FS X-4); Granite Creek-Rainy Pass sector

ifS i-il; Early Winters Creek-Wishington Pass-Siate Creek area(FS X-8). See figure 34, page 87'

Granite Creek Rainy Pass
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ments in the way of surfacing and/or turnouts to make
them suitable for scenic use. The total mileage of
forest highways and forest development roads is 5,500.

Figure 34 shows a proposed scenic road network
largely as contemplated by the National Park Service.

It distinguishes between (1) existing roads, (2) roads
where improvements are recommended to make them
meet scenic road standards, (3) roads under con-
struction, and (4) potential new roads. The map also

shows roads recommended by the Forest Service and
additional roads proposed by the State of Washington,
and a recommended road down Ross Lake from
Canada.

The Forest Service gives the highest priority to
routes through Curry Gap, Cady Pass, Harts Pass,

and Austin Pass.

The Curry Gap road would extend from the
Stevens Pass highway up the Beckler River, over
Curry Gap and down the Sauk River to Darrington.
It would rise through timber, sub-Alpine and Alpine-
type terrain and provide magnificent vistas of moun-
tain scenery.

The Cady Pass route would start at Curry Gap
Recreation Way, climb to the Cascade Summit at
Cady Pass, and down the Little Wenatchee River to
U.S. Highway 2 near Lake Wenatchee.

The Harts Pass route would leave the North Cross-

State Highway near Ross Lake, climb through timber

and Alpine terrain to the Harts Pass crest, and then go

down the east slope to the Methow River near Wash-

ington State Highway No. 20, formerly No. 16.

The Austin Pass route would tunnel frorn
Heather Meadows under Austin Pass and down Baker

River to tie with the present road system at Baker

Lake.
The tearn gave special attention to the advisability

of a north-south highway along the crest of the North
Cascades. It was persuaded that such a road would

be undesirabie because of the land scarring, erosion,

severe weather conditions and terrific costs. It was

concluded aiso that a cut-ofl route from the Cascade

River up to the crest of the Hidden Lake Peaks along

Boston Peak, and connecting with the North Cross-

State Highway at the upper end of Granite Creek

would likevrise be unfeasible.

Consideration should be given to the desirability
and practicality of road access from Canada down the

east side of Ross Lake, connecting the North Cross-

State Highway to Highway No. 3 in British Columbia.
Highway 3 in turn joins Highway No. 1 at Hope on

the Fraser River. There is already a private logging
road in British Columbia down the Skagit River to

the north end of Ross Lake. Such a route connection

would provide easy access to the North Cascades Na-
tional Park from Vancouver and also from Banff and

Jasper National Parks in British Columbia.

In summation, there appear to be reasonable pos-

sibilities of a scenic road network of about 920 miles

in the Study Area of which, over two-thirds are

existing roads and the remainder need either improve-
ments or construction (fig. +7). The development of

an adequate scenic road network is one of the highest

priority proposals of the study team.

There are two waterway access routes to the

North Cascades that are unique and deserving of

special mention. One is by boat or float plane from
Chelan on the east side, up the length of 55-mile long

Lake Chelan into the heart of the area" The other is

from existing Highway 20, formerly No. 17 to Diablo
Lake and north through Diablo and Ross Lakes about
25 miles to the Canadian line.

Consideration of construction of a road along the east side of Ross Lake
connecting the North Cross-State Highway with Highway No. 3

in British Coiumbia is recommended. The view is to the north into Canada.

See figure 34 rnap, page 87 (photo FS 64-415)
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Lake Chelan, penetrating 55 miles into the North Cascades, provides a unique access route to an area of few roads and trails. (photo NPS Y-6)

figwre 47 proposals for ecenic roads and parkways in the North Cascades Study Area, by agencies

Agency and kind of proposal

Recreation Ways proposed by the Forest Service: (1)

Existing
Proposed new construction

Approximate mileage

Scenic roads and parkways proposed by the National Park Service: (2)

Existing (3)
Existing, but needing major improvements or reconstruction

Proposed new construction (3)

Scenic roads (new construction) proposed by Washington State (4)

Proposed Ross Lake scenic road (new construction)

A11 scenic roads and ParkwaYs 921

(1) Also proposed by the National Park Service.
(2) In addition to the proposed "recreation ways" shown above.

(3) Includes the North Cross-State Highway, of which there are 36 miles existing and 34 miles under construction'

The latter includes the Granite Creek-Early Winters Creek section'
(4) In addition to the proposals made by the Forest Service and the National Park Service.

60
37

589
118

54

40

23
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Recommendation XIV. An adequate recreation trail
system is needed in the North Cascades. The Cascade

Crest Trail in particular should be adequately deuel-

oped, maintained and equipped taith signs.

Within the Study Area, there are 5,500 miles of
trails in the Forest Service Transportation System,

40 percent of which is currently considered inade-
quate. In addition, there are more than 300 miles
of trails in Mount Rainier National Park.

A great many miles of Forest Service trails were

constructed initially for fire protection and suppres-

sion, or other administrative purposes. Most of these

trails, however, have recreational value. The Forest

Service goal is to make needed improvements for rec-

reational purposes on 2,275 miles of trails and to con-
struct 430 additional miles.

Within the Study Area, there are 341 miles of the
Cascades Crest Trail. The Forest Service and Na-
tional Park Service propose different locations for the
Cascade Crest Trail from Harts Pass to the Glacier
Peak Wilderness. The Park Service proposal is shown
in figure 34. The Forest Service proposal is shown in
figure 30.

Trails are closed to motorized traffic in National
Parks, Wilderness, and Primitive areas. Outside these

areas, the use of motorscooters on trails is a matter
of administrative discretion and the study team believes
properly so.

T"IlvIEg,re &,{AN&&&&* gNY

Recommendation XV. With respect to timber man'

agement, the Forest Seruice should: (a) systematically

apply the policy directiues and guidelines described in

"Management Objectiaes and Policies for the High

Mountain Areas of National Forests of the Pacific

Northwest Region"; (b) keep clear-cut blocks as small

as practicable; (c) in or near areas proposed for spe-

cial attention to recreation, use clear-cutting only

where other siluicultural systems clearly are not

teasible; (d) assure prompt regeneration by planting

if adequate natural regeneration does not occur

promptly; (e) artifically reaegetate road banks and

other areas where there are similar disturbances in

order to minimize impacts on landscape and soil ero-

sion follouing timber haruesting operations; (f) pro-

aide adequate sceni.c strips and roadside improuements

consistent with landscape management principles; (g)

in areas recommended for l{ilderness classification or

National Park status, timber haraesting should not be

permitted for a period of 5 years to prouide time lor
congressional consideration and action on the recom-

mendations, except necessary tree cutting operations ol

the Seattle City Light and Power Co. should be per-

mitted, es should essential insect or disease protection

cuttings; (h) continue to carry on research on both

the siluiculture and economics of Douglas-fir,including
the practicality of methods ol haruesting and regenera-

tion other than clear-cutting; and (i) in the design

and construction of timber rnanagement roads, giue

appropriate consideration to the needs of other mul-

tiple resources of the National Forests.
The recommendations speak largely for themselves.

In some instances they are an endorsement of existing
Forest Service policy. The study team was favorably
impressed with and endorses the Forest Service high

mountain policy. That agency has been criticized
both for not moving aggressively enough in applying
the policy, and for moving too fast. The team felt
that the policy should be firmly applied.

There is considerable nonstocked or partially-
stocked acreage of cut-over timberlands and it was felt
that steps should be taken to assure regeneration
promptly following cutting.

Block cutting in the principal forest association has

tended in the past to be unduly large. Smaller blocks

would lessen the adverse effects of this type of
silviculture.

Effective research has been carried on by the Forest
Service for many years in both Douglas-fir and pon-
derosa pine types. The application of the high moun-

Trails in the North Cascades need more adequate development, maintenance, and marking. This portion of the Cascade Crest Trail
lies at White Pass below White Mountain. See figure 34 map, page 87. (photo NPS 421'4-638)
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1. The Forest Service High Mountain Policy concerning timber harve_st in the North Cascades drew favorable comment from the- 
N"rttr Cascades Study"Team. llere ponderosa pinels being scaled. (photo FS 470763)

2, patch-cut area in Okanogan National Forest west of Sweet Grass Butte. It is recommended that clear-cut blocks be kept as small

k

as practicable. (photo NPS 4214-468)

3. North Cascades forest developrnent roads should be designed for multiple purposes to provide recreation and minimize soil erosion

,.rd othe" destructive effects bn natural beauty. (photo FS 2400-1-7)
4. Replanting of cut-over timber areas is recommended where prgr.npt rylu11l^leqele.ration does not occur' The photo shows Forest

Se.',rice ..ilat ting work in Snoqualmie National Forest ' (photo FS 2400-1-1)
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tain policy and the equality of resources as provided
in the Multiple Use-Sustained Yield Act both indicate
the need for continued economic and silvicultural
research in these forest types.

The ieam did not feel that the Forest Service was

primarily oriented toward timber harvesting nor that
the management and utilization of other multiple
resources of the National Forests were secondary con-

siderations. This may have been true in the past, but

there has been a major reorientation, adjustment, and

modernization of Forest Service thinking and policy
within the past decade, particularly since enactment

of the Multiple Use-Sustained Yield Act. The large

acreages of land dedicated by the Forest Service to

Wilderness, Iimited, or primitive status is one indi-

cation of its awareness of the recreation and aesthetic

values of the North Cascades.

(}TF{KK KECCI&IMKNIIAYX {}f!r$

Recommendation XVI. Certain portions of the

Skagit Riuer and its tributaries within the Studv Area

should be giuen Wild Riuer status i.n accord with the

prouisions of S. 1446, 89th Congress. Pending such

status, the National Forest lands ad jacent to designated

portions should be managed in accord with the Wild

Riuer concept.
This would include the Skagit River upstream

118

Portions of the Skagit River and its Sauk, Suiatt]e, and Cascade tributaries should be accorded Wild River status.
east up the Suiattle"toward the Glacier Peak Wilderness Area. Wild River status would emphasize management
See fifure 33 map, page 86. (photo FS 64-451)

The picture looks
for recreation purposes.
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from the Mount Baker National Forest boundary to its
junction with Copper Creek; the Cascade River up-
stream from the National Forest boundary to its junc-
tion with its north and south forks and up the South
Fork to the boundary of the Glacier Peak Wilderness
Area; the Suiattle River upstream from the National
Forest boundary to the Glacier Peak Wilderness Area
boundary at Milk Creek; the Sauk River upstream
from the National Forest boundary to its junction with
Elliott Creek, and the North Fork of the Sauk River
from its junction with the South Fork of the Sauk to
the Glacier Peak Wilderness Area boundary.

These river stretches total about 60 miles and are
only a small portion of the total length of the Skagit
River recommended for examination for Wild River
status outside the Study Area. In general, the river
shore and not more than a quarter of a mile back from
the shore on each side should be managed by the
Forest Service as a Wild River.

Recommendation XVII. The Secretary of Agriculture
should support the interaention of the Secretary of
the Interior of luly 22, 1965, with respect to Federal
Power Commission project No. 2151 relating to the
Wenatchee Riuer. The Secretary of the Interior
should seek the uiews ol the Secretary of Agriculture
and should caref ully assess the recreation impacts, both
fauorable and unfauorable, before acting on the pro-
posed replacement dam on Bumping Riuer below the
existing Bumping Lake Reseruoir.

The Federal Power Commission project applica-
tion offers a plan for improvement and utilization of
water, power, and development of the Wenatchee
River. The proposed development by Public Utility
District No. 1 of Chelan County should consider the
fish, wildlife, and recreational resources as well as uti-
lization of water and power. The study team feels
that the plan of development of the Wenatchee River
and its tributaries proposed by the applicant should be
adapted to a comprehensive plan of development of
the Wenatchee River and its upstream tributaries
within the Study Area as a headwaters subbasin of the
Columbia River basin.

The proposed Bumping Lake project is an en-
largement and replacement of the existing Bumping
Lake Reservoir on Bumping River. The new struc-
ture would be a few miles downstream from the exist-
ing reservoir and would have a storage capacity of
458,000 acre-feet, compared to the present capacity of
33,000. Surface acreage would increase from 1,400 to
4,100. Tht! recreation effect of such construction
would be to push high density recreation lands around

the reservoir into an arca that is now clased as natural
environment lands. This might not be consequential,
but should have careful consideration before the De-
partments of Agriculture and Interior take a position
on this matter.

Recommendation XVIII . The enactment of legi,sla-
ti,on to create a North Cascades National Park should
include proui,sions that would protect the present in-
stallations and plans of the Seattle City Light on the
main stem of the Skagit Riuer.

Recommendation XIX. The Forest Seruice should
continue to work with cities hauing closed municipal
watersheds in order to deuelop satisfactory plans and
procedures by which these watershed areas can be

made auai.lable to help meet the expanding future
recreational needs of the Study Area.

Recommendation XX. The State of Washington and
concerned Federal agencies should take all reason-
able measures to protect and manage the fisheries re-
source, to improae habitat, and to increase leuels of

fishing use.

Recommendation XXI. The State ol lAashington
and concerned Federal agencies should intensify wild-

The State of Washington and Federal agencies should take all reasonable
measures to improve fishing in the North Cascades, the study team has
recommended. Here State Department of Game workers stock fish.
(photo FS 2200-1-g)
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life, wildlife habitat, and range management with. a

uiew to increasing auailable forage supplies and bring-

ing the numbers of big game and liuestock into balance

with the grazing capacity that can be sustained.

ECONOMIC IMPACT OF RECOMMENDA.
TIONS

Present and projected population and emplol,nent of
the Study Area and surrounding counties and cities

have been previously summarized, as has, to some

degree, the economic significance of the various

resources.

Figure 48 Net difference within the North Cascades Study Area
between existing and proposed areas managed wholly or primarily for recreation,

by total area, sawtirnber volume and area of available commercial forest land,

by kind of area.

Mt. Rainier National Park
North Cascades National Park
North Cascade Primitive Area (5)

Okanogan Wilderness Area
Glacier Peak Wilderness Area
Eldorado Peaks High Country

Alpine Lakes Limited Area (5)

Alpine Lakes Wilderness Area
Cougar Lake Limited Area (5)

Monte Cristo Peak Limited Area
Enchantment Wilderness Area
Mt. Aix Wilderness Area

Skagit WiId River
Mt. Baker Recreation Area
Mather Memorial Parkway

AII dedicated areas

The purpose of this section is twofold: (1) To

review the effect of existing and proposed recreation

dedications on the availability, or lack of it, of com-

mercial forest land and sawtimber volumes. The

combined eflect of the recommendations with respect

to recreation dedications is evaluated in terms of their

effect on the timber industry. (2) To appraise the

net economic impacts of the three basic recommenda-

tions concerning a North Cascades National Park,

Glacier Peak Wilderness Area, and a scenic road

system.

There is no attempt to describe the total present

or potential economic significance of the Study Area,

Existing

Thousand acres
241.6

Total area

Proposed Net change (1)

801. 0

458. 1

537.6

256.0

Thousand acres
248.7

::: :
494.6
497.4

Thousand acres

-L 1',|
I '. 

r

+698.0

-801. 0

+494.6
+ 39.3

-537.6

-256.0
+150.0

- 90.0

- 11.5

+ 3o.o

+ 45.0

r 10 ,
I L'. L

- 15.0
0

aa1 0

90.0

11. 5

)+. s'
24.3

2, 495.0

iill
30. 0

45.0

19.2
59.9
24.3

2,267 . 1

(1) If the proposed area is larger than the existing one, the
change is pieceded by a plus symbol, if smaller, a minus symbol
is use-d. i2) Except'as noted in footnote (4), the acreage in-
this column is now ciosed to commercial timber cutting, but if
the proposed areas were established this acreage would become
uvailabi. for commercial timber cutting. (3) Based on an

estimated average stand per acre for a general broad area.
(4) This is the 'Jolume of-sawtimber on the area described in
footnote (2). (5) Name to be eliminated and the area to be

included in other proposals. (6) Commercial timber area and
sawtimber volume now available for commercial timber cutting
which will remain available: Eldorado Peaks High Country,
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either with or without the recommendations of the
study team, because many of the recornmendations
will be carried out by the Forest Service and the Na-
tional Park Service independently of this report. In
contrast, tJre purpose is to focus attention on the effects

of the recommendations on timber and the net impact
of the more controversial or costly proposals.

f,FTECT OF RECREATION I}EDICATIONS
ON TIMBE,RLANDS AND VOLUMES

In order to appraise fairly the eflect of present and
proposed recreation dedications, it is necessary to con-

Available commercial forest land

Proposed
Net additional Net area to

area to be be made

nd acres

0

withdrawn available (2)

Thousand acres Thousand acres
5.1

19. 0

Estimated sawtimber volume on available commercial forest land (3)

Existing

Million bd. ft.

Proposed
Net volume on Net volume on

area to be area to be made
withdrawn available (4)

0 189 0

355 0

0.96

sider them as a group. This is because in some

instances, such as the North Cascades National Park
proposal, land would be removed from multiple use

administration. In other cases, such as the Cougar
Lake Limited Area, land would go from a reserved

status to normal National Forest management. The
net eflect in the Study Area can only be realized when
the recommendations for change or status quo are con-

sidered as a package for the 15 areas summarized in
figure 48.

This is one of the most significant comparisons

in the entire report. It shows that on all the areas

involved, the net eflect despite establishment of a

Million bd. ft. Million bd. ft.
0

0

12.00

0

62.7

0

0

0

19.0 0
6.9 0 0

1,172

0

0

0
(6)

1,357
0

1,575

0
0
0

0
(6)
(6)

3,028

152
207

Mt. Rainier National Park
North Cascades National Park
North Cascade Primitive Area (5)

Okanogan Wilderness Area
Glacier Peak Wilderness Area
Eldorado Peaks High Country

Alpine Lakes Limited Area (5)

Alpine Lakes Wilderness Area
Cougar Lake Limited Area (5)

Monte Cristo Peak Limited Area
Enchantment Wilderness Area
Mt. Aix Wilderness Area

Skagit Wild River
Mt. Baker Recreation Area
Mather Memorial Parkway

AII dedicated areas

0
25.6

0
0
0

78.7

(6)

54.3
0

68. 5

134.8

;;
421

7,647

0

0

0

1,558

77

0
U

0

0

578

(6)
(6)

41,000 acres with 767 million bd. ft.; Mt. Baker Recreation
fuea,2,900 acres with 54 million bd. ft.; and Mather Memorial
Parkway, 18,300 acres with 427 million bd. ft.; totalling 62,200
acres with 1,242 million bd. ft.

3.1
0

0

,o
18.3

83. 9
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National Park and the designation of several new

Wilderness Areas would be to add 228,000 acres to

undedicated status and place them in normal multiple
use management. The main reasons for this are the

declassification of the Cougar Lake Limited Area, the

reduction of the Alpine Lakes Limited Area to a con-

siderably smaller Alpine Lakes Wilderness Area, and

the elimination of substantial acreage from the Eldo-

rado Peaks High Courrtry which is not placed in the

proposed National Park.

With respect to commercial forest land, the net

effect is to increase the availability of commercial for-
est land and to decrease the acreage in reserved status.

For example, on the 2/z rrrillion acres involved in the

dedicated areas there are now 84,000 acres of available

commercial forest land. If the recommendations in
this report are carried out, the amount of available

commercial forest land from these same areas would

be increased by 56,000 acres to a total of 140,000

acres. The reserved commercial forest land acreage

of 356,000 acres would be decreased accordingly.

In terms of sawtimber volumes, the areas in ques-

tion now have an available sawtimber stand of 1.6

billion board feet. This would be roughly doubled to

3.1 billion board feet. The reserved timber volume of
11.2 billion board feet would be reduced accordingly,

to 9.7 billion. Again, the reasons are the substantial

timber volumes that would be made available from
land that is now in the Alpine Lakes and Cougar Lake

Limited areas plus the fact that the North Cascades

National Park would withdraw only minimum acre-

age and volumes of commercial timber; namely, 19,000

acres and 355 million board feet.
The net effect of the recommended actions is:

EXBTING

SITUATION

same time nearly doubling the amount of sawtimber

that would be available for commercial operations from

the areas involved.
Thi: relationship between the existing and pro-

posed 15 dedicated areas and the total Study Area

with respect to acreage involved, commercial forest

area and timber volumes is also significant. Recogni-

tion of these same relationships between the proposed

North Cascades National Park and the total Study

Area, as well as between the park and all dedicated

areas, is important to have in mind in order to place

these proposals in proper perspective. These relation-

ships are shown in Figure 49.

For example, the recommended North Cascades

National Park would include 11 percent of the total

acreage in the Study Area, but only 0.8 percent of the

commercial forest area and 0.6 percent of the com-

mercial timber volume. It is obvious that the estab-

lishment of the park would have no significant adverse

eflect on the timber industry.
Of far more significance to the timber industry is

the fact that by implempnting the recommendations,

abott 1,470,000,000 board feet presently reserved will
be made available for commercial operations. This

is a reduction of 13 percent in the amount of reserved

sawtimber. Most of the remaining reserved timber

occurs in Mount Rainier National Park and the

Glacier Peak Wilderness Area.

GLACTE'T FXAr{. WILDEI*,NESS ASA.E,&,

The recommendation to enlarge Glacier Peak Wilder-
ness Area by 39,000 acres would add about 7,000 acres

of commercial timber land supporting 207 million
board feet of sawtimber to this area.

There would be no land acquisition costs. Land
taxes would not be affected, because only Federal

Iands are involved. The formula for distribution of
National Forest receipts would not be affected al-
though the amount of receipts might be reduced

slightly because of the reduction of prospective timber
sales. There are no presently active timber sales in
the affected area.

The number of visitors to the Glacier Peak Wil-
derness Area probably would not be significantly al-

tered because of the proposed extensions; nor would
payrolls or expenditures for employment in recreation
or tourism be changed appreciably.

In summation, there will be few, if any, ap-

preciable economic effects either pro or con from
the proposed Glacier Peak Wilderness Area boundary
extensions.

ITEM

Area of recreation
dedications

Commercial forest land
Available 83. 9

Reserved 356.2

Sawtimber volume
Available

Thousand acres

2, 495. 0 2, 267 . 1 -227 .9

CIIANGE

140' o +56' 1

300. 1 -56.1

Million bd. ft.
1,647 3,777 +7,470

Reserved 71,797 9,727 -1,470

To put it succinctly, implementation of the recom-
mendations would mean creation of a National Park,
creation of four new Wilderness areas and a Wild
River, elimination of two limited areas, and at the
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figure 49 Rehtion of existing and proposed areas dedicated wholly or primarily to recreation and the proposed North Cascades National Park

to the existing StuJy erer., in ter-s of total land area, available and reserved commercial forest area and sawtimber volume.

Total land area in thousand acres

Commercial forest area in thousand acres:

Available
Reserved

T'ota1
Commercial sawtimber in million bd. ft.:

Available
Reserved

Tota.l

Visitors
Visitor-days
Visitor expenditures
Development costs (3)

Wages paid (4)

Employment

Study Area as

it now exists

6,309

2,858
356

3,214

65,462
11,197

76,659 12,844 17

AII existing and pro-
posed dedicated areas

Percent of
Area Stud_v Area
2,267 36

140.0 5

300.1 88

44C.1

3,117
9,727

Proposed North
Cascades National Park

Percent of Percent ofall
Area Study Area dedicated areas

698 11.1 30.8

000
25 7.0 7.9

25 .8 5.7

000
467 4.2 4.8

467 0. 6 3.6

Construction of
scenic roads

14

5

87

NON*?"&{ CASCAMES NATXONAL PARI(

The establishment of the recommended 698,000-acre

National Park would result in certain economic bene-

fits stemming from an increase in visitor use, from
capital development and from maintenance and

operation.
There would be no significant effect on land taxes

nor on acquisition costs, because 99 percent or more

of the area is already Federal lands. Only a small

acreage of private lands would be subject to acqui-

sition.
There would be an estimated annual visitation of

about 1 .3 million persons, of which perhaps 35 per-

cent would be from out of State. Visitor days are

estimated at 2.4 million, annual visitor expenditures

at $20.8 million (fig. 50).
This is translatable in terms of wages paid to $5'4

i

I

I

figrr"e 50 Estimated annual expenditures, wages, and employment which would be generated by visitors to and development

of recreation facilities in the proposed North Cascades National Park, and by visitor use and development of scenic roads

io the North Cascades Study Area.

Proposed North Cascades National Park Proposed scenic roads in the Study Area

Estimated
total a[nual use

1, 300,000
2,410,000

$20, 800, 000(1)

$5,400, 000
1, 100

Construction of
recreation facilities

$7,400, ooo

$2, 000, 000
400

Estimated
total annual use

500, 000

$8, 500, oo0(2)

$2, 300, 000
460

$7, 500, 000

$2, s00, 000(5)
5oo(6)

(1) State sales tax on these expenditures estimated at $800,000.
(2) Inctuding $5,500,000 of vehicle costs (11//mile).
(3) Average annual during the first five-year period.
(4) Estimated at about 27 percent of expenditures (after sales taxes) and of construction costs.

(5) Including expenditures for operation and maintenance amounting to $500,000'
(6) Including 100 employees for operation and maintenance work.
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million per year and estimated annual year-long em-

ployment of 1,100 persons.
'Io this economic impact of visitations should be

added an average annual benefit from capital con-

struction of $7.4 million for the first 5 years. This
would result in an estimated $2 million in wages and

400 persons employed.

No estimates have been made for maintenance

or operation of the proposed park. This would be

an additional benefit which has not been included.

In summary, the economic impact of both visita-

tions and capital construction would be an annual em-

ployment of about 1,500 persons, visitor expenditures

of $20.8 million and capital development costs of $7.4
million.

If the area were managed as the Forest Service

proposes, rather than as a National Park, about half
the area would be in the Eldorado Peaks High Coun-

try and about half in Wilderness status. Assuming

that: (1) the National Park Service would develop

the portion south of the Skagit River to about the

same degree of intensity or grcater than would the

Forest Service; (2) develoPments rvould extend north-
ward into the present Primitive area and not be lim-
ited to that portion south of the Skagit River; and
(3) giving some recognition to the added visitations

that would result from National Park status, it would
seem reasonable to assume that under continued Forest

Service management (rather than National Park Serw-

ice), the estimates would be about 60 percent of those

given above for employment, capitai development and

visitor expenditures.
It should be recognized that there would be a very

minor adverse economic impact from the creation of
the park due to removing some timber from the market.
About 19,000 acres of commercial timberland which
support an estimated 355 million board feet of saw-

timber would be rescrved in the National Park. This
can be roughly converted to an allowable annual cut
of 3.5 million board fcct. In turn, this could mean

National Forest rcceipts of about $70,000, returns

to counties of about $17,500 annually and a dependent
cmployment of 30-35 persons.

In other words, there would be a net gain of pcr-

haps 600 people employed in the park against the ioss

of 35 persons employed in thc timber industry, a
revenue of $70,000 lost in timber annually against a
net annual increase in visitor expenditures of roughly

$8 million and a capital investment per year for 5 years

of $3 miiiion.
One of the conditions of recommending a Na-

tional Park is that the enabling legislation retain the

status quo with respect to distribution of National For-

est receipts between affected counties. Gross revenues

to the Mount Baker and Wenatchee National Forests

would not be appreciably aflected by creation of the

National Park because the area involved currently

returns no appreciable income from timber sales or

other sources.

However, unless the status quo condition were

met in the enabling legislation, the distribution of reve-

nue between counties would necessarily be adjusted

in accordance with the formula under prevailing law.

The effect would be that Whatcom and Chelan Coun-

ties each would suffer an annual revenue loss of

$50,000-$90,000 and Snohomish and Kittitas Coun-

ties could benefit accordingly. It is recommended

that the present pattern to which the counties ate ac-

customed should continue.

SCENIC IIOADS

The recommendation for a scenic road system of about

920 miles would have a substantial economic benefit

in terms of the cost of construction, maintenance, and

operation, and the estimated net increase in driving
for pleasure.

If the scenic road system is phased over a 15-

year period, the total cost of construction, reconstruc-

tion, and minor improvements is estimated at $110
million or $7.5 million per year as shown below and

in figure 50:

Approxi- Approxi- Estimated
mate mate cost total cost

Kind of Construction mileage per mile of program

Existing (but needing
minor improvements) 

- 
649 $75, 000 $50, 000, 000

Existing (but needing
major improvement
or reconstruction) 118 175,000 20,000,000

New Construction 154 260,000 40,000,000

Total 921 120,000 110,000,000

If to these capital road costs are added an allowance

for maintenance and operation, this will mean about

$2.5 million annually in terms of wages paid, and the

employment of about 500 Persons.
It is estimated that this scenic road system may

result in a half a million visitor days use on the roads



each year. This could mean a visitor expenditure
of $8.5 million, most of which would be vehicle opera-
tion costs. Translated into wages, this could be $2.3
million annually and 400-500 persons employed.

It should be mentioned also that the roads in the
proposed scenic road system would serve multiple pur-
poses, not just recreation use alone. They would be

valuable for timber hauling, for some inter-State use,

and for normal commercial and trade use.

Within the Study Area it is believed that there
would be no significant adverse economic results from
the creation of this road system. Inasmuch as the
land is primarily in Federal ownership, there would
be only minor rieht-of-way acquisition costs.

caN{:}-&"}sx&Ns

The net effect of the recommendations is to:
1. Establish four new Wilderness ar:eas-Alpine

Lakes, Okanogan, Enchantment, and Mount
Aix-totaling 720,000 acres;

2. Enlarge the Glacier Peak Wilderness Area by

39,000 acres;

3. Establish a North Cascades National Park totaling
698,000 acres;

4. Enlarge Mount Rainier National Park by 7,000

acres and provide for coordinated management
between the park and surrounding National
Forest lands;

5. Declassify three limited areas-Alpine Lakes,

Cougar Lake, and Monte Cristo Peak;
6. Provide for an increase of 228,000 acres of Na-

tional Forest land to be placed under normal
rnultiple-use administration by the Forest Service;

7. Increase the available commercial forest land by

56,000 acres and increase the available commer-
cial sawtimber by 1.5 billion board feet, thus
providing a net benefit to the timber industry
despite the creation of new Wilderness areas and
a new National Park;

8. Provide for a 900-mile system of scenic roads; and

several thousand miles of trails;
9. Establish a Wild River in the Skagit Basin;

10. Provide for adequate camping, picnicking, winter
sports, boating and other conventional recreation
facilities, including fishing and hunting oppor-
tunities, in anticipation of much greater popula-

tion pressure and use;

11. Provide for timber management and necessary re-
search to minimize erosion, land scarring, adverse

effects on the natural beauty of the landscape,

and accomplish prompt regeneration.

i88-6rs 0-6r-10
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12. Involve practically no land acquisition costs and

little removal of lands from the tax rolls, no

change in distribution of National Forest receipts,

no impairment of operations of Seattle City Light
on the Skagit River, and no significant adverse

effects on the livestock industry, or on commercial

or sport fishing. There would be some adverse

effects on hunting and there could be some on

mining if there were significant future mineral

discoveries in the area proposed for a National

Park.
13. Provide for substantial net economic advantages

from creation of a North Cascades National Park

by an increase in tourism and the expenditures,

wages, and employ'rnent generated thereby, and

by capital outlays to develop the National Park

with resulting employment and wages;

14. Provide substantial economic benefits through the

construction, development, maintenance, and

employment required to establish the recom-

mended scenic road system, and from the ex-

penditures and employment generated by driving

for pleasure,
The overall conclusion is that there will be an

economic benefit to the timber and tourism industries,

little or no significant adverse eflect on other resource

based activities, substantial economic advantages from

the creation of the scenic road system and the estab-

lishment of a new National Park, and very great

intangible benefits to the population of the State, re-

gion and Nation through new opportunities for general

recreation, through creation of a park, and through

creation of new Wilderness areas.

Finally it is believed the recommendations are

responsive to national needs, would benefit the local

economy, protect economic uses of the Study Area,

prevent further erosion of needed Wilderness areas,

provide proper balance between multiple use forest

management, mass recreation, Wilderness areas, and

National Par-ks, and add a superlative sample of the

North Cascades to our national gallery of natural

beauty.
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WW INDIVIDUAL VIEWS

OF STUDY TEAM
MEMBERS

Follor,r'ing are comments of the various menibers of the study teanr other than the chairman.
These cornments relate to the last revierv draft of the report which immediately preceded the
final draft. They appear here chronologically in the order received.

The corrments are in the form of
(1) a letter from Dr. Owen S. Stratton of September 27,
(2) a letter and attachment from Dr. George A. Selke of October 12,

(3) a letter from George B. Hartzog, Jr., of October 19,

(4) a letter from Arthur W. Greeley of October 27, and
(5) a letter from Arthur W. Greeley and Dr. George A. Selke of December 3.

These letters should be carefully studied in order to fully understand the views of the study team.
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240

September 27, 1965

Mr. Edward C. Crafts
Chairman, North Cascades Study Team
Department of the Interior
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Chairman:

I find myself in disagreement with some of the recommendations made in the North Cascades Study Team Report,

and I should like to have my views included in the Report at the proper point.

My disagreement relates to Recommendations III, IV, VI, and XIII, which recommend, respectively, the establish-

ment of a Mt. Aix Wilderness Area, extension of the boundaries of the Glacier Peak Wilderness Area, establishment of

a North Cascades National Park, and construction of a road south from the Canadian boundary along the east side

of Lake Ross.

The Mt. Aix Wilderness Area

The Forest Service proposes to eliminate the existing Cougar Lakes Limited Area, to return the bulk of it to multiple

use management, and to recommend to Congress the establishment of a wilderness area of about 45,000 acres surround-

ing Mt. Aix and to be named the Mt. Aix Wilderness Area. Report of the Study Team in Recommendation III concurs

in the Forest Service proposal.

I have not had an opportunity to see the Cougar Lakes area, but I have read descriptions of it that indicate that it has

superlative scenic qualities. The Park Service classified a considerable part of the area west of Bumping Lake as Class

IV or a unique natural area. A guide testified in the public hearings in Seattle in October 1963 that in his opinion the

Cougar Lakes Country was one of the most beautiful regions in the North Cascades. And several outdoor clubs have

drawn attention to the importance of preserving the area as wilderness.

AII this suggests strongly to me that it is unwjse for the Study Team Report to concur in the Forest Service proposal to

return all but the Mt. Aix area of the present Cougar Lakes Limited Area to multiple use management, which can

and probably will include the construction of roads and logging in a good deal of the area west of Bumping Lake.

The Forest Service describes the proposed Mt. Aix Wilderness Area as "an isolated group of rough ridges and clustered

mountain peaks . with grand scenery on a small scale. The area is isolated and relatively arid. Access is

comparatively difficult. Only a person with a real desire for solitude will be attracted to go into this area."

The Forest Service omits any description of the area in the more immediate vicinity of Cougar Lakes; but my under-

standing of this area is that it is quite different in character-less rugged, easier to get into, more beautiful, and generally

much more attractive than the Mt. Aix area. It also appears to contain commercial timber.

788-618 0-6r-1r
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In the last three sentences of its description of the proposed Mt. Aix Wilderness Area, the Forest Service seems to me

to be saying, in effect, that it is alright to put Mt. Aix and its immediately surrounding area in wilderness status since

it is the kind of country that only some eccentric in superb physical condition would go into. It is good for nothing else,

the Forest Service seems to say, so let's put it in wilderness.

Perhaps I am unfair to the Forest Service, but I do think it important that our wilderness system include some areas

of superlative beauty that are relatively easy of access and relatively easy to travel and live in. I suspect, although I
cannot be sure as a result of my own observation, that the area around Cougar Lakes is of this kind; and I believe that
the Forest Service should re-examine its decision to return the area to multiple use and should recommend the bulk
of it, particularly that generally west of Bumping Lake, for wilderness status. I believe that this could be done and

still leave a strip along the eastern boundary of Mt. Rainier National Park that the Park Service, in cooperation with
the Forest Service, could use to give the Park some needed elbow-room.

Extensions of the Glacier Peak Wilderness Area

I am in agreement with the recommendation of the Report that the boundaries of the Glacier Peak Wilderness Area

be extended and that the Suiattle and White Chuck corridors be reduced. My disagreement comes with respect to the

amount of reduction that is recommended for these west-side corridors.

I believe that there is no disagreement by anyone that the magnificent old-growth douglas firs in these corridors provide

the most impressive kind of entrance to the Wilderness Area that is conceivable.

I commend the Forest Service for volunteering to recommend extension of the Wilderness Area to include more of these

beautiful trees, but I believe that an even greater extension is in the public interest. In my view, the corridors should

be eliminated completely.

I am aware that there has already been some clear-cutting in these corridors. I am also aware that the timber involved

is very valuable and that elimination of the corridors would have some adverse economic effects. The clear-cutting
that has already occurred cannot be helped and must be accepted until regeneration can occur; but the fact that
some clear-cutting has already taken place is no argument in favor of additional clear-cutting. The adverse economic

impact of eliminating the corridors will not be great and will be shortJived; and I believe that the benefits to the

entire country of preserving these magnificent stands for the longest possible time will far outweigh the economic costs

of refraining from logging them.

The North Cascades National Park

I want to express one disagreement with the boundaries proposed for the North Cascades National Park under Recom-
mendation VI, to express my understanding of the kind of access that is proposed for the Park, and to raise a question

with respect to the road that is proposed for consideration under Recommendation XIII to run from the Canadian
boundary down the east side of Ross Lake to connect with the North Cross-State Highway.

TI:re Nslr{& Casea*es Nati*rx*ctr Park &c}$adari**" In my view, the boundaries of the proposed park should be extended
on the northwest along the lines suggested by the Park Service in its proposal for a Mt. Baker National Park. Such

an extension would include the Mt. Baker area within the proposed park.

There is no doubt, I suppose, in anyone's mind that Mt. Baker and the area surrounding it are of national park caliber.

Mt. Baker and Mt. Shuksan make a unit that should be included within the proposed park along with the Primitive
Area west of Lake Ross and the Eldorado Peaks area.

In addition, in my opinion, the Mt. Baker area would benefit from Park Service administration. The Park Service

can operate winter sports facilities as well as anyone else; and if I understand present Park Service policy corectly, it
would try to get the bulk of visitor accommodation facilities set up outside the Park and would do something to remedy

the present rather dilapidated state of the Heather Meadows area.
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In short, f can see no reason for leaving the Mt. Baker area out of the proposed North Cascades National Park, and I
can see two compelling reasons for including it.

&{cam* <lf Acea*s t* the Prop*sed Fark. Perhaps the report makes clear enough what is intended, but I want to

record my understanding that the mass access features that are recommended will provide access to the high wilderness

country only by helicopter and such devices as aerial tramways. I have seen trams and funiculars in Europe, and I am

impressed with the skill and ingenuity that Europeans have shown in transporting large numbers of people to spectacular

vantage points where they can be controlled and where none but a few mountaineers do anything as far as the mountains

go but look at them. These devices are a way of making it possible for large numbers of people to see the wilderness

without destroying it, and, although I would agree that the trams will not add to the beauty of the mountains, they

will be relatively inconspicuous, as will the facilities at the overlooks at the ends of the trams and helicopter routes.

The importance of providing a sort of vicarious wilderness experience for large numbers of people outweighs any dis-

advantages that are involved'

The 3.{*ss }.ake }19ad. I have serious doubts about the advisability of a road along the east side of Ross Lake from

the Canadian boundary to the North Cross-State Highway. One of the advantages of Ross Lake is that it, like Lake

Chelan, offers an unusual, beautiful, and convenient means of access to the park. A road along the eastern side would,

in a sense, be a duplication of the access facilities, made possible by the lake, and any access to the proposed wilderness

area to the east that a road would provide is also provided by the lake. Inevitably a road will involve a long stretch

of unsightly scars that will be visible from the lake and from the park on the other side. Finally,'such a road will be

costly; and if it is judged to be importantfor Canadians to bring their cars directly from Canada to the North Cross-

State Highway, this could be arranged far more cheaply by the provision of ferry service on the lake.

The Glacier Peak Wilderness Area

In conclusion, I want to make a comment about the Glacier Peak Wilderness Area. It is my view that this should

remain in wilderness status under Forest Service administration and should not be converted into a national park

because the fragile character of the area does not lend itself to the mass use which is an important justification for a

park.

I also want to observe that the protection of the Glacier Peak Wilderness and the other wilderness areas recommended

in the Report, with the possible exception of the less fragiie area west of Lake Ross, will probably require before very

long a deg.ee of administration that wilderness areas have not received until now. Not only must measures be taken

to Jisperse use and to provide for minimum sanitation, but my guess is that wilderness users, if they are not to destroy

the wilderness they love, will have to accept some kind of rationing of wilderness area use. Rationing is now used to

control the hunting of mountain goats, and relatively untrampled wilderness is coming to be almost as scarce a com-

modity as mountain goats. This scarcity will be increasingly conspicuous in the North Cascades because of their

proximity to large population centers and main travel routes. If the time comes, as I believe it will, when the Forest

Seruice is compelled to ration access to the North Cascades wilderness in order to preserve the qualities that make

these areas attractive, I hope that the wilderness users will cooperate.

Sincerely yours,

C-ru^-'il.e{.@
Owr,N S. SrnartoN
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UNITED Srnres Depanruerur or AGRIcULTURE

FOREST SERVICE
PACIFIC NORTHWEST REGION

rcST OFFICE BOX SA
PoRTLAND, OREGON 97204

October 12, 1965

Dr. Edward C. Crafts, Director
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation
Department of the Interior
Washington, D.C.

Dear Ed:

I enclose trvo copies of comments regarding your Report

of the North Cascades Study, and of my reactions to the

twenty recommendations that it contains.

GBoncB A. Snrrn, fuIember,

North Cascades Studlt Team,

Enclosure.

@g

Sincerely yours,
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COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Pertaining to

THE CRAFTS' REPORT OF AUGUST 27, 7965,

to the
SECRETARIES OF AGRICULTURE AND OF THE INTBRIOR

George A. Selke
October 12, 7965

Because of commitments made regarding important obligations which preempted most of September, I asked permission

for additional time to review what you and your staff prepared during the summer months. I reiterate my contention

that what has been under consideration for thirty months should be considered carefully when the time ultimately
comes to review essential issues and to make important recommendations. I accept responsibility for the tardiness of
this statement because of my obligations during the past few weeks of September, but for none of the many other
delays prior to that month over the preceding 2 yearc.

As I review the Crafts' Report of August 27,7965, there are many commendable statements that I should like to make

about the chairman and other members of the Study Team, the chief of staff and his associates, the represer-rtatives of
various Federal and State agencies, and the many fine men and women it was our pleasure to meet in connection with
our assignments. Their courtesies and helpfulness are most sincerely acknowledged. I should be derelict had I failed to

include this statement.

I attach recommended improvements in the part of the Crafts' Report dealing with Mineral Resources, pages 92-702'

There are a few minor changes which make that statement more accurate and more understandable. Several copies

are attached.

In considering the future administration and use of the extensive region under review by the North Cascades Study

Tedm, it is well to keep in mind that it comprises an area of 7,071,000 acres, of whichT ,038,200 acres are land, and 32,800

acres are water surface. The land is divided as follows:

Federal ...6,309,400acres
State. . 37,000 acres

County 200 acres

Municipal 51, 600 acres
private 639,700 acres

Total . 7,038,200 acres

Since the establishment of the U.S. Forest Service, and the U.S. Park Service, all of the Federal land has been rnanaged

by these two agencies: 6,067,800 acres by the Forest Service as National Forests, and 241,600 acres-all in Mount
Rainier National Park-by the Park Service.

The Forest Service has a somewhat different pattern of administration because its overall programs are much more a

full-year operation, dealing directty with more of the natural resources such as water, timber, wildlife, and forage. It
also has had many years of contact with various forms of outdoor recreation, hunting, fishing, hiking, skiing, and the like.
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On the other hand, the operations at Mount Rainier National Park tend to be centered upon the summer seasons when

open roads provide accessibility to the wonderful high mountain with its mammoth summit which attracts so many

people annually.

It is my contention that the administration of the Forest Service and the Park Service in the North Cascades has been

sound and efficient; in fact, outstandingly so-in terms of the means that have been made available to carry out the

programs. Moreover, the programs are improving constantly. This applies as much to the National Forests as it does

to the National Parks.

Because my knowledge of the North Cascades, with its forests and mountains, its streams and lakes, began a half century

ago and because I see better and greater use of its natural resources and more positive assurance of the renewal and

retention of its marvellous resources today than ever before, I am reluctant to recommend changes in its administation.

I realize that the use of the land and water may receive different and varying phases of emphasis. Methods and processes

may change as research and experience reveal more efficient and effective ways of doing things. The emphasii

should be upon the kind of management that makes best use of the renewable resources, protects those which must

never be lost, and appropriately controls and directs the people who use them. It has taken a long time to sense that the

greatest danger to our natural resources a-re the people who use them-whether it is the farmer who "weats out" the

fields, the community that fails to control its waters from flood or pollution, the camper who forgets to put out his fire,

or the entourage into the mountains whose trail is obvious for the next century.

It appears to me that the report deals inadequately with the economical implications of the entire area. I feel that

with the exception of hydro-power, the study fails to stress adequately the importance of water, its control and its use.

Perhaps this is intentional because water, including flood control, irrigation, and hydro-power, is not correlated inti-
mately with the recommendations except as water deals with recreation.

I am inclined to sense a bias for proposals of what could be done by Park Service and a prejudice toward what has

been done in the past by Forest Service. The area has been preserved, largely because it was designated as National

Forest land and was administered by the Forest Service for over sixty years. The present condition of the Forest

Service lands in comparison with most lands outside of the National Forests speaks for itself.

While my college training provided but a minor in economics, my many years in responsible administrative positions

has kept me keenly alert to economical implications. I confess to a keen disappointment in the comparative economic

evaluations of alternative proposals of land use in the study area. I confess that it may be difficult to estimate the

worth of wilderness with hydro-power in terms of dollars. I assume that with your excellent training and responsible

experience in the field of economics you share in a sense my feeling regarding the inadequacy of the material presented

in this field.

I also believe that too high an estimate has been made of the value that accrues when land is shifted from one agency to

another to be used for fairly similar purposes. I agree with John Fedkov, Chief, Branch of Production Economics,

U.S. Forest Service, in his review of the manuscript "VI Economic Analysis of Proposals":

,,It is my personal impression that the author of this manuscript has need of competent supervision in appli-

cation of the method of analysis and in making judgments about values, relationships and data qualities in-

volved in the appraisal. It is also my impression. that the author has had a tendency to favor the National

Park proposal in manner of presentation, through lack of adequate or correct quali{ications, in judgments

about content of analysis and omissions or oversights. This may have been inadvertent but the pattern is

there."

,,The analysis as presented in the report is inadequate for a coMPETENT judgment about the economic merits

of the alternatives proposed'"

The Report seems to assume that the Park Service somehow attracts people for outdoor recreational purposes more

readily and successfuily to its operations than does the Forest Service. The facts do not show this.
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The record shows that recreation use (visits) trend is increasing at a faster rate on the National Forests than on National

Parks.

Visits (1000's)

NPS
USFS.

While at the same time the acreage administered by the two agencies was:

Acreage (1000's)

1950

33,253
27,368

1950

23,882
197,205

1955

50,009
45,713

1 955

23,899
788,720

1 960

77,229
92,592

1960

25,705
785,772

NPS.
USFS.

(The above figures are from the ORRRC Report "Outdoor Recreation For America" page 50.)

This certainly does not support the statement that there would be greater economic benefits from the establishment of
a National Park.

Marion Clawson in "statistics on Outdoor Recreation" April 1958 states that, using 1920 as a base, National Parkuse

has increased at an average rate of about.S)L percent per year. For the National Forests the increase was 711 percent

prior to the war and slightly more than 10 percent per year since the war. He also states, "Rate of growth in recreation

use for National Parks shows no clear signs of slowing down; for National Forests it seems to show some acceleration."

The Crafts' Report deals harshly at times with forest management, and also occasionally so with timber industry

practices. Knowing the long service and the important and excellent contributions that the author of the statement

made in an honorable career as a prominent and responsible forester, it is indeed a surprise to find unwarranted criticisms

of the policies that he long administered. I think he is unfair to himself.

There have been unnecessarily slovenly and unacceptable operations. That logging and roadbuilding methods and

procedures have been improved and should continue to be improved, we all agree. The intimation that clear-cutting,

especially in connection with the regeneration of Douglas-fir, has had no research attention is incorrect. It has long

been studied by the Paciflc Northwest Forest and Range Experiment Station. Our mutual friend, former Director

Thornton Munger, has told me of the researches in this field that were sponsored beginning early in his administration
of the Station. Of course, the research must continue.

On page 28 of the Crafts' Report is an unfair and ominous heading: "The North Cascades-Resource Policy at the

Crossroads." Certainly, the work of the Study Team is important but it is far-fetched to assume that we are on the

"verge of a great crisis." It sounds too melodramatic to suit me, A number of alternate decisions could be made

without creating a calamity.

One of the resources that is not stressed sufficiently is that of wildlife. In the present surge of outdoor activity fishing

and hunting-the latter much more so than fishing-is apparently being crowded to the side. With the several

hundred thousand men and youth right now hunting in Washington-and this is similarly true in many other States-
one cannot help but be conscious of hunting as not only an ancient outdoor sport but still very much a popular activity.
A good statement about wildlife was submitted to the Study Team but it apparently has received relatively little atten-

tion. It is my opinion that we have overlooked the possibilities of both hunting and fishing, but especially hunting,

in planning for the future. These are two of the finest of our traditional sports that appeal especially to youth approach-

ing manhood. It is my strong opinion that hunting and fishing should receive more attention as we consider our

outdoor recreation responsibilities. These fine diversions have honorable traditions of their own and each has enriching

concomitants that are wholesome for our youths. We simply must see that they are continued as an important part of
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posterity's heritage. The establishment of a million-acre park will not help.

According to the plans of the Craft's Report, the section of the North Cascades Primitive Area which lies west of Ross

Lake is to be included in a proposed North Cascades National Park. This is indeed a surprise. It is general knowledge

the Forest Service is now preparing information supporting a recommendation to be made to Congress in the relatively

near future that all of the North Cascades Primitive Area, with the possible exception of adjustments along the shores of

Ross Lake, be designated as permanent wilderness. I heartily endorse such action and strongly oppose the proposition

advanced in the Crafts' RePort.

I object most vigorously to the recommendation that the Pickett Range be made available for easy access to the multi-

trd.* by trams or other mechanical means. Most of the region lying west of Ross Lake, in the general proximity of

Mount Challenger, possesses the greatest potential in the Northwest for the people who wish to find true wilderness

experience. This is because of the rigorous climate and the rugged topography. The district is intimately known only

to the relatively few hardy explorers and mountaineers who are willing to penetrate such a formidable terrain' The

names given to the peaks reflect the reaction of the intrepid souls who first viewed the region. Names that range from

Mt. Redoubt and Mt. Challenger to Terror, Fury, Triumph and Despair give some indication of the challenges caused

by the towering peaks and pinnacles overhead, and the narrow, rocky gorges and jungle-dense creek bottoms between

and below.

The maintenance of the single trail through Watcom Pass has been a costly item, difficult to maintain. To attempt to

develop more than a simple system of foot trails would be extremely expensive. Heavy growth in the creek bottoms,

solid rock and avalanche chutes above, and the vagaries of much rough weather, make construction of safe trails for

any except truly competent mountaineers exceedingly difficult. It should be preserved for those who have the spirit

and perseverance to develop the physical condition and also the skills and disciplines required of those who become

expert mountain climbers.

Because of this and for the very obvious purpose of retaining some undeveloped and pristine areas, the Pickett Range

and environs should be preserved in its wilderness state. It is an area that has and will successfully continue to resist

man's encroachment. Nothing should be done to encourage its development for more conventional and convenient

types of recreational uses. Such action would constitute a desecration of what should remain posterity's continuing

heritage. It should be kept in a permanent wilderness.

Why not an additional, extensive new National Park in the North Cascades?

Consideration should be given to the very short season when visitors in large numbers would tend to visit the area.

The North Cascades has an extremely abbreviated summer. Early in autumn we usually have cloudy, foggy weather,

with extended periods of precipitation. The higher altitudes have heavy falls of snow and at the levels where scenery

becomes outstanding, the temperature tends to drop to low levels. Vigorous people enjoy the active sports and the

rigorous weather but those who prefer the California, Florida, or even southern Appalachian climates like the sunshine

and mildness.

For the better part of a decade the State parks of Minnesota were under my administration. The overhead to maintain

these attractive areas for a twelve-week season made a lasting impression on me. To provide accommodations for the

thousands from the humid cornbelt who rushed to the cool Minnesota lakes for the brief "tourist season" was quite a

different administrative problem from that in the southern states where facilities had full-year patronage. It is finan-

cially unprofitable to have extensive accommodations that draw revenues for but a few months of the year.

Certainly, the Mount Baker and Mt. Shuksan area has National Park quality. But would it serve the State and Nation

better as a National Park than it does now as a full-year outdoor recreation area? There are a dozen peaks in the

North Cascades that have outstanding quality and undoubtedly would be National Parks if in Iowa or Kansas. The

North Cascades has the most outstanding mountain park in North America-namely, Mount Rainier National Park.

It has never realized its potential from the viewpoint of education, research, scenery, and recreation. The massive
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summit, the glaciers, the variation in vegetation at different altitudes, the opportunities for art, these should not only be

fully developed in a master plan but also fully in its program'

The administrators of this splendid park have wished for decades for opportunities for appropriate development'

The Olympic National Park does not lie in the Study Area. However, it should be pointed out that this magnificent

u..u *ighi be affected by the establishment of a third large National Park in Washington. With the large population

of the State east of Puget Sound, would this mean that the Olympic National Park, even now much underfinanced

for desirable development, would become third on the list for support?

My contention is that the extreme northern part of the North Cascades, even Mt. Baker and Mt. Shuksan, have too

short a season and too much inclement weathei during three-fourths of the year to become a heaviiy patronized National

park. To become an outstanding recreation area, which it is now and was set aside to be 50 years ago, with year-

round active outdoor recreation is still a wiser proposal. With its "deep-snow" possibilities, its long skiing season, its

appeals for activities which appeal to many different and some unusual interests, it is just now entering a new period

oi d.rr.lop-.nt and appeal that assures good patronage for different seasons of the year.

I favor rather the establishment of National recreation areas which have Congressional approval and whose status can

only be changed by similar Congressional action, to the establishment of additional National Parks in such areas'

This would not disturb special u.iirriti., like hunting, but would guarantee reasonable stability of purposeful use' It
would obviate the necessity of bringing in a new Federal agency with additional personality, new building programs,

new rules, regulations, and restrictions, and accomplish unhampered opportunities for outdoor recreation as new needs

and objectives develop over the decades'

In a memorandum (Management of the National Park System) issued in JuJry 1964, Mr' S' L' Udall, Secretary of the

Interior, made an excellent statement. He indicated that the National Park responsibitities and activities could be

listed under three headings, nar.nely: natural areas, historical areas, and recreational areas.

To the memorandum, Secretary Udall appended an interesting "summary of Legislative Landmarks Affecting the

National park System.,, In succinct fashion it presents Congressional action which assigned special and general

responsibilities to the Secretary and to the Department of the Interior. It is indeed well that a definite agency is made

responsible for National monuments, memorials, parkways, seashores, and the like. I am glad, too, that through the

Bureau of Outdoor Recreation the Secretary of the Interior has the responsibility to promote the coordination and

development of effective programs relating to outdoor recreation. The Act of May 28, 7963, states:

,,That the Congress finds and declares it to be desirable that all American people of present and future

generations be assured adequate outdoor recreation resources, and that it is desirable for all levels of gov-

ernment and private interests to take prompt and coordinated action to the extent Practicable without

diminishing or affecting their respective powers and functions to conserve, develop, and utilize such

resources for the benefit and enjoyment of the American people'"

The statement quoted does not mention the National Park Service. It definitely leaves responsibility for the admin-

istration of outdoor recreation wide open, even at the Federal level.

For example, within the Department of the Interior, the National Park Service is not the only agency that deals with

the administration of outdoor recreation. Neither is Interior the only Department that does so. This is common to a

number of Departments and agencies; in fact, to nearly every agency that has official charge of Federal lands. This is

as it should be. Of course, Congress can determine which agency should assume responsibility for such programs on

particular Federal tracts. That, too, is as it should be'

I am strongly inclined to agree with a statement recently made by Mr. Joseph Penfold:

,,We must be prepared to think and act objectively it National terms, even if that does mean the agony of
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seeing some local project dear to our hearts slip away from us-and as we all know, choice areas are slipping
&way." * * x

"Certainly we should concentrate our attention and action for authorization of new projects on those most
immediately threatened with destruction. * * * We shall need to consider carefully whether it makes sense to
try to push authorization for proposed park areas already in Federal ownership ahead of the proposed areas

which are threatened with immediate engulfment by industrial or other development."

There is judgment and wisdom in Mr. Penfold's remarks. For one agency to covet the land of another when both plan
to use it for outdoor recreation, even to take some out of wilderness or primitive status, in obtaining it, is indeed the
height of folly. Instead, let the agencies help each other in obtaining those priceless areas that can be and will soon be

forever lost. There are populous sections of the country where action is required immediately. By concentrating on

the issues there we need all the strength and support we can muster.

I indicate herewith my reactions, whether approval or opposition, to the twenty recommendations that begin on page

131,. For the sake of general convenience, I follow the numerical order used rather than my opinion of the order of
importance,

Recommendation I. An Alpine Lakes Wilderness Area should be established.
I approve this recommendation which is an endorsement of a Forest Service proposal.

Recommendation II. An Enchantment Wilderness Area should be established.
I approve the recommendation which endorses the Forest Service proposal.

Recommendation III. A Mt. Aix Wilderness Area should be established.
I approve the recommendation which approves the Forest Service proposal.

Recommendation IV. The present boundarres of the Glacier Peak Wilderness Area should be extended.
I might wish the extensrons to be increased somewhat along certain valleys, slopes and divides. More intimate,
personal acquaintance with the proposed boundaries on my part is necessary to indicate any exact extensions.
However, I agree with the recommendation.

Recommendation V. An Okanogan Wilderness Area should be established.

I suongly oppose the proposal to change the boundary of the North Cascades Primitive Area. The part
that lies west of Ross Lake should not be placed into a proposed National Park. I have covered this matter
fairly definitely in another part of my comments. I am against any decrease of wilderness area.

Recommendation VI. There should be established a North Cascades National Park.
I am opposed to the establishment of a new, extensive National Park in the State of Washington, especially
in the area designated in the Crafts' Report. I am particularly opposed to the inclusion of the Pickett Range,
and also against the inclusion of some of the river valleys and mountain ranges. The major purpose of the
park is to provide outdoor recreation facilities. This can be done more appropriately by the establishment
of a National Forest recreation area. It would then not outlaw hunting and still insure permanence of status.
There are many reasons why a single agency should be responsible for general land management in this rather
than have two agencies from two different Departments do so.

Recommendation VII. The Southern boundary of Mt. Rainier National Park should be extended.
I heartily endorse this recommendation.
I recommend in addition that a park of the Mt. Rainier superlative resources should receive support com-
parable to its potential. I urge that a master plan indicating its possibilities be made available for public dis-
tribution. The management of this wonderful part of the North Cascades is limited by inadequate financial
support. This should be corrected.
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Recommendation VIII. Coordination between Forest Service and Park Service at Mt. Rainier Area'

I approve this recommendation most heartily and commend the Bureaus that have so successfully developed

inter-Bureau arrangements and cooperative agreements.

Recommendation IX. The Mt. Baker Recreation Area should be administered by the Forest Service'

I approve this recommendation.

Recommendation X. The Cougar Lake and the Monte Cristo Peak Limited Areas should be declassified as

such and administered by the Forest Service in accord with its normal multiple-use

management policies.

I concur with this recommendation but wish to emphasize that the Cougar Lake Area has qualities of primitive

nature that should be respected as having permanent value. These features merit special nranagement con-

sideration so that the unusual characteristics are retained.

Recommendation XI. The Eldorado Peaks High Country should continue to be developed by the Forest

Service for recreation pending establishment of the North Cascades National Park'

I would approve the recommendation provided the statement be amended by placing a period after "recrea-

tion" and the remainder of the sentence deleted. The quotation from the discussion or explanation, "It is

believed that the Forest Service development plans are not considered inconsistent with the type of develop-

ment that will be carried forward in a National Park" is eloquent evidence that a park is not needed to carry

on an outstanding outdoor recreation program. This is now in process of development at Mount Baker.

Recommendation XIL The Forest Service and the National Park Service * * x should * * * pursue their

respective plans x * * over the next 20 years.

I approve this somewhat superfluous recommendation'

Recommendation XIII. Scenic Roads.
The recommendation covers too much territory for general approval. The North Cross-State Road certainly

must be a transportation route through northern Washington, a highway connection between eastern and

western Washington. It will, of course, be used also by tourists and sightseers. The Austin Pass route will
provide quite limited purposes, in comparison.

I strenuously object to a scenic parkway along either side of Ross Lake. If British Columbia builds a road

to its end of Ross Lake, autos should be ferried the length of the Lake to the North Cross-State Road. Roads

are anathema to wilderness. I shudder to think of the cuts and fills-the eyesore they would create and the

erosion they would start-were the road constructed. It is far better to keep Ross Lake itself as the only

north-south travel route. I use these illustrations to indicate why I oppose an overall approval. Each road

should be considered separately.

Recommendation XIV. There should be developed and maintained an adequate recreation trail system in

the North Cascades.

The limiting adjective "adequate" induces me to endorse this recommendation although I do so with fear and

trepidation. Trails, like roads, can be overbuilt but usually with less danger to an area. Experts, of course,

must determine the kind of trail needed and its location.

Recommendation XV. Timber Management.
Instead of acting on this recommendation, I make the obvious recommendation that it be reconsidered and

rewritten. It reads too much like a sackcloth-and-ashes admonition.

Recommendation XVI. Certain portions of the Skagit River and its tributaries should be given wild river

status.
I endorse this recommendation although I should like to know the exact portions of the river and its tributaries
which are to be so considered.

Recommendation XVII. The Federal Power Commission should subscribe to the intervention of the Secretary
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of the Interior of July 21,1965, with respect to Federal Power Commission Project

No. 2151.

Mr. J. Herbert Stone, Regional Forester, Region Six, has reported that Project No. 2151 is not compatible with

the furposes for which the Wenatchee National Forest was created or acquired and is being managed' The

matter has been referred to the Chief of the Forest Service for transmittal to the Secretary of Agriculture who

will then, through regular procedures and channels, present it to the Federal Power Commission'

I recommend that the Secretaries of Agriculture and of the Interior oppose Project No. 2151.

I recommend that the Bumping Lake.Reservoir Project be considered by both the Departments of Agri-

culture and of the Interior for appropriate action.

Recommendation XVIIL Protection of rights of Seattle City Light and Power'

This would of necessity be provided for should the proposed North Cascades National Park be authorized'

Recommendation XIX, and XX. Wildlife and fish protection and management.

I approve the intent of these two recommendations.

Resp eafully submit ted,

kZJzl-
North Cascades Studl Team.
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240

October 19, 1965

Dr. Edward C. Crafts
Chairman, North Cascades Study Team
Department of the Interior
Washington, D.C.

Dear Dr. Crafts:

I have now had an opportunity to review and discuss with you the draft of report on the North Cascades Study trans-

mitted to the team members with your memorandum of August 30.

This has been a very difficult and complex study. It has been, also, a most challenging and stimulating study. You

and your staff are to be commended for the masterful manner in which you have prepared this proposed final report.

Moreover, I congratulate you, personally, on the skill with which you have served as chairman of this study team.

The Resources Study Reports indicate considerable agreement between the representatives of this Service and the

Forest Service in the identification of the recreational values of lands under Classes 1,2, 41 5, and 6 of the Bureau of

Outdoor Recreation land classification system. The major land classification difference between our two Agencies

relates to Class 3 (natural environment) lands. This difference arises, principally, out of the interpretation by the

Forest Service of lands classified frjr its recreational program under its Multiple Use Act. The agreement of our

Services, with respect to lands identified in Classes 4,5, and" 6, is especially significant since these are the classes of lands

requiring a high degree of preservation in order to conserve their scenic, scientific and historic values.

A review of the land classification map indicates that, in general, Mount Rainier National Park and an area immediately

adjacent to it on the south; Alpine Lakes-Mount Stuart area; Glacier Peak; Okonagon Highlands; and the Mount

Baker-Mount Shuksan-Picket Range-Eldorado Peaks Areas are identified as Class 4, 5 and 6 lands.

It is the purpose of the National Park System through its National Parks to preserve and interpret for the benefit and

enjoyment of our citizens those areas of superlative scenic grandeur and scientific significance representative of the

natural heritage of our Nation.

In the light of this long-recognized purpose of the National Park System and the unquestioned significance of the lands

for National Park status, this Service recommended two National Parks-one in the Glacier Peak area; and another in

the }vlount Baker-Mount Shuksan-Picket Range area'

Your recommendation is that, with certain boundary adjustments, the Glacier Peak area continue as a part of the

Wilderness Preservation System under Forest Service management. I believe still that this area qualifies as a National
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Park. However, since continued classification and proper management as wilderness will preserve the values here, since

the area in many respects is quite similar to Mount Rainier, and in a final effort to compose the many points at issue,

I reluctantly recede from my original recommendation and support your recommendation.

With respect to our Mount Baker-Mount Shuksan-Picket Range Park proposal, you recommend a National Park

which eliminates Mount Baker and essentially all of the Nooksack Valley, and which adds the Eldorado Peaks area to

the south. The area you have proposed for addition is dominated by Eldorado, Forbidden and Boston Peaks, all above

8,800 feet in elevation. It is the most massive collection of giant peaks and living glaciers in the entire North Cascades-
in fact, in the entire continental United States. As such, it is unquestionably of National Park caliber. It likewise

provides a needful area for the development of park visitor use facilities. I agree with you, moreover, that this area is

more appropriate for inclusion in a National Park than it is for inclusion in a National Recreation Area, as originally
recommended by this Service. My belief in this regard is strengthened by the fact that the remainder of the area

recommended by us as a National Recreation Area is not now proposed by you for National Recreation Area status.

Accordingly, I recede from my previous recommendations for this area and concur in your recommended addition of
the Eldorado Peaks area to our National Park proposal.

I must, however, object strongly to your deletion of the Nooksack Valley. Especially, do I object strenuously to your

deletion of Mount Baker.

The Nooksack Valley area is badly needed for development of administrative and park visitor use facilities on the

western edge of the proposed National Park.

My objection to the deletion of Mount Baker is more fundamental. Mount Baker affords a splendid area for develop-
ment of visitor use facilities. More importantly, Mount Baker, with Mount Shuksan and the Picket Range, is the only
sector of the Cascade Range where features illustrating all chapters in the geological story of the Cascade Range from
pre-Tertiary times to the present can be presented. Mount Baker and its immediate vicinity are indispensable to the

completion of this geol,ogical record. To tear it out of our recommendation, as you propose, is to rupture the basis on

which the interpretive story of this unique area may be told to its fullest scientific value and in its most dramatic manner.

Your failure to include Mount Baker as we have recommended is even more startling and confusing when one realizes

that, as long ago as 7926, the Secretary of Agriculture recognized the national significance and park-like character of
Mount Baker by designating it the Mount Baker Park division of the Mount Baker National Forest. Thus, for almost

40 years, by Secretarial Order, the Forest Service has given Mount Baker a special and unique management in recogni-

tion of its superlative scenic and scientific values.

As I have repeatedly pointed out in our committee discussions, the question of including Mount Baker in a National
Park does not involve the issue-as sometimes suggested-of whether this Service or the Forest Service can do the better

management job there. In fact, as we have discussed, this argument demeans the respective missions assigned by the

Congress to our organizations and the talented and devoted employees of our respective Services. My principal objection

to your deletion of Mount Baker is that, recognizing the park values of Mount Baker, it violates the Congressional

missions assigned our respective Services to continue the management of this park area in the Forest Service.

A principal purpose of our study is to clarify the management responsibilities of the Federal Agencies in the North
Cascades. Thus, to continue the management of the Mount Baker Park division as a part of the Mount Baker National

Forest, as suggested in your recommendation, is as incongruous as would be a recommendation that the timber resources

of one of the National Forests be assigned to this Service for commercial, sustained yield management.

Throughout the report, you have emphasized the need for visitor access in the proposed National Park. Of course, I
concur that National Parks should be available for reasonable public access. I do not believe, however, that they

should be so thoroughly emasculated with roads and trails that their basic values are impaired. I am particularly
pleased to see that you have recognized the need for careful planning of roads and trails and that such roads and trails

should be supplemented by other means of access, such as helicopters and mechanical devices as discussed in the report.

The rugged country of the North Cascades lends itself especially to the use of these less destructive means of access, and
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I agree that in this proposed National Park we should utilize these innovations in park transportation. Moreover, the

suggested development plan discussed during the May meeting of the study team indicated that several heliports with

,"IJ*purryirg high chalet orre.rright accommodations in the Picket Range area were desirable for visitor access and

accommodation. I believe that such developments are appropriate in this proposed National Park and concur in

your view that they should be provided.

As a part of the overall access system of the proposed National Park, I concur also in your recommendation for a road

in the vicinity of Ross Lake. This is a prime public use area that should be made available with a parkJike road for

visitor use and enjoyment.

With the foregoing comments, I concur in the report.

GnoncB B. Hanrzoc, Jn.
Director.

cc:
Dr. Selke
Dr. Stratton
Mr. Greeley

Sincerely yours,
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UNTTED Srares Depan.rvEru.r or AcRtcuLTURE
FOREST SERVICE

WASHINGTON 25, D.C'
IN REPLY REFER TO

2150

October 27, 1965

Dr. Edward C. Crafts
Director, Bureau of Outdoor Recreation
Room 5356 Department of the Interior Building

Dear Dr. Crafts:

Herewith my comments on the Report of the North Cascades Study Team and the major items concerning which the

Report makes recommendations,

This Study turned out to be primarily centered on outdoor recreation. I suppose this was inevitable. Most of the

recommendations deal with recreation aspects of this area. And later on the Study will be t]-rought of as mostly concerned

with reaching conclusions about use of outdoor recreation resources of this part of Washington State. We, in the

Forest Service, have lived in this area for a long time. We have struggled through its various phases. And we lived

through a long period of time when few peopie were very interested in this area, when funds for adequate fire protection

were limited, and when just the imagination and great hearr of a large number of very dedicated public servants

succeeded in giving this area enough protection from fire and from other hazards to protect it and to hand it down to

the present generation as the highly attractive area which it now is.

The present surge of interest in recreation use of the North Cascades Study Area should not be a reason for anyone to

overlook the importance of the other resources. The harvest of timber is important in this area, even though some

folks who live outside of it would like to imagine that timber harvesting is not a particularly necessary activity here.

There are people with jobs, and families, u.rd ho*., who are dependent upon the continuing flow of raw material

from National Forest timber being harvested in the Study Area. And this is an important segment of the local and

State economy.

Whether there are 5,000 people, or 20,000 people, whose livelihood is directly dependent on resources from this area,

his job is important to each one of those individuals. And each job is important to the man's family, and to his com-

*r.rlty. W" tirre in a society and a political climate which recognizes the worth of each individual, and of his op-

portunity to support his family through gainful employment. In our political climate, we do not tell the people of a

iommunity, such as Darrington and others, that a third of the people now working there will have to go find jobs some

place else because the resources on which their jobs depend are needed immediately for some other PurPose'

people who observe from the sidelines, and those who come to the Study Area as seasonal guests during the pleasant

*onths in the valleys and the high mountains, are not able to look at this part of the country as do the people who

live there. Those who live there see timber-harvest roads, and the appearance of a clearcut area during the short
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interval before natural regeneration comes in, not as bleak blotches on the landscape. They see them in the same way

that a farmer cultivating rich farmland sees plowing and cultivating-as part of a Process of harvest, cultivation and

renewal.

And this is the way we, in the Forest Service, see the resources of the Study Area.

So it goes for hunting. We see game management, the manipulation of game populations, and hunting under a State-

controlled system as a very ,r.".rrury part of managing the total environment of this area. We see water developments,

like that of the City Light Department of the City of Seattle, as a necessary part of the total complex of this area'

Water production needs to be supported by things such as snow fences at appropriate places in the mountains to

influence the pattern of snow accumulations.

And so, too, we see range use by domestic livestock in the relatively small portions of this area which can properly be

so used. In total, this use is not important in the economy of the State of Washington. But for the individuals whose

stock run in this Study Area, the grazing permits are important. An abrupt upset is a serious upset to the families and

the livelihood of the individuals involved.

In short, we see this North Cascades Study Area as an important part of the State of Washington having significant

resources. Its use is of great importance locally. Its management on the basis of making good use of all the resources

continues to be as important now as it has been during the 60 years that the Forest Service has intimately known this

entire area.

Now, about recreation. The Report properly points out the recreation importance of this general area. By its actions,

the Forest Service has long recognized the importance of the recreation resource here. Attention in the Report has

been mostly focused on the management of the high elevation heartland. But the whole area is important for outdoor

recreation and is extensively used for this purpose. It is, perhaps, a little unfortunate that so much attention has fallen

in recent years on what areas should be wilderness, or national park, for these areas receive very light use compared

with the dtudy Area as a whole. In7964,less than six-tenths of one percent of National Forest recreation visits were

in the present primitive and wilderness areas.

Nevertheless, there has been much attention to urgings that more area be classed as wilderness. The people who

began to agitate for a national park in the late '50's did so before the Wilderness Act was passed. There now is a

congressional statement of direction about how wilderness areas are to be managed. congress has also stated the

steps- und the timing by which areas now classed as primitive areas are to be acted on for reclassification as wilderness

areas. For areas that are now, or which are to be in the National Wilderness Preservation System, there no longer is

an argument that the management of these areas may be changed by "the whim" of an appointed officer of the Govern-

ment. The Congress has said how they are to be managed, and Congress has said what Procedure must be followed

to bring about a change in this management'

So right in the heart of the Study Area there now are more than 1,300,000 acres of National Forest land for which

the management direction has been set by Congress under the Wilderness Act.

As you know, the Forest Service has recommended to the Study Team that another 267,000 acres or so in new areas

o. i' p.opor.d additions to present areas be added to the National Wilderness Preservation System. And you also

know that the Secretary of Agriculture decided in 1960 to manage for the recognition of its recreation potential an

area of over half a million acres lying between the Glacier Peak Wilderness Area and the North Cascades Primitive

Area. I mention this Eldorado Peaks high country in a little more detail later.
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The sum total of these various recommendations, all of which were in being or had been openly discussed prior to
the appointment of the North Cascades Study Team, means that the Forest Service has recognized to the extent of
more than 2 million acres the importance of outdoor recreation in this part of the Cascade Mountains in the State

of Washington. We have, by these various proposals and existing arrangements, dedicated in excess of 2 million acres

in the heartland of the North Cascades of the State of Washington to outdoor recreation use, either in wilderness form
or in a form suitable for mass recreation use.

To merely shift some of this area from Forest Service administration to National Park Service administration does not

add any area for the public to use for outdoor recreation. Nor does it significantiy change the nature of the country'
As long as the North Cascades area of the State of Washington is protected from fire and insects and disease, the general

nature of the country will remain just what it is-an attactive, highly scenic, desirable outdoor piece of country.
But to shift some of it from Forest Service administation to National Park Service administration does add cost. There
would necessarily be duplication in organization, duplication in administrative facilities, and, consequently, dupli-
cation in annual costs of administration and servicing.

About the Eldorado Peaks high country. We have laid out a proposal for the way this area should be managed. It
is discussed in considerable detail on pages 28 to 37 of the Appendix of the Study Report. We have proposed that
this area be developed for outdoor recreation use by the winter sports enthusiasts and the summer recreation seekers

to whom this country will appeal. We have proposed a combination of winter sports facilities, of campgrounds, of
organization camps and concession-operated resorts, and a moderate program of roadbuilding to make the country
more accessible for recreation. This is ail as described in the Appendix of the Study Team Report.

AsltoldtheTeamintheMeetinginJune of l.g63,theForestServicewouldbewillingtohavethisareadesignatedin
some special way, such as by its being made a National Recreation Area by Act of Congress. We did not formally so

recommend to the Team because we were advised by Bureau of Outdoor Recreation Staff that under the guidelines
adopted by the Recreation Advisory Council this area would be considered as capable of having a recreation program
without designation as a National Recreation Area. Therefore, the BOR Staff thought that it would not be eligible
to be a National Recreation Area. We, in the Forest Service, think it would be suitable to be a National Recreation
Area, and would have no objection to its being so-classed.

It is alleged that people of the Nation do not know about the North Cascades Area. This is true compared with Yellow-
stone and Yosemite and Mt. Rainier. Wethinkthisisnotduetolackof publicitybytheForest Service, but to lack of good

roa.d access. \&re have been working with the State of Washington, in the use of State highway funds and Federal
highway funds, to get a good highway constructed which opens up this part of the North Cascades for the general

traveling public. And once this cross-state highr,r,ay is opened up, this part of the State of Washington will become well
known whether there is a National Park or a National Recreation Area or no such special designation. It has been

the lack of road access which has kept people out of this country and kept them from knowing about it, not the lack of
designation as a national park.

It is difficult for me to see the justification for proposals to make a national park out of Mt. Baker. Mt. Baker does not
compare with Mt. Rainier in geologic and scenic attractiveness as a mountain mass. Mt. Baker is now a well-known,
popular winter sports area. It has an International reputation. The present pattern of management has been highly
satisfactory to the residents of the State of Washington. Again, it seems to me, that simply to transfer the administration
ofthis area from one agency to another in order to accord to it the name "national park" would not add anything to
the recreation resource base available to the American people. It would add cost of duplicating administration; and it
would remove this attractive area from availability for hunting. IJnless there is a change in policy by the Park Service

about winter sports development, it would also cloud the continued use of this established winter sports area for this
purpose.
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Here are my comments on the recommendations. As you know, the Forest Service is in agreement that an Alpine

Lakes Wilderness Area should be established. We are in agreement that an Enchantment Wilderness Area should be

established. We are in agreement that a Mt. Aix Wilderness Area should be established. We are in agreement that

the present boundaries of the Glacier Peak Wilderness Area should be somewhat extended in three resPects; i.e., along

the northeast perimeter, a small addition in the Suiattle River corridor, and a small addition in the White Chuck River

corridor. These proposed new areas, and proposed additions to existing areas, would add about 255,000 acres to the

areas classified as wilderness.

Regarding the North Cascades Primitive Area, I want to set forth our position so that it will be clear. We think the

North Cascades primitive Area should be reclassified to a wilderness area under the provisions of the Wilderness Act.

We think that in the reclassification, the boundaries should be slightly changed so that the total area would be enlarged

from g01,000 acres to about 813,000 acres. In this boundary change, a somewhat wider corridor adjacent to Ross Lake

would result, so there would be some land on both sides of the lakeshore which would not be included in the wilderness

area. We feel very strongly that the portion of the North Cascades Primitive Area west of Ross Lake, and which in the

Study Team discussions was referred to as the Pickett Range area, should remain a wilderness area. We think this piece

of country cannot be developed for heavy recreation use, or even for accelerated recreation use, excePt with a loss of

wilderness values which should not be lost. I want it to be perfectly clear. We feel very strongly this area, which has

been in primitive area status for about 30 years, should continue to be wilderness.

We do not agree that there should be a national park.

We agree with the recommendation to make a change on the southern boundary of Mt. Rainier National Park. And

*e alio agree that much can be gained by both the National Park Service and the Forest Service through effective

coordination and management of activities along the boundary between Mt. Rainier National Park and the surrounding

National Forest lands.

We agree with the recommendation that the Mt. Baker Recreation Area should continue to be administered for recrea-

tion furposes. And we agree with the recommendation that the Cougar Lake and the Monte Cristo Peak Limited

A.eas, *hich involve a classification action made within Region 6 of the Forest Service but never reviewed, accepted,

nor formally acted on by the Chief of the Forest Service should be discontinued and the area now delineated by these

Iines on maps should be administered as other National Forest land.

We agree that the recreation load will increase in the Study Area, and that all agencies, including the Forest Service

should have, and aggressively pursue plans to provide additional recreational facilities. We also agree there should come

into existence a system of scenic roads, and a good system of trails. Some work still remains to be done in working out

the details of what the routes would be, and what the priorities should be.

We agree that management of timber in portions of the Study Area needs to be done in such a way that recognition

is given to the needs of areas that are important for recreation. The Forest Service is now using a zoning-type approach'

We designate landscape management areas, which are similar to roadside zones, to denote areas where the maintenance

of scenic attractiveness in the vicinity of developed campgrounds and in the vicinity of roads and waterfronts is an

objective of management just as important as is the production of timber. This concept is applied in a selective manner,

depending upon the timber type involved, the elevation, the steepness of slope, and other matters of local condition'

We have been using this approach for four operating seasons now. We feel that the application of this approach

provides an important u.rr*.. to many of the things in our timber cutting which have, in the past, been rather severely

criticized. We agree that the prompt securing of regeneration is important. And we agree that it is important to

artificially revegetate roadbanks and other bare areas resulting from logging which, if not revegetated, produce un-

sightliness and may also be a cause for soil washing.

188-658 0-65-12
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We are in agreement that the Skagit River should receive wild river status and that the recreation impacts of the
proposed water power project on the Wenatchee River should be carefully assessed and fully presented when the

decisions are being made on this project. We agree that it is desirable to improve fish habitat and wildlife habitat,
and, to the extent possible, to increase levels of fish production and to obtain balance between range capacity and num-
bers of big game and livestock.

As you are aware, this letter is written before the final draft of the Report is completed. I have commented on the
recommendations we have discussed. I think the comments are clear, even though they may not appear in the same

order as do the recommendations in the final Report. Subject to these comments, I concur in the recommendations
section of the Report.

Sincerely yours,

A. W. GnnEr"rY,
Member, North Cascades Study Team)

Deputy Clief, Forest Seruice, USDA.

cc-All other Members of Study Team
George B. Hartzog, Jr.
Dr. Owen S. Stratton
Dr. George A. Selke

cc-Region 6
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Urutreo STATES DEpaRrt'aErur op AcRtcULTURE
FOREST SERVICE

WASHTNGTON 25, D.C.
IN REPLY REFER TO

2t50

December 3, 1965

Dr. Edward C. Crafts, Director
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation
Room 4115
U.S. Department of the Interior

Dear Dr. Crafts:

The two sets of comments which we submitted as individual members of the North Cascades Study Team range over

the full set of recommendations contained in the draft report transmitted with your memorandum of August 30.

They cover points on which there is agrecment amorlg Team members as well as points on which there is disagree-

ment. And they attempted to express shades of meaning in some of the comments.

In order to summarize the two Ionger statements, and to make the position of the Department of Agriculture rePre-

sentatives on the Study Team perfectly clear, the representatives from the Department of Agriculture want this further

statement included in the report.

Our summarized recommendations, and the supporting reasons are:

I. We recommend the establishment of a North Cascades National Recreation Area to include the area

between Glacier Peak Wilderness Area and the present North Cascades Primative Area, including Ross

Lake.

II. We recommend keeping the Glacier Peak Wilderness Area in its present status, with some boundary

extensions.

III. We recommend reclassifying the North Cascades Primitive Area to a Wilderness Area with some boundary

changes, and giving appropriate separate names to the portions west and east of Ross Lake. The west

portion should be called the Pickett Range Wilderness Area, and the east portion the Pasayten Wilderness

Area.

IV. We recommend keeping the Mt. Baker-Mt. Shuksan area as it now is, a part of the Mt. Baker

National Forest where recreation values are specially emphasized.
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These four recommendations cover the major points about classifying areas of land concerning which there is dis-

agreement between members of the Study Team.

We also recommend:

V. Establish new wilderness areas as follows:

a. Alpine Lakes Wilderness Area;
b. Enchantment Wilderness Area;
c. Mt. Aix Wilderness Area;

and that the regional designation of certain 'ol.imited Areas" be discontinued.

VI. An extension on the southern boundary of Mt. Rainier National Park'

VlL Construction of the following scenic roads:

a. Curry Gap
b. Cady Pass

c. Harts Pass

d. Austin Pass

VIII. The designation of certain parts of the Skagit River and tributaries as Wild River sections.

Conments on other recommendations, which deal with management practices, road use and standards, the need

for trails, and the need for additional recreation plans and facilities are not repeated here since they do not bear on

the commitment of land for different uses.

The central issue of the study and the report is on the question, should there be a National Park in the North Cas-

cades in addition to Mt. Rainier. We believe strongly that it is neither necessary nor desirable to have an additional
National Park. We think national emphasis can be given to the recreation and scenic values of this area without
establishing a duplicating organization and unit of administration.

To do this, we recommend a North Cascades National Recreation Area covering the portion of the Study Area that
Iies between the Glacier Peak Wilderness Area and the to-be-reclassified North Cascades Primitive Area, including

a strip of land on both sides of Ross Lake. This is an area of about 537,000 acres. It is the area which an earlier

statement refers to as the Eldorado Peaks High Country.

A North Cascades National Recreation Area, including Ross Lake and all of the main mountain area south to the

Glacier Peak Wilderness Area would:

1. Earmark the resources of this area as nationally important for recreation, without setting up what otherwise

is necessarily a duplicating organization to administer the area.

2. Permit making the additional water impoundments which the City of Seattle needs and plans, without the

necessity of an exception to longstanding National Park Service policy.

3. Permit hunting as a recognized and desirable use. This recreation area and the adjacent wilderness areas

make a very unusual, rugged-terrain hunting area for deer, black bear, mountain goats, and to a lesser extent

for birds. The State of Washington has been emphasizing this traditional, American, outdoor sport by fea-

turing an early hunting season in this part of the Cascade Mountains. This kind of hunting has a place as

part of the heritage to be handed on to future generations.
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4. Permit the Cross-State Highway which is now being built through the North Cascades to function as a
through artery of commercial transport. It is needed as an artery of transport. If this were a National Recre-
ation Area, a through State highway could exist without raising questions as to whether commercial use con-
stitutes an additional exception to longstanding National Park Service policy.

5. Permit carrying out a recreation development plan that includes several tramways and several substantial winter
sports areas, for which comparable facilities do not exist now within National Parks, and which present Park
policy does not encourage.

6. Permit the recreational pastime of "gathering," which includes berrypicking, rockhounding, gathering
weathered and washed wood and use of other minor components of the forest environment that is not now
permissible within National Parks.

7. Permit the commercial use of products that become available in the normal course of managing the area
for its recoElnized values of recreation, scenic beauty, wildlife habitat, forage use, water development and pro-
duction, and forest insect or disease protection.

8. Provide a "national" name and "national" identification for this area.

9. Permit the present formula for sharing National Forest receipts with the counties to operate without changes

that would be adverse to some counties and frivorable to others.

Special provision should be made for mining. We believe it would be proper to incorporate in the authorizing legis-

lation a provision similar to that in the Whiskeytown-Shasta-Trinity National Recreation Area legislation, to withdraw
public lands from location, entry, and patent under the mining laws but to permit removal of nonleasable minerals in
the manner prescribed for leasable minerals. We also believe that all mineral activities should be subject to a cut-off
date similar in effect to that contained in the Wilderness Act, which is December 31, 1983.

The Forest Service has plans for recreation development of the area which can be adapted intact to a National Recrea-
tion Area.

Designating this area as the North Cascades National Recreation Area will give this recreation resource congressional
recognition and a national name without setting up a duplicating organization and necessarily duplicating costs. Man-
agement as a National Recreation Area makes possible some attention to resources, use for the virile sport of hunting,
use for water developments, and for incidental harvesting and "gathering." And as a National Recreation Area there
could be full development for winter sports and organization camps, which are not encouraged under existing Park
policy.

Forest Service plans for the Study Area call for designating over 1,500,000 acres outside of this recreation area for
special attention to recreation values, mostly as wilderness areas, Wilderness classification means some restrictions on
use. We believe it is appropriate, proper, and necessary that this area of over 500,000 acres be managed under a

philosophy that permits some flexibility in kind and amount of resource use as well as giving perrnanent recognition to
recreation values.

A Pickett Range Wilderness Area will retain in wilderness status this remote and inaccessible area which is wilderness
in character if any spot in the United States is. We think it cannot be developed for accelerated recreational use

without a loss of wilderness values that should not be sacrificed. We believe the Nation would experience a tangible
loss if this area were to be changed to some use other than wilderness.
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Establishment of a Pasayten Wilderness Area, consisting of the present North Cascades Primitive Area east of Ross

Lake, with some modification of boundaries, is consistent with its long-continued classification as a primitive area.

On this point, we understand, there is not disagreement among the Team members.

Respectfully submitted,

Zfru*
Gnonon A. Snr,rn,
Consultant to the Seuetary

ol Agriculture.

?u,,1,
Anrrrun W. Gnrnr-ov,
Deputy Chief ,
Forest Seruice,
U.S. Department ol Agriculture.
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

January 28, 1963

Dear Mr. President:

We are pleased to advise you that the Department of Agriculture and the Department of the

Interior have developed a new conservation policy to help implement the outdoor recreation
program of the Administration.

We have reached agreement on a broad range of issues which should enable our Departments to
enter into "a new era of cooperation" in the management of Federal lands for outdoor recreation.
This agreement settles issues which have long been involved in public controversy, we have closed

the book on these disputes and are now ready to harmoniously implement the agreed-upon

solutions.

The decisions reached will do much to further development of Federal recreation resources,

eliminate costly competition, promote cooperation, and recognize the major role that the Depart-
ments of Agriculture and the Interior both have in administering Federal lands under their juris-

diction for recreation purposes. We have agreed upon the following principles of iooperation.

1. Mutual recognition is accorded the distinctive administrative functions and land management
plans used by the Forest Service and the National Park Service in administering lands under
their jurisdiction.

2. Except for existing Administration proposals, those covered in our agreement, or routine
boundary adjustments, jurisdictional responsibility will not be disturbed among the agencies

of our two Departments which are managing and developing lands for public recreation.

3. Neither Department will initiate unilaterally new proposals to change the status of lands
under jurisdiction of the other Department. Independent studies by one Department of
lands administered by the other will not be carried on. Joint studies will be the rule.

4. Likewise, each Department, with the support and cooperation of the other, will endeavor

to fully develop and effectively manage the recreation lands now under its administration.

In furtherance of the above principles of cooperation, and in recognition of the growing demand
for outdoor recreation, we plan to recommend to you the establishment of two new Federally
administered National Recreation Areas. These areas are planned to help meet elisting and
foreseeable outdoor recreation needs.

The Recreation Advisory Council, established by Executive Order 11017, has been considering
the need for National Recreation Areas and criteria for their selection and establishment. We

expect that the Recreation Advisory Council will soon recommend to you the creation of a limited
system of National Recreation Areas along with criteria to guide their selection and establish-

ment. The proposals for National Recreation Areas contained in this letter have been reviewed

and are concurred in by the other members of the Recreation Advisory Council.

National Recreation Areas would be established only by Act of Congress and would be admin-

istered by the Department of the Interior, the Department of Agriculture, or other Federal

agencies or departments having responsibility in outdoor recreation as may be recommended

by the Executive Branch and determined by the Congress. National Recreation Areas would
be administered primarily for recreation but with utilization of other resources permitted, pro-
vided such use is not incompatible with and does not unduly interfere with the basic recreatiod
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purpose. Advice of the Recreation Advisory Council will be sought with regard to qualification
of particular areas, priority for establishment, and jurisdictional responsibility.

National Recreation Areas will be in addition to national parks, national monuments, or other
special categories of land administered by the National Park Service, and to the wilderness system
or other special categories of land having recreation significance now administered by the Forest
Service. In our judgment as well as in the judgment of the other members of the Recreation
Advisory Council, these two areas will conform fully with the National Recreation Area criteria,
now in the final stages of formulation.

Subsequent to the adoption of these criteria, we shall recommend to you that the Administration
submit legislation to establish:
1. Whiskeytown-Shasta-Trinity National Recreation Area of about 280,000 acres in north

central California. This area will consist of three-non-contiguous units, surrounding reclama-
tion reservoirs. The areas around Shasta Lake and the Trinity-Lewiston Reservoirs are
within the exterior boundaries of the Shasta-Trinity National Forests. These will be recom-
.mended for administration by the Forest Service. The 50,000 acre Whiskeytown unit lying
outside the National Forest will be recommended for National Park Service administration.

2. The Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area in Wyoming and Utah. This is an area of
about 160,000 acres lying upstream on the Green River from the Bureau of Reclamation dam
under construction at Flaming Gorge within the Ashley National Forest in northeastern
Utah. The two Departments have agreed that the 40,000 acre area within the National
Forest boundary will be administered by the Forest Service, and the larger area of about
120,000 acres lying primarily in Wyoming and outside the National Forest boundary will
be administered by the National Park Service.

We have agreed further that:

1. An Oregon Dunes National Seashore should be recommended consisting of about 35,000 acres
primarily of sand dunes along the central Oregon coast. This land for the most part has been
under the protection and management of the Forest Service. Administration would be by
the National Park Service under the same criteria as for National Recreation Areas.

2. A joint study should be made of Federal lands in the North Cascade Mountains of Washing-
ton to determine the management and administration of those lands that will best serve the
public interest. These lands for the most part have been under the administration of the
Forest Service as national forests for many years. A study team should explore in an
objective manner all the resource potentials of the area and the management and adminis-
tration that appears to be in the public interest. The study team will consist of representa-
tives of the two Departments and will be chaired by an individual jointly selected by us.

Recommendations of the study group will be submitted to us and we in turn will make our
recommendations to you.

We believe these agreements represent a major improvement in National Conservation policy. We
earnestly hope you will approve them.

Respectfully yours,

M
Secretary of Agriculture

Secretary of the Interi,or
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

January 31, 1963

Dear Mr. Secretaries:

I was greatly pleased by your joint letter describing the new conservation policy your Departments

are adlpting io help implement our outdoor recreation progrzrms. This is an excellent statement

of cooperation representing a milestone in conservation progress'

I know that there have been many vexing problems over the years in relationships between the

Departments of Agriculture and Interior but your joint statement indicates that these are well

on ih" *ry to resolution. This achievement in settling major jurisdictional issues between the

t*o D"pa.t-ents, in outlining the principles of cooperation that will guide them in the future,

and in proposing joint exploration o] the North Cascade Mountains in Washington is most signifi-

cant-it is clearly in the public interest.

Sincerely,h
The Honorable Orville L. Freeman

The Secretary of Agriculture

The Honorable Stewart L. Udall
The Secretary of the Interior

-t
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DEPARTM ENT OF AGRICULTU RE
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

WASH I NGTON

March 5, 1963

Mr. Edward C. Crafts, Director
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation
Department of the Interior
Washington 25, D.C.

Dear Ed:

On January 28, 1963, we jointly advised the President that the Departments of the Interior and
Agriculture had developed a new conservation policy to help implement the outdoor recreation
program of the Administration.

In our letter to the President we wrote:

"A joint study should be made of Federal lands in the North Cascade Mountains of Wash-
ington to determine the management and administration of those lands that will best serve
the public interest. These lands for the most part have been under the administration of
the Forest Service as National Forests for many years. A study team should explore in an
objective manner all the resource potentials of the area and the management and adminis-
tration that appears to be in the public interest. The study team will consist of representa-
tives of the two Departments and will be chaired by an individual jointly selected by us.

"Recommendations of the study group will be submitted to us and we in turn will make
our recommendations to you."

By this letter, you are being notified of your selection by us to be chairman of the study team.
By copies of this letter to the other four members, two from the Department of Agriculture, and
two from the Department of the Interior, we are notifying them of their selection. Members of
the study team may draw on their assistants as needed, but are not privileged to designate alter-
nates. In the event any presently designated member of the study team, including the chairman,
is prevented from completing this assignment for reasons of health, or accident, or other unfore-
seen event, we will jointly narne a successor,

The two members of the team representing the Department of the Interior are Henry Caulfield,
Assistant Director, Resources Program Staff, and George Hartzog, Associate Director of the
National Park Service. The two members representing the Department of Agriculture are
George Selke, Consultant to the Secretary of Agriculture, and Arthur Greelen Deputy Chief
of the Forest Service.

We consider this matter of high priority and urge the Committee to initiate its studies promptly.
Facilities, files, and records of both the National Park Service and the Forest Service, as well as
other facilities of the two Departments, are hereby made available to you and other members
of the study team.
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Your Committee should handle this assignment in the way it deems best. We suggest, however,

that as an initial step, agreement be reached on the specific area to be included in the study.

Certainly there should be a review of past studies and recommendations, current use and man-

agement of the area, proposals for change, and an inventory and evaluation of all resource poten-

tials, including a weighing of the economic and social impact of various alternatives.

Your report should include recommendations as to both management and administration, includ-
ing jurisdictional responsibility. We recognize there may not be unanimous agreement among

the study team, although we hope that agreement may be reached as to basic facts. If there is

-disagreement as to recommendations, we believe it would be appropriate for this dissent to be

shown and recommendations of individual members of the team included where they differ from
group viewpoint. It would be appropriate to include in your recommendations more than one

action alternative.

There will be great interest in this study and the Committee may, in order to evaluate public

opinion and obtain views and recommendations, find it desirable to hold public hearings. The

citizens of the State of Washington will be greatly interested in this study. We ask that you

arrange to receive from the Governor of the State of Washington a written statement setting

forth the recommendations of the State.

We know that this is a complex, difficult and controversial assignment. We are most anxious

that the recommendations of the study team be soundly based and in the interest of the people in

the area, the State of Washington, the region, and the United States.

Because of the history and complex issues involved, we are not placing a deadline on the Com-

mittee for its report. We do urge, however, that you proceed with due deliberation and haste.

We believe that membership of the study team is the best that could be chosen and have every

confidence in it. From time to time, we would like to have a progress report and we would be

glad to consult with you and the team during the course of your studies as the occasion may arise.

Secretary ol Agriculture

Sincerely yours,

Secretary ol the Interior
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The purpose of this section is to present in a highly con-

densed form the plans of the U.S. Forest Service for manag-
ing the public lands now in National Forests in the North
Cascades Study Area. These are plans which have been

developed in the rtormal process of planning for National
Forest administration of these four National Forests. They
have not been prepared as a special project for this North
Cascades study. As summarized here, they are backed up
by numerous detailed field inventories and on-the-ground
studies.

1, PRESENT RESOURCE USE

The National Forest lands in this great area are now the locale
{or a land-use mix composed of the following main ingredients:
1. recreation use by nearly 3 million people ayear to picnic,

camp, ski, hunt, and fish;
2. 1,259,000 acres formally established by act of Congres as

Wilderness or Primitive areas which are held and man-

aged to retain r,r'ilderness environment for use by the lovers

of solitary-t1pe recreation ;

3. hunting use of the entire 6 million acres of the Study Area
for deer, elk, goat, small game, upland birds, and some

waterfowl under an effective program of cooperation with
the State of Washington game officials and with the State

exercising ownership and control of the game;
+. fishing use, under similar arrangements with State officials,

of many hundreds of miles of sparkling mountain streams

and numerous iakes;

5. controlled timber harvesting on a sustained basis that di-
rectly provides employment in timber harvesting and
manufacturing amounting to about 5,500 jobs each year,

and to which another 14,500 jobs in directly affiliated
activities can be attributed;

6. water supply for domestic consumption, and irrigation
and power which is significant to half the communities in
the western part of the State of Washington;

7, forage production used by about 8,000 head of cattle,

about 14,000 head of sheep, and some 27 percent of the

State's population of deer, elk, goat, and other big-game
animals; and

B. active or prospective extraction of at least 15 metallic min-
erals and a large number of nonmetallic miner materials.

II. PLANNED RESOURCE USE IN THE FUTURE

Forest Service resource and land management plans call for:

1. adding some 237,000 acres to the area of dedicated Wilder-
ness areas as well as reclassifying the 801,000-acre North
Cascades Primitive Area to Wilderness area status;

2. continuing the present intensive pattern of wildlife habitat
management to support expanded levels of big and small
game population;

3. maintaining and increasing levels of fishing use;

4. substantially expanding the number and location of devel-

oped recreation sites, including winter sports areas,

organization camps, and resort facilities as well as the

more numerous small camp and picnic areas;

5. greatly expanding the opportunity for outdoor-type moun-
tain recreation by significant new developments in areas

where main roads are projected but are not yet built;
6. continuing emphasis on maximum freedom of opportunity

for individual recreation users to follow their recreation

pursuits with the least possible limitation or restraint;
7. continuing to harvest the sustainable allowable annual cut

of timber, with intensified cultural treatment on the good

timber growing sites, and following modified principles of

designating the timber to be cut adjacent to recreation

areas and on all other acres where the management of the

landscape is :rs important as the management of the

timber;
8. more water impoundment reservoirs where they are needed

in the normal course of supplying water for use of

Washington State residents, and intensifying efforts to

manipulate vegetative cover so as to produce more water

in the areas where water supplies comprise a future

problem;
9. continued use of appropriate areas of National Forest land

for domestic livestock grazing;
10. opportunity to continue and expand mining and mineral

development in accordance with the laws Congresg has
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enacted on this subject;
11. expansion of the present road systems in the National

Forest areas to be managed for commodity production,
and provision of recreation trails and some recreation-
way type roads on which the road location and use will
emphasize scenery and the desire of people to see it from
an automobile.

TII. WHAT IS MULTIPLE USE

Congress has directed by P.L. 86-517 that "it is the policy of
the Congress that the national forests are established and shall

be administered for outdoor recreation, range, timber, water-
shed, and wildlife and fish purposes . . . The establishment
and maintenance of areas of wilderness are consistent with
the purposes . . . of this act. 'Multiple use'means:

"The management of all the various renewable surface re-

sources of the national forests so that they are utilized in the

combination that will best meet the needs of the American
people; making the most judicious use of the land for some or
all of these resources or related services over areas large enough

to provide sufficient latitude for periodic adjustments in use

to conform to changing needs and conditions; that some land
will be used for less than all the resources; harmonious and

coordinated management of the various resources, each with
the other, without impairment of the productivity of the land,

with consideration being given to the relative values of the

various resources, and not necessarily the combination of uses

that will give the greatest dollar return or greatest unit output."

The concept of multiple use is put into action through
multiple use plans that are based on inventories of the resources

involved. The effort !n such planning is to coordinate the

several uses that may be appropriate in an area, each at the

level that will best meet present and future needs of the Ameri-
can people, and will at the same time be commensurate with
the capacity of the land and resources to sustain these uses.

Multiple use planning applies to areas of land not
usually to the individual acre, but to areas sufficiently large
to allow for coordination of the various resources and uses'

The planning area may be a Region, a Ranger District, or a
still smaller management unit. At each planning level con-

clusions from careful analyses result in policies for coordinated

management, broad for the Service as a whole, more detailed

as the unit to which they apply becomes smaller.

The High Mountain Policy-A Multiple Use Management Guide for
the North Cascades Study Area

In 1961, the Forest Service formalized a management guide

for making multiple use decisions in the National Forests of
Washington and Oregon, including all of the North Cascades

Study Area. It does not apply to areas classed as either Wil-

derness or Primitive areas, and has been withheld from appli-

cation in certain areas being studied for such classification.

This guide was approved by Secretary Orville Freeman in April
of 1962.

The High Mountain Policy is based on a recognition that
in the mountainous parts of the Pacific Northwest there are four
broad resource management associations: Grass'Shrub, Prin-
cipal Forest, Upper Forest, and Alpine. Each is a product

of environmental factors that give it reasonably homogeneous

resource values, and make it susceptible to common resource

and use objectives and management policies. Cutting across

or located within all of these natural associations is another

land classification category, the Landscape Managernent Areas,

which are areas along streams and travel routes now or pros-

pectively of special significance because of high recreational

value.

Landscape Management Areas are planned to provide for
public use which is known to be expanding. They are desig'

nated mainly along streams and recreation travel routes, and

around lakes, including that part of the scenic foreground seen

from these areas. They are considered seParate management

units. They require a type of management different from tllat
applied to the association in which they occur. Aesthetics and

recreation are recognized as major objectives of management
in Landscape Management Areas. Management practices for
timber, wildlife, watershed, and other recreation values which
may be of key importance outside a landscape management area

are 'raried as or if necessary to weave them into the coordi-
nated use pattern developed for a landscape management area.

The Grass-Shrub Resource Associatioz is characterized by
grass, scattered pine, juniper and sagebrush groundcover and
is located at relatively low elevations. The Association is usu-

ally found on the drier east side of the Cascade Mountains
and is the smallest (area-wise) of the four associations. Its
principal resource value is the production of forage for live-

stock and game. In addition it has watershed value and is

used for big game hunting and some fishing.

The Principal Forest Resource Associ.ation starts near sea

level on the west side of the mountains and above the Grass-

Shrub Association on the east side of the Cascade Mountains.
It is the more heavily forested area, supporting Douglas-fir,
ponderosa pine, Iodgepole pine, and associated species. Major
streams and travel routes cut across this Association. It is the

most accessible of the four associations to population concentra-
tions. In addition to providing the bulk of the Region's tim-
ber, the area embraced by this Association must also provide

outdoor recreation for large numbers of people. The manage-

ment objective is sustained production of high quality timber
in a manner which appropriately recognizes associated values
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and protects the water and recreational features of the inter-
mingled Landscape Management Areas. Big game and do-

mestic livestock graze in this Association. Landscape Manage-

ment Areas are laid out within this Association as conditions

and resource use require.

The tlpper Forest Resource Association is located imme-

diately above the Principal Forest Association and extends up-
ward in elevation almost to timberline. It has numerous lakes

and meadows and moderately sloping mountainsides. It is

characterized by true fir-hemlock stands and other high eleva-

tion species. Timber is generally of poorer quality and value

than in the Principal Forest Association. Landscape Manage-

ment Areas occur within this Association. The rest of the

Upper Forest usualiy can be harmoniously managed for most

National Forest purposes: watershed, wildlife and fish, and

all categories of recreational use. Hunting and fishing are

popular recreational activities.

The Alpine Resource Association extends from near tim-
berline to the crest of the mountains. Much of the area is

above 5,000 feet. It contains high-elevation lakes, open Alpine
meadows, glaciers and other outstanding scenic features. Soils

are fragile, and precipitation hear.y. Access is often by trail.
Most of the existing and potential winter sports areas are Io-

cated within this Association. Management objectives em-

phasize retention of natural conditions, and also provide for
other types of recreation. Management to produce optimum
yields of water, fish, wildlife, and forage (including forage

for packstock) are concurrent uses.

A specific policy f or managing the "High Mountains" Area
is set forth in the guide. This "High Mountain Policy" ap-

plies to all of the Alpine Resource Association and the Land-
scape Management Areas of the Upper Forest Resource

Association. Classified Wilderness areas are exempted from
the policy, since they are managed under policies now outlined
by act of Congress. Most of the Study Area's winter sports

developments are, or will be, located in the High Mountain
Area. Located here also are some roads, campgrounds and

picnic areas that permit large numbers of people to enjoy high
mountain scenery. Numerous potential recreational sites are

also found here. Dispersed hunting and fishing use is common.

Basic management objectives in the High Mountain Area

call for protection and improvements of soil, watershed, wild-
life, fish, and varied recreation resources under near-natural
conditions with minimum modification of the landscape.

Valid demands for public use of water are to be recognized,

with the condition that facilities which are required be devel-

oped to serve several uses, that they blend with the natural
setting, and they not hamper coordinated use of related

resources.

Specialized recreation facilities will be developed to give

a greater number of people the opportunity to enjoy high

mountain scenery and activities. This includes roads, trails,

campgrounds, picnic areas, scenic vistas, winter recreation sites,

mountain resorts, and shelters. These facilities will be designed

to retain scenic qualities, recognizing peoples' needs for both

developed and primitive type recreation.
Witdlife habitat will be maintained and improved to pro-

vide an adequate food supply for a predetermined level of

wildlife population. Game harvest will be used to keep wild-
life and food supply in balance. In "key" wildlife areas,

wildlife will be given preference for available forage. Domestic

livestock, including pack and saddle animals, will be permitted

to graze in numbers and on areas as are found to be suitable

for that use. Revegetation will be undertaken where needed.

Timber in the Alpine Association may be harvested only

for development of recreation, wildlife and water resources;

public safety; control of insect and disease epidemics; salvage

of extraordinary losses and reduction of fire hazatd; research

in watershed management; and necessary occupancy or admin-

istrative use. Timber in the Landscape Management Areas of

the Upper Forest Association will be managed to produce a

thrifty forest that is aesthetically pleasing. The degree of

modification of timber harvest in these areas rnay vary from

the cutting of only dead, dying or diseased trees in occupancy

areas to small clear-cuts in mature and overmature stands on

the fringes of scenic foreground areas. Timber outside the

Landscape Management Areas of the Upper Forest Association

will generally be managed as it is in the Principal Forest As-

sociation. In practice, very substantial portions of the Upper
Forest Association within the Study Area have now been clas-

sified as falling within Landscape Management Areas.

The Forest Service has no control over prospecting nor

over mining on valid claims filed under the General Mining
Laws. It will, however, alleviate as much as possible detri-

mental impacts on other resources and uses, including those

handled under the Materials Act.
Commercial developments (lodges, resorts), rights-of-way,

administrative facilities and other necessary occupancies will
be provided for when in the public interest' They will be

designed and located to harmonize with management objectives

of the Landscape Management Areas and the Alpine Resource

Association.
Areas possessing rare or unique species of wildlife and

plant life, geologic phenomena, or historical or archeological

features will be managed for preservation and public enjoyment.

IV. WHAT ARE WILDERNESS AREAS

The Wilderness Act, approved September 3, 1964 (P.L. BB-

577) provides that units of the National Wilderness Preserva-

tion System are to be "administered for the use and enjoyment

of the American people in such manner as will leave them

unimpaired for future use and enjoyment as wilderness, and so

788-618 0-6r-13
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as to provide for the protection of these areas, the preservation

of their wilderness character, and for the gathering and dis-

semination of information regarding their use and enjoyment

as wilderness;"
It also provides:
"Definition of Wilderness.-A wilderness, in contrast with

those areas where man and his own works dominate the land-

scape, is hereby recognized as an atea where the earth and its

community of life are untrammeled by man, where man him-

self is a visitor who does not remain. An area of wilderness

is further defined to mean in this act an area of undeveloped

Federal land retaining its primeval character and influence,

without perrnanent improvements or human habit-ation, which
is protected and managed so as to preserve its natural condi-
tions and which (1) generally appears to have been aflected

primarily by the forces of nature, with the imprint of man's

work substantially unnoticeable; (2) has outstanding opPor'
tunities for solitude or a primitive and unconfined type of rec'
reation; (3) has at least 5,000 acres of land or is of sufficient

size as to rnake practicable its preservation and use in an un'
impaired conditiorr; and (4) may also contain ecological, geo'

logical, or other features of scientific, educational, scenic, or
historical value."

The act further provides:

"Except as otherwise provided in this act, each agency admin-
istering a;ny area designated as wilderness shall be responsible

for preserving the wilderness character of the area and shall

so administer such area for such other pu{poses for which it
may have been established as also to preserve its wilderness

character. Except as otherwise provided in this act, wilderness

areas shall be devoted to the public purposes of recreational,

scenic, scientific, educational, conservation, and historical use.

"Except as specifically provided for in tlis act, and subject

to existing private rights, there shall be no commercial enter-

prise and no perrnanent road within any wilderness area desig-

nated by this act and, except as necessary to meet minimum
requirements for the administration of the arca for the purpose

of this act (including measures required in emergencies involv-
ing the health and safety of persons within the area), there

shall be no temporary road, no use of motor vehicles, motorized

equipment or motorboats, no landing of aircraft, no other form
of mechanical transport, and no structure or installation within
any such area,

"Nothing in this act shall be construed as affecting the
jurisdiction or responsibilities of the several States with respect

to wildlife and fish in the national forests."

Reiteration of these main policy guides as they have now

been established by Congress is important to a presentation

of Forest Service plans for the North Cascade Area, for about

1,260,000 National Forest acres of the approximately 6 million

acres in the Study Area are now covered by these legislative

policy guides. And, Forest Service plans contemplate adding

some 237,000 acres in areas which, up to this time, have been

managed in accordance with these principles and which the

Forest Service expects to Propose under the procedures of the

Wilderness Act, for addition to the National Wildemess Preser-

vation System.
The units involved are as follows:

1. The Glacier Peak Wilderness--458,105 acres.

2. The North Cascades Primitive Area--801,000 acres'

(The Wilderness Act requires that this Area be studied and

a proposal made to either declassify it or reclassify it as

Wilderness. The Forest Service proposes to reclassify it
as Wilderness, with some boundary modifications, dis-

cussed in a following section. The reclassification pro'

posal would increase the acreage to about 813,000 acres.)

3. A proposed Alpine Lakes Wilderness-150,000 acres.

(Not now a part of the National Wilderness Pl€servation

System. Tentative boundaries suitable for proposal under

the Wilderness Act have been established.)

4. A proposed Enchantment Wilderness-30,O0O acres.

(Not now apart of the National Wilderness Preservation

System. Tentative boundaries suitable for proposal under

the Wilderness Act have been established.)

5. A proposed Mount Aix Wilderness--45,000 acres'

(This unit is not a part of the National Wilderness Pres'

ervation System. Tentative boundaries suitable for pro-

posal under the Wilderness Act have been established in

a preliminary way.)
As part of the Wilderness System management activities

of the Forest Sewice, individual administration plans are to
be prepared for each area included in the National Wildernes
Preservation System. These plans are to set forth in writing
the way in which the Forest Service will redeem the responsi-

bility "for preserving the wilderness character of the area

. . for the public purposes of recreational, scenic, scientific,
educational, conservation, and historical use." Each unit ad-

ministration plan will detail the way in which, for that area,

thegeneral Wilderness policies now being followed are to be

applied to provide for dispersal of recreational use; to meet

requirements for sanitation and fire protection; to identify
areas of special scientific interestl and to provide, where appro-
priate, for parts of these areas to be without trails to meet tlle
objective of "opportunities for solitude." Prospecting. and

mining activities will be regulated in the manner provided for
in the Wilderness Act. Other commodity or commercial uses

'will tre permitted only as authorized by the Wilderness Act.

V. SPECIAL MANAGEMENT AREAS

Within the National Forests in the Study Area, there are

certain areas which will be managed according to special man-
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agement principles to reflect some special adaptability of the
area for a particular type of use. Areas of Wilderness com-
prise one such type of special management area, and tJrere

are others. In this part of this report, tJre major special man-
agement areas now recognized, o.r to be recognized in the plans
the Forest Service now has under preparation, are set forth
and briefly described.

A. Present and Proposed Areas of Wilderness

l. Glacier Peak Wilderness Area. This area is covered

under the Wilderness Act, and is a part of the National Wilder-
ness Preservation System. It includes 458,105 acres of Na-
tional Forest land, and was established by the Secretary of
Agriculture in 1960. Glacier Peak is a major landmark.
There are some 30 other peaks in the close vicinity. Some 90

glaciers are dispersed throughout this locale of superb scenery.

This fragile area should remain as a Wilderness, and will
continue to be so managed. As is true of other National Forest

units of the National Wilderness Preservation System, it is to
be covered by an administration plan defining objectives of
management and the means by which they will be achieved.

Immediate management objectives are to bring up to an ac-

ceptable construction standard, commensurate with normal
anticipated use levels, a skeleton system of the main trails such

as the Cascade Crest Trail. Any other trails believed to be

necessary will be low-standard trails, intended primarily to
provide a means for dispersing users. Other immediate objec-
tives include: boundary and trails signing; the minimum neces-

sary attention to sanitation needs; and implementing a system

of seasonal recreation guards for supervision, cleanup, and
information to users to secure dispersal of use and cooperation
with restrictions on use (such as persuading people to carry
their garbage back out of the Wilderness) .

Boundary changes have been proposed by a number of
interested groups. Because the Wilderness Act has been pend-
ing ever since this Wilderness area was formally established,

the Forest Service has not given detailed on-the-ground study
to all of the major proposals that have been made. Such study
would be necessary prior to seeking legislation to change

boundaries at any point.

Provided that a careful examination on the ground can
establish a clear identification for a boundary so as to avoid
problems of admimstration caused by an indefinite boundary,
the Forest Service is willing to seek legislation for a boundary
extension along the northeast perimeter of the present Glacier
Peak Wilderness Area extending to the shore of Lake Chelan
in the vicinity of Riddle Creek; thence along the general
vicinity of the west shore of Lake Chelan and the west side of
the Stehekin River to the vicinity of Cascade Pass; and thence
south along the Cascade summit to the present boundary at
Trapper Mountain.

Such an extension would add about 20,000 acres to the

Glacier Peak Wilderness.
The Forest Service is also willing to seek relatively small

boundary changes in the so-called corridors of the White Chuck
River Valley and the Suiattle River Valley. In the White
Chuck River Valley the change would move the boundary
west about 2 miles to an irregular north-south line about coin-

ciding with the mouth of Pumice Creek. In the Suiattle
River Valley, the boundary change would also move the

boundary west. The revised boundary would run from the

Suiattle River at the mouth of Milk Creek north a short dis-

tance, then generally parallel to the Suiattle River to a point
on Sulphur Creek about a half mile upstream from the Suiattle

River; thence north to Downey Mountain; and thence west

to the present boundary at Green Mountain. These two

changes would add about 10,000 acres to the Glacier Peak

Wilderness Area.

2. North Cascade Primitiae Area. The Forest Service

proposes to: (1) reclassify this to a Wilderness Area; (2)

change the boundaries so as to have them coincide with natural
features of topography rather than with straight lines on a
map; (3) exclude from the Wilderness Area the shorelines of
Ross Lake and the lower end of Beaver Creek; and (4) ex-

clude about a township on the extreme east end of the present

Primitive area. The net effect of the changes would be to in-
crease net acreage from about 801,000 acres to about 813,000

acres.

The Wilderness Act provides that the North Cascade

Primitive Area shall continue to be administered "under the

rules and regulations affecting such areas on the effective date

of this act until Congress has determined otherwise." The rules

and regulations in effect on the date of the act provide that
primitive areas "shall be administered in the same manner as

Wilderness areas and with the same restrictions on their use."

Plans for the protection of this Primitive area, and for its
administration as an area which is primarily wildemess in char-

acter now exist. These are to be revised to bring them into full
agreement with the provisions of the Wilderness Act and the
implementing regulations thereunder. A modest extension of
the existing trail system is needed; and facilities to care for san-

itation needs of users will also need to be provided. Recreation

guards have been assigned to parts of this Primitive area for
several years. Extension of this system, and an intensified pro-
gram of user contacts to secure cooperation in protecting wil-
derness values will likewise be needed and will be arranged for.

The Forest Service believes that both the segment of this
area lying to the west of Ross Lake, which includes the Pickett
Range, Mount Triumph, Mount Blum, and Mount Redoubt,
and the segment lying east of Ross Lake can best serve the Iong
range public interest by being held and managed as formally
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dedicated areas of wilderness.

3. Prop'osed Alpine Lakes Wi,lderness Area. Along the

crest of the Cascade Mountains, between Snoqualmie Pass and

Stevens Pass is an area of high lakes of unusual charm and

attractiveness for seekers of solitude and solitary-q?e recrea-

tion. An area of some 150,000 acres embracing the most at-

tractive portion of this area'is now without roads and Possesses

little in the way of resource values which would, in the future,

tend to bring on pressure for road construction. This area

clearly meets the standards for classifi.cation as a wilderness.

The Forest Service proposes to recommend this area, un'
der the Wilderness Act, for classification as a unit of the Na-

tional Wilderness Preservation System. The area has been

studied. Decisions about boundary locations, sufficiently firm
to be the basis for public hearings, have been decided upon.

This area will make a fully acceptable addition to the National

Wilderness Preservation System. It will be developed with
some additional mileage of low-standard trails for camping,

hiking, riding, scientific study, hunting, and other such pursuits.

4. Proposed Enchantment Wil.derness Area. The Mount
Stuart Range is a geological and scenic unit to the east of and

separate from the area embraced within the proposed Alpine

Lakes Wilderness Area. An area of about 30,000 acres has

been delineated, as a result of on-the-ground studies, as being

highly suitable for inclusion as a unit of the National Wilderness

Preservation System. It is an arca of outstanding scenic quali-
ties, of sharp contrasts in ele'uation and topography, of chal-

lenging mountain climbing, and it is without roads and with
only a minor mileage of trails.

The Forest Service proposes to recommend this area

under the Wilderness Act, as the Enchantment Wilderness

Area. Boundaries suitable for presenting a proposal at a pub-

lic hearing have been decided upon. The unit will have no

significant amount of further trail construction, so that it will
retain its present illusion of being a "lost world" above the

valleys to be reached only by those hardy enough to come in
without use of trails. Existing trails, including that up Ingalls

Creek, will be retained.

5. Proposed Mount Aix l{ilderness Area. Some 10 miles

east of Mount Rainier National Park is an isolated group of
rough ridges and clustered mountain peaks in an area which

abounds with unusual geological features, sharp contrasts of
elevational difference, and with grand scenery on a small scale.

Rugged beauty characterizes this area. Main mouniain peaks

are: Mount Aix, Bismark Peak, Rattlesnake Peaks, Timberwolf
Mountain, and Ironstone Mountain. The area is isolated and

relatively arid. Access is comparatively difficult. Only a per-

son with a real desire for solitude will be attracted to go into
this area.

The Forest Service proposes to recommend classification

of this area of about 45,000 acres as a unit of the National

Wilderness Preservation System. On-the-ground studies have

identified in a reasonably adequate manner the boundaries of

the isolated wilderness associated with the Mount Aix complex'

The proposal is not yet firm enough to propose at public hear-

ings, as some more clearcut decisions still are needed concerning

management of part of the area lying to the west of the moun-

tain complex.
In the Mount Aix complex itself little additional develop'

ment would be undertaken. The main effort needed is to be

certain that trails are safe for horse and human use; and that

needed sanitation precautions are arranged for. The area,

when established, will need an administration plan, boundary

signing, and an appropriate level of attention from Forest

Service (recreation) guards.

B. Areas To Be Managed With Special Emphasis on Recreation

Under the Multiple IJse-Sustained Yield Act (P.L. 86-517)

outdoor recreation is one of several major land uses which

Congress has defined as an objective of management of the

National Forests. Recreation needs, as with watershed pro-

tection needs, are taken into consideration in plans for manag-

ing all the resources. There are some areas, however, where

recreation use is of greater importance and significance than is

use of other resources. There are four such areas in the North

Cascades not including those in the category of Wilderness.

This portion of this report briefly describes the plans for giving

emphasis to recreation management for these four areas.

l. Eldorado Peaks High Country. When the Secretary

of Agriculture formally established the unit now called the

Glacier Peak Wilderness Area, the establishment order speci-

fied the type of land use and management to be accorded to the

National Forest lands in the area lying between the Glacier

Peak Wilderness Area and the North Cascades Primitive Area'

The order provides:

". the policy will be to manage the Cascade Pass-Ruby

creek area primarily for preservation of scenic values and to

open up and develop it for the use and enjoyment of the large

numbers of people who desiie other kinds of outdoor recreation

and those who are unable to engage in wilderness travel. Rec-

reation uses, such as camping, picnicking, skiing, hunting,

fishing, and enjoyment of scenery, will be given primary con-

sideration. Roads, vistas, resorts, ski lifts, and other develop-

ments needed by the public will be planned. Timber

harvesting and other resource utilization will be permitted to

the extent that they can be properly integrated and harmonized

with the recreation and the protection of the outstanding scenic

attractions."
The area covered by this policy has not heretofore been

given a specific place name.
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The Forest Service proposes:

1. To name this unit "The Eldorado Peaks High Country."
2. To manage this "High Country," the boundaries of which

are shown on the map (page 166) in accordance with the
policy directive established by the Secretary of Agriculture
and quoted above.

3. To develop a system of public access and recreation use

facilities as outlined in the plan which follows.
4. To perform only such timber removal as public interest

and the resource importance of the area clearly justifies

by selective cutting methods except as other systems of
cutting may be required for mining for road construction,
for salvaging diseased, insect-infested, or dying timber, or
for authorized other activities such as water impoundments
or rights-of-way.

5. To do no additional road construction utilizing funds or
authority of the Forest Service in Bridge Creek or in the
Stehekin Valley.

Trails are the principal means for general public access

to most of the area now. There are dead-end roads to Diablo
Lake; up the Cascade River; to Harts Pass and Slate Creek;

part way up Early Winters Creek; and in the Stehekia Valley
at the head of Lake Chelan. There is boat access on La^ke

Chelan and Ross Lake. Airplanes fly in and out of Ross Lake,

Lake Chelan, and Trapper Lake. The north portion of the

area is now being opened up by construction of the North
Cross-State Highway. Once this main artery of transporta-
tion is completed, additional facilities for public access and

use can be developed which are not feasible now.

Parts of the area are mineralized and may be of economic

significance. Sites for water impoundments may be of future
significance. These possible uses of the area will be permitted

to develop as future course of events may dictate, but with an

effort by the Forest Service to make such possible events

helpful for recreation use-as by recreation development of
the shoreline of reservoirs, or similar use of roads made neces-

sary with future mining activity. Grazing will be continued
and so will close cooperation with the State of Washington to
maintain a desirable environment and habitat for the fish and

game resource in order to insure good hunting and fishing.

The Forest Service has developed multiple use manage-

ment plans to carry out the policy set by the Secretary of
Agriculture. These plans give major emphasis to recreation.

The following discussion presents Forest Service views of
the potential for recreation development in this area of 537,600

acres which lies north and northeast of the Glacier Peak

Wilderness Area.
The general areas for developed recreation sites will be

along the main routes of access-Skagit River, Thunder
Creek, Ross Lake, Ruby Creek, Granite Creek, Slate Creek,

Harts Pass, Metho'w River, Early Winters Creek, Lake Chelan,
the lower Stehekin River, and the upper Cascade River.

Roads, primarily designed for recreation use, will be planned.

Tramways, or lifts for winter sports activities, are feasible in
half a dozen locations. These will be supplemented by an

improved system of trails.
Sightseeing and general enjoyment will undoubtedly be

one of the greatest uses, dependent as they are on good roads.

The North Cross-State Highway will form a connection for
loop trips. Dead-end forest roads to Ross Lake, and up

Thunder Creek will provide additional access during the

summer. The North Cross-State Highway will be an all-year

road. Significant vista points and spots of interest will be

signed, provided rvith short trails, or unattended displays to

interpret the geologic, human history, and management

activities of the area.

Aerial tramways will greatly enhance the opportunities

for sightseeing and access to some of the higher peaks. These

are being planned for Ruby Peak just south of Ross Lake,

Thunder Creek above the proposed dam, Granite Creek, and

Early Winters Creek near Rainy Pass, and there are potential

sites for others.

Boat tours are currently available on Diablo Lake, Ros

Dam, and Lake Chelan. The Seattle City Light Company

provides the popular Diablo Lake boat trip and a tour of

the dams. There is a potential for similar tours on Ross Lake

when the highway is completed.

Camping and picnicking will be very popular recreation

activities in this area. The Forest Service recreation plan

projects 149 sites available for camping and picnicking; 28

are now existing. Many of these would be along the North
Cross-State Highu'ay, Harts Pass road, Ross Lake, Lake

Chelan, and the spr.'.r roads in Thunder Creek and the Cas-

cade River. Only picnic areas will be developed in and

around alpine meadows that are too fragile for concentrated

campinguse.
Fishing is quitc good in this section of the North Cascades.

Ross Lake and Lake Chelan offer some of the State's best

trout fishing. The high lakes are also popular fishing haunts

with stream fishing ranking third' Completion of the North

Cross-State Highway will greatly increase the fishing use on

Ross Lake, and close cooperation with the Washington

State Game Department will be required to keep this Lake

and others adequately stocked.

Ilunter use will increase with better access. Good big

game hunting can be maintained for deer, bear, and moun-

tain goats. Some grouse and waterfowl hunting may be made

available for the first time with the additional access.

There are good potential winter sports areas. One such

area is adjacent to the North Cross-State Highway just north

of Rainy Pass. A combination of west-side snow depths and

and the east-side weather makes this one of the outstanding

potential sites in the Northwest. Planned facilities will pro-

vide for skiing and ice skating in winterl hiking, riding,
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climbing, hunting, and supervised camping in summer and

fall; anJ swimming the year around' Another good area is

in Granite Creek. There are six or seven other good sites

suitable for later development as they are needed, such as

Thunder Creek.
Boating, swimming, and water skiing are now concen'

trated on Lake Ch"lan. Completion of the planned road sys-

tem will increase the need for resorts, boat ramps, stores, and

camping facilities to handle this activity, especially on Ross

Lake. Ross Lake has a big potential for water sports develop'

ment. A reservoir in Thunder Creek will create another water

sports and fishing area' In addition it will provide camping

and picnicking sites.

Hiking and riding in connection with pack trips are very

popular and will be more so. The Cascade Crest Trail winds

along the backbone of the North Cascade Mountains, linking

the North Cascade Primitive Area and the Glacier Peak Wil-

derness Area. Feeder trails climb to the crest from side drain-

ages. The Rainy Pass-Washington Pass area rr,ay become a

main trailway, linking the new highway with the Stehekin

River and Lake Chelan' Commercial facilities would be

needed here to cope with the increased hiking and riding use;

also, additional trails are planned and will probably be needed'

Mountain climbing, photography, and rock hounding are

typical of the relatively small, but interesting, recreation uses

that can be expected to increase. Overnight accommodations

and other resort service will be developed with the ski develop'

ments and other sites as the need demands.

Below is a tabulation of the existing and planned develop'

ments, and the uses and benefits that will follow'
The Eldorado Peaks High Country will be made available

to untold thousands of people. This will be accomplished un'

der the multiple use management Program designed to carry

out the policy and objectives of the Secretary of Agriculture'
This part of the North Cascade Mountains will become in'
creasingly popular for the many tyPes of recreation opportuni'
ties and facilities it will offer.

Cascade Pass-Ruby Creek Area
Mt. Baker & Okanogan National Forests

Summary of Resource and Resource Development Information

TRANSPORTATION

NORTH CROSS-STATE HIGHWAY
AND CONNECTING ROADS

1. North Cross-State Highway
Mazama to Marblemount

2. Harts Pass Highway
Mazama to Granite Creek

3. Thunder Creek Road
Thunder Arm to McA1lister Dam

4. Cascade Pass Road
Marblemount to vicinity Cascade Pass

5. Stehekin Road (Access by boat only)
Stehekin to Bridge Creek

6. Ross Lake Road
Ruby Arm-Roland Point

Total

TRAILS

Trails within the Cascade Pass-Ruby Creek Area

( 1 ) To year 2000

Miles
existing

45

22

0

22 022

014
66

Miles proposed (1)

Now non-existing Total

37 82

931

77

1,4

0

16259103

323 85 408
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RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT
Total

Existing Proposed(1) Potential

RECREATION

1. Campgrounds and picnic areas 28 121 149

Acres 81 1146 1227

Number of family units 131' 2907 3038(2)

2. Boat Launching areas | 2

3. Organization camps and lodges 0 4

4. Resorts (boats, ski lifts, aerial trams, horses, etc.) 2 7

5. Boat tours 2 1'

6. Visitor information centers 0 3

7. Overlooks and observation sites with interpretive
signing and displays 1 1'5

(1) To year 2000.
(2) Based or 2l4 family units per acre.

FISH AND WILDLIFE

1. Fishing-200* miles fishing streams. Over 90 lakes, 15,280 acres

1966(l) Present use 9,300 visitor days

2000 Potential use 72,000
Lakes include: Ross Lake 17,532 acres

Lake Chelan (within recreation area) 2,000
Diablo Lake 910

Gorge Lake 210
and some 90 small lakes totaling 630

Principal fish species: Rainbow trout, Eastern brook trout, Cutthroat trout,
Dolly Varden trout

2. Hunting-400,000 acres
1966(1) Present ube 1, 900 visitor days
2A00 Potential use 14,800

Big game species: Mule deer, blacktail deer, mountain goats, black bear

(1) Based o, p.ol."tios?.T;1':*.,""., *x fl.LTi"l"ff"Lflli",?,$TIl:3'1te Highway area w,r have

24,000 visitor-days use in 1966, and 185,000 by 2000. Of these visitors, it is estimated that 39/6 will come for
frshing and 8/6 for hunting.

WATER Acre-feet Generating
1. Hydroelectric power production Surface acres storage capacity

a. City of Seattle, Dept' of Lighting.
Skagit Project
Copper Creek Dam (proposed) (1) 1',625

Gorge Dam 210 9,000 175,000 KW
Diablo Dam 910 90,000 159, 000

McAllister Dam-Thunder Creek (proposed) 7, 480

Ross Dam 11,532 (U.S.) 1,405,000 450,000

High Ross Dam (proposed) 14,700 (U.S.)
Total present generating capacity 784,000

b. Chelan County PUD-Lake Chelan (1)

Clielan River Dam capacity 52,000
2. Irrigation

a. Chelan River (1)
Acres irrigated 3200 acres

(1) Outside area but receiving water from it.



TIMBER

FORAGE

Cattle
Sheep
Recreation horses

RECREATION AND OTHER

USES

Summer Chairlift Operation
Resorts Within the Area
Ski Resorts
Boat Tours
Tramways
Camping and Picnicking

(Extensive)
Fishing
Hunting-Reg. by State

Skiing
Watersports

(Boating, swimming and
waterskiing)

170

MBM allowable cut

No present use

No present use

300 animal months (estimated) 1964

RESOURCE USES ON THE MOUNT BAKER NATIONAL FOREST

Mount Baker National Forest 7 50

Okanogan National Forest 330

Total 1,080
Timber harvesting to be done under prescription for cutting in Landscape Management Areas,

with first priority for maintenance of recreation and scenic values.

2. The Mount Baker Recreation Area. Secretary of Agri-
culture W. M. Jardine, on September 24, 1926, established this

area as the Mount Baker Park Division of the Mount Baker

National Forest. Management of the area was clearly stated

in the Land Classifi.cation Order.

"Pursuant to an Act of Congress directing the Secretary

of Agriculture to select, classify, and segregate lands within
the boundaries of National Forests that may be opened to home-
stead entry, certain lands aggrega.ting 74,859 acres within the

Mount Baker National Forest, surrounding Mt. Baker and Mt.
Shuksan, as indicated upon the diagram hereto attached, have

been duly examined, and, being found to comprise natural re-

sources susceptible of many public uses and possessing such

scenic beauty which should be available to the public, were

classified and segregated on October 2, 1915, as not chiefly
valuable for agriculture and therefore not subject to segrega-

tion under the Act of August 10, 1912.

Mountain Climbing
Organization Camping and

Lodges
Rockhounding
Photography
Painting
Mining
Gold Panning-Rec.
Use of Other Resources

(Water power, irrigation,
timber, grazing)

Sightseeing and General Enjoy-
ment with Visitor Informa-
tion Service and Interpreta-
tion

Hiking
Berry Picking
Mushroom Picking
Riding llorses
Wilderness Travel
Scientific Study

(Botanical, zoological,
geological)

"ft appears that these lands are not only of great value

for National Forest purposes but should also be permanently

retained in Government ownership in order to provide for their
protection, development, use and enjoyment by the general

public, and can be so administered by the Forest Service with-
out additional expense to the Government.

"Now, Therefore, I, W. M. Jardine, Secretary of Agricul-
ture, do hereby give public notice that the above-mentioned
area, surrounding Mt. Baker and Mt. Shuksan and reached

by a recently constructed extension to the Pacific highway, is

hereby designated as the Mount Baker Park Division of the

Mount Baker National Forest, and that all National Forest

lands therein are held for the use and enjoyment of the general

public for recreation pu{poses, coordinately with the purposes

for which the Mount Baker National Forest was established.

A proper and orderly utilization of timber, forage, water power

and other economic resources shall be allowed within the area,

but such utilization shall not be permitted to impair the value
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of the area as a site for public campgrounds, municipal or
health camps, sanitarium, club houses, hotels, summer homes,

or public utilities requisite for the comfort and convenience of
the people using the area for recreational purposes. The ad-

ministration, development and use of this area shall be governed
by the spirit of this order, and no use shall be allowed or per-

mitted that will interfere with the broad public purposes herein
set forth."

The area has been managed since that date with major
emphasis on the recreational'ualue.

An all-year highway leads to Heather Meadows by way
of the Nooksack River from Bellingham. From Heather
Meadows a low-standard road leads to Kulshan Ridge. It is

open in the summer only. From Heather Meadows and the
end of the road only trails lead to Mount Baker on the west and
Mount Shuksan on the east. It is planned that only trails will
lead out from these recreation centers to the higher country.
A Recreation Way is proposed from Heather Meadows across

Austin Pass and south to connect with a present road at Baker
Lake. This will make an outstanding scenic loop both sum-

mer and winter.
Heather Meadows is developed for summer and winter

use. Some 100,000 people visit the area each year for winter
sports. This use is increasing each year. The present chair
Iift is being supplemented with two new ones being completed
now. A new lodge to supplement the present one is in the
planning stage.

During the summer the area is very popular for camping,
picnicking, hiking, mountain climbing, berry picking, rock-
hounding, sightseeing, hunting and some fishing.

Timber harvesting in the lower areas and other resource

management is carried on within the coordination require-
ments of the Landscape Management Areas.

The Mount Baker-Mount Shuksan Area is very popular
and well-known in Canada as well as the lJnited States. The
management practices are well accepted. The Forest Service

proposes that this area remain in its present status.

3. The Mather Memorial Parkway. A half-mile strip
on either side of this highway as it traverses the Snoqualmie
National Forest has been designated for maintenance of scenic

attractiveness. This is in accordance with a 1931 joint desig-

nation by the Secretaries of Agriculture and the Interior. The
strip of land covered by this designation will continue to be

managed primarily as a scenic strip along this highway.

4. The Cougar Lake Area. East of Mount Rainier
National Park is an attractive area which the Forest Service
now manages with recreation as a principal value. Parts of
it have been proposeci by outdoor clubs for classification as a

wilderness but in the opinion of Forest Service people who
have studied it carefully on the ground there is reason to ques-

tion whether it may properly be proposed for such classification

under the Wilderness Act. The area involved lies between

Mount Rainier National Park and the area the Forest Service

expects to recommend as the proposed Mount Aix Wilderness.

The area is already quite accessible by means of spur roads and

a trail system. It is a prospective locale for developed recrea-

tion facilities such as campgrounds intended to take some

camping pressure ofl of Mount Rainier National Park. There
will be a need within this area for campgrounds and perhaps

some other developed recreation facilities that cannot be estab-

lished within an area of wilderness. Parts of the area will
probably have rather hear.y use.

The Forest Service plans to manage this area primarily for
recreation use, with routine-type timber harvest operations

excluded from large parts of it. Firm decisions on all the key

points of management objectives have not been worked out.

The Forest Service proposes to call this "The Cougar Lakes

Co'untry."

C. Proposed Recreation Ways

The Forest Service proposes that four routes in the North
Cascades be developed as Recreation Ways:

l. Curry Gap. This proposed road will extend from the

Stevens Pass highway, up the Beckler River, over Curry Gap

and down the Sauk River to Darrington. It will rise from
either end through timber, subalpine and alpine-type terrain
providing vistas of rugged mountain peaks, magnificent
glaciers, and tumbling white water-glacial streams. It will
provide a l-day trip from Seattle, Wash., via U.S. Highway
No. 2 and Forest Highway No. 7.

2. Cady Pass. This route will leave the Curry Gap
Recreation Way south of Curry Gap and climb to the Cascade

Summit at Cady Pass, thence follow down the Little Wenat-
chee River to Highway 15C near Lake Wenatchee. The
entire.route affords vistas of rugged mountain terrain includ-
ing many glaciers, streams, and alpine meadora,s. It will pro-
vide a 1-day trip irom Seattle, Wash., or Wenatchee, Wash.,

via U.S. Highway 2 and Highway l5C.

3. Harts Pass. This proposed route will leave Washing-

ton Forest Highway No. 32 (North Cross-State Highway)
near Ross Lake and climb through timber, sub-Alpine, and

Alpine-type terrain to the summit of the North Cascades at

Harts Pass, thence descending the east slopes of the Cascades

to the Methow River and Washington State Highway No. 16.

This will offer an inspiring view of rugged mountains and

glaciers. The panorama from the Harts Pass vicinity will be

an outstanding attraction.

4. Austin Pass. The road will extend from Heather
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Meadows, tunnel under Austin Pass. then down Baker River

to tie with the present road system at Baker Lake. It will
open up grand views of Mount Baker, Mount Shuksan, and

the Baker-skagit River country. It will form an excellent loop

drive up the Nooksack . River, then down the Baker and

Skagit rivers. It will also form an alternate route to Belling'
ham and Cascade from the North Cross-State Highway.

These high-standard Recreation Ways will open some

parts of this country to autornotive transPortation for the first

time. Several tracts of commercial timber, mineral deposits--
such as the Monte Cristo area-will be readily accessible. A
few privately owned lands will be more accessible also' Access

to parts of the high country will be less difficult. Under these

circumstances there will be a demand and need to use parts

of the scenic roads for sorne commercial use. The commerciai
hauling will be genr-rated, mostly, within the area itself. Use

of the roads for cross-country commercial hauling will prob-
ably be very light, if any. In addition to commercial hauling

there will be a demand and need to use the roads for heavy

recreation-equipment traffic. This will be trucks and trailers

for hauling riding and pack stock, camp and house trailers,

and camper trucks. These types of traffic can be accom-

modated on such roads by implementing a system of traffic

controls when and where necessary.

The routes will open top quality sites for overlooks, pic-

nicking and camping areas, The Forest Service will develop

these along with information centers, and other features to add

to the enjoyment of the visitors.

VI. THE RECREATTON RESOURCB IN THE RBST OF THB
STUDY AREA

Recreation is an important use of all the National Forest lands

in the Study Area. Preceding portions of the report have

discussed recreation emphasis in the special areas, in the primi-
tive areas, and in the areas of wilderness. This portion

discusses recreation use of the rest of the National Forest lands'

Recreation use of these National Forest lands has more

than doubled in the last 10 years. It can be expected to more

than double again in the next 10. The Forest Service now has

525 developed camp, picnic, and other recreation sites, in-

cluding 7 winter sports sites. Recreation use accommodated

in these sites, and for sightseeing, now runs about 3 million
persons. In order to accommodate the expected doubling of
recreation use in the next 10 years the Forest Service has plans

to about doubie the existing number of recreation sites in the

various categories of use. Sites for this expansion have been

selected; generalized plans for most of it have been prepared;

and detail pians covering work projected in the next 3 to 4
years have been worked out.

The Forest Service recognizes that people differ in what
they want to satisfy their needs for outdoor recreation. Some

feel that for a camping trip to be satisfying to them they should

"rough it" to a considerable degree. They want only a mini-

mum of development of the camping area. They prefer

Iow-standard, little-traveled roads, or even only trail access.

Other people are happ,ier with more highly developed areas.

They want surfaced roads and trails and modern toilet and

water facilities. Many of them prefer camping near other

people, where they can associate closely with fellow-campers.

The plan is to provide opportunities for different levels of

experience and to guide visitors to the areas that will best

satisfy their individual needs. The North Cascades Area offers

opportunities for all levels of experience. The opportunities

for wilderness or back-country experiences are outstanding and

are being planned for. At the same time there are many

opportunities for developments, for ordinary forest recreation,

and for winter sports, and these also are being planned and

developed.
Forest Service plans for recreation development and use

are built around the idea of maximum freedom of opportunity

for individual recreation users to follow their recreation pur-

suits with the least possible limitation or restraint. This is true

of hunting and fishing as well as berry picking, rock hunting,

wildlife photography, and other pleasurable pursuits. Limita-

tions on use, such as closing some trails to motor scooters, or

limiting use by pack stock, will be invoked where protection

of the resource, or its enjoyment and use cannot be satisfac-

torily arranged for without such limitations.

VIT. LANDSCAPtr MANAGEMENT AREAS

The land which lies adjacent to camPground, lakeshores, major

streams, and major recreation travel routes is managed difler-

ently than is land not so located. On such land, maintaining an

environment that is attractive to recreation users is a main pur-

pose of management. So they are called Landscape Manage-

ment Areas. And they are managed so as to maintain an

attractive landscape.
This concept recognizes that in the foreground, immedi-

ately adjacent to a camPground, shoreline or road, maintain-

ing an attractive landscape may require great differences in

timber harvest or other resource management activities. Fur-

ther back, the differences can be less'

The means used to manage these landscape areas vary with
the conditions as found on the ground. Parts of a Landscape

Management Area may be heavily timbered, while other sec-

tions may have open scattered tree cover. Some parts may

be in the high, open country, and other parts along lake and

river shores. These greatly differing situations require various

rxanagement treatments to meet the objective of an attractive

landscape.
In landscape management areas, the main management

objectives are:
1. Management of all resources will be planned to keep soil

in place, to maintain or improve its productivity, and its
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ability to absorb and store precipitation.
2. Watershed values will be given primary consideration by

managers to promote optimum yields and deliveries of
usable water in stable streamflows or subsurface supply'

3. Lands will be managed to maintain or enhance opportuni-
ties for more people to have both conventional outdoor
recreation and wilderness experience with minimum mod-

ification of the landscape so as to maintain a near-natural,
scenic appearance. Fish and wildlife management will be

emphasized because of its importance in recreation

pursuits.

In these areas, timber harvesting methods are designed

to avoid large openings in the forest canopy, and to minimize

logging disturbance. In foreground areas, timber removal may

be limited to little more than removal of dead, dying, hazardous,

and diseased trees. Farther in the background areas, more

timber may be justifiably'removed. Where a landscape man-

agement area lies in the Alpine Resource Association, only

such timber is removed as is necessary for public safety, for
recreation and water developments, for control of insect and

disease epidemics, for salvage of extraordinary losses, and for
needed administrative or occupancy improvements. Of course

there is no timber harvest in areas of wilderness.

In these areas, recreation facilities to give people an oppor-

tunity to enjoy mountain scenery and activities, such develop-

ments may include roads, trails, campgrounds, picnic areas,

scenic vistas, winter recreation sites, mountain - resorts, tram-
ways, and visitor information services. 

.These 
facilities are

designed to retain scenic qualities, recognizing the needs for
both concentrated family recreation and more primitive-type
recreation use.

Commercial facilities, such as lodges, resorts, and public
service sites are permitted when there is a demonstrated public

need which cannot be satisfied on private land. Other land
occupancy will be permitted as needed to serve resource and

administrative use. These facilities are to be located outside

and back from the recreational developments along roads and

streams and around lakes except for public service facilities

which, because of their nature, must be in these areas. Rights-

of-way such as for installation of powerlines, gaslines, ditches,

and flumes are located out of the area) or designed to harmonize

with the management objective.
Domestic livestock is permitted.to graze in areas of suit-

able range and when this can be done to meet the management

objective of the area.

The Forest Service has no control over prospecting and

mining on valid claims filed under the General Mining Laws.

However, miners and prospectors are encouraged to conduct

their activities in a manner designed to maintain aesthetic

values. Mineral materials permits are issued for commercial

development of common materials, not subject to location

under the mining laws, only when compatible with basic man-

agement objectives of the area. Sites to be developed for

recreation or adminr'strative use are recommended for with-

drawal {or mineral entry. Areas containing special interest

materials, such as geodes, agate, jasper, and crystals, not in

commerciai quantity, a;re managed for public use and

enjoyment.
The land which is within the range of vision of persons on

the water surface of large areas of water, such as the surface

of Lake Chelan, is usually within a landscape management

area. Management prescriptions for the landscape manage-

ment area adjacent to uPper Lake Chelan will provide for
only timited salvage-type cutting, and no clear cutting, visible

from the lake surface.

VIII, TIMBER HARVBSTING METHODS AND LIMITATIONS

The growing and harvesting of trees for lumber, pulp; and

other wood products is one of the important industries in the

study area. The growing of continuous crops of trees on a
high-level production is science that ranks with scientific farm-

irg. Many conifer trees, especially Douglas-fir, grow best in

stands of even age. Douglas-fir is classified as an intolerant

species. This means that it does not readily reproduce itself

in shaded areas. Trees that are more tolerant of shade, such

as hemlock and fir, will replace Douglas-fir if left undisturbed

over a long period of time. Douglas-fir is best reproduced in

clear-cut areas where the ground following logging is cleaned

up and the area seeded or planted immediately. In fuil sun-

light, the young Douglas-fir grows rapidly and soon covers

the area with healthy, attractive trees that are on their way to

developing a new croP. This is, in a brief statement, the

scientific way of grow'ing continuous crops of Douglas-fir trees'

Old-growth stands may be handled on an individual tree

selection basis providing it is possible to care for the stand by

thinning the undergrowth and removing shade and competition

from the young Douglas-fir trees. This is an expensive pro-

cedure unless markets are available for tlese products. It
is justified in sorne areas such as planned and carried out in

Landscape Management Areas.

Multiple use cai:r only be accomplished on the ground in

some sort of action program-timber sale, roadbuilding, re-

vegetation, wildlife habitat projects, and others. In much o{

the North Cascades the big action programs are timber harvest-

ing and roadbuilding. The two are closely tied together and

many of the roads are built in connection with timber sales'

Multiple use planning provides for coordination of uses

at different levels of emphasis in each of the Resource Man-

agement Associations in the North Cascades. This means that

in merchantable timbered areas the harvesting practices are

blended into a coordinated program providing for some wild-

Iife habitat, scenery, watershed protection, and some range

forage considerations. This coordination is accomplished on

the ground through timber sales-the big action program'
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Roads are built which serve recreation and other uses as well

as timber. Timber is harvested by individual tree selection in

some areas, and in small clear-cut patches in others' This

type of patch cutting is of great benefit to wildlife' There are

many deer and other wildlife on the timbered areas of the west

slopes of the Cascades due to these prescribed timber harvesting

practices. The aesthetic requirements in the Landscape Man-

"g"*"t 
t Areas and Alpine Resource Association require in-

dividual tree selection and small, scattered patch cutting which

are good watershed protection measures and make good wild-

life habitat.
The entire multiple use management program is designed

to give the greatest value to the people of America' It is a

planned pattern of use of the available and potential resources

that does not give maximum return for any one resource but

which does give the greatest overall benefit. The timber har-

vesting program is an important phase of accomplishing this

planned multiple use Program.

IX. COOPERATTON WITH MOUNT RAINIBR. NATIONAL
PARK

1. Park Service personnel of Mount Rainier National Park

and Forest Service personnel of the adjoining Snoqualmie

and Gifford Pinchot National Forests work together closely

in coordinating overall and detailed planning and opera-

tional phases of their activities. It is the policy of the

Forest Service to continue these close working relation'

ships and coordination.

2. A joint Parl< Service-Forest Service study of the boundary

situation around Mount Rainier might be desirable in the

near future. The objective of such a study should be to:
a. Determine areas needed for a fully coordinated develop-

ment program that will best and most efficiently serve

the overall public need;and
b. Utilize the available sites and resources for the types

of recreation and other uses for which they are best

suited.

Data and reasons that have been discussed for changes in

the boundaries have not been jointly studied and reviewed to

the point where any recommendations or concurrence can be

made by the Forest Service at this time.
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APPENDI>< C. POSITION STATEMENT BY NATIONAL PARK SERVICE

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE MANAGEMENT PROPOSALS FOR
THE NORTH CASCADE MOUNTAINS STUDY ARBA

The North Cacade Mountains Study Area comprises some

of the finest scenic, scientific and recreation resources we have

in the United States. Considering the entire region, the Na-
tion Park Service suggests a grand design based on ideal

approaches aimed toward proper use, development and

preservation of these outstanding resources.

When one looks at the study area, it becomes apparent that
there are four major targets for scenery, scientific interest and

recreational opportunities.
First, there is the target of Mount Rainier and the

surrounding country to the east.

Second, there is the wild scenic Alpine Lakes and Mount
Stuart region. It is also encircled with a recreational land-

scape of exceptional variety and potential, and close to the

major population centers of Puget Sound.
Third, there is the renowned wild beauty of Glacier Peak

and the snowy Cascade Crest north to Eldorado. Here again

it is enfolded by country of enormous recreational potential,
perhaps the best of its kind in the Cascades. Recreational

development possibilities there are exciting, to say the least.

And to the North, next to Canada, the crescendo of North
Cascade Mountain scenery and scientific interest occurs in
the Mount Baker-Shuksan-Picket Range region. These are

recreational lands of the highest inspirational quality.
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A recreation al area of less scenic but nonetheless impres-

sive potential lies to the east in the Okanogan country' It
has important wilderness values and a climate and topography

that is ideal for outdoor activities.
The flow of use in the study area today indicates that the

bulk of recreation Lrse now is local, emanating from the centers

of population nearby. But it should be noted also that the

pattern of out-of-State use is now mainly directed at Mount

Rainier because of its international reputation. It is signifi-

cant, too, that out-of-State travel to the Cascades from

Canada is increasing.

A very noticeable pattern of use today, marked by the

recreation substudy team in its report, is the sun-chasing move-

ment of recreationists back and forth from the cooler, more

spectacular west side to the sunny and drier slopes east of the

Cascade Crest. This pattern of use relates closely to the target

areas mentioned earlier. The country east of Mount Rainier,

south and east of Mount Stuart, the Lake Chelan country and

the Okanogan country all provide sunny complements to the

more splendid but also more frequently inclement country

Iarther west. It is indeed a collaboration of nature in behalf

of recreation.
One should always remember that many more people see

this region from the windows of an automobile than in any

other way. ft is, therefore, in order to examine the road sys-

tem that serves the study area. Much more could be done

with the major existing roads to make them more enjoyable

to the visiting public and the local motorists. It is reassuring

to see that progress is being made to improve this situation

with the forethought being given the trans-Cascade Highway

now under construction and in a number of Forest Seryice road

projects.

New road possibilities are interesting. The Cascades

could be made more accessibie and more enjoytable by such

projects, especially if they are truly scenic roads or parkways'

In addition to the trans-Cascade Highway, abeady under con-

struction, there is another possibility from the Stevens Pass route

up through Cady and Curry gaps into the Glacier Peak country'

It does not seem feasible to contemplate a linear north-

south parkway along the Cascades, desirable as this might seem

at first consideration. Terrific scarring of landscape and severe

weather conditions appear to preclude such a road. An im-

proved Cascade Crest Trail offers a partial substitute for it;
moreover, there are many loops into the Cascade country which

can provide great recreational opportunity in large capacity.

A prime example is the loop highway up the Sauk and down

the Stillaguamish Valleys from a route that is now only a sec-

ondary road. These should be of scenic road quality.
There are a number of feasible routes for spur and loop

roads that can be developed for access to the threshold of the

mountains. Roads and overlooks such as at Buck Creek Pass

up the Chiwawa River appear to offer excellent opportunities

for scenic viewing on a grand scale. Another possibility might

be the linking of Heather Meadows and Baker Lake.

Travel along the mountain crest will certainly become an

increasingly popular trail experience, and the Cascade Crest

Trail is a very significant part of the North Cascades access con-

cept. In fact, development of more and better trails through-

out the region is very important to the enjoyment and use

thereof.
In studying the accessibility potentials of the Cascades,

one cannot but be excited over the unique travel opportunities

of two great waterways into the heart of the region, Lake Chelan

and Ross Lake. Here is a different sort of travel experience-by

water-which, if developed and managed with imagination,

could give a unique and memorable form of recreational access

to thousands of visitors. For this reason, the National Park

Service believes that water should be the only access to these

heartland areas, offering an additional dimension of travel

opportunity in the Cascades.

In developing recreation opportunities in the area' rr,an'

agement might well borrow from the imaginative mass transit

approach of European recreation managers who have utilized-
perhaps for different economic reasons but with very successful

results-the funicular, the monorail, the tramway and other

dramatic but relatively inconspicuous means of access up into

the mountains.
With these patterns in mind, consider again the four target

areas mentioned at the outset. Among them today the goal

that is by far the best known and most attractive to the Nation

as a whole is Mount Rainier. The importance of protecting

scenic and recreation resources for future enjoyment; the

growing need and demand for them; the pronounced increase

in out-of-State travel-in many states, to the point of being

a leading industry; the impressive future of the Puget Sound

country as a population center and as a recreation center

(and the two are inter-related) all lead to the question what

shall be done with and for these targets? How should they

be managed for optimum benefit to the Nation as a whole and

to the State of Washington in particular?
The recommendations of the National Park Service for

management are as lollows:
1. The Service proposes an enlarged Mount Rainier National

Park to provide an eastside environment with visitor

facilities and interpretive serwices developed as an integral

part of the Park complex. An extension to the south to

include the remainder of the Tatoosh Range is also

proposed.
2. The National Park Service recommends the magnificent

heartland of wild country in the Alpine Lakes and Mount

Stuart and Enchantment Lakes region as a Wilderness

area, which could be the core of a larger surrounding

recreation region.
3. The National Park Service recommends a National Park
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surrounding Glacier Peak.

National Park status should be accorded that climactic.

Cascade country occurring from the Skagit Valley to the

Canadian boundary, west of Ross Lake, embracing Mount

Baker, Mount Shuksan, the Picket Range and adjacent

mountain country.
East of Ross Lake a North Cascade Wilderness Area

should be established to protect a primitive region that is

ideal for wilderness travel and experience'

In the region north and east of Glacier Peak the recre-

ation lands are so outstanding, having, as they do, major

water resources and scenic values of their own comple-

mentary to the area qualifying as a park that National

Recreation Area designation is recommended there'

Design and development of a system of scenic drives and

parkways in the Cascades region should receive high

priority.
The recreational lands around Baker and Ross Lakes;

those surrounding the wilderness heartland of the Alpine

Lakes and Mount Stuart, and the land to the east of Mount

Rainier National Park and its proposed eastward exten-

sion, are also of especial value in serving both State and

out-of-Sta.te needs, and offer a wide variety of recreation

opportunity. 'Ihis is also true of the Okanogan Country'

Thes. ar"a. should be given special protection and

management for recreational use.

7.

o.

5.

6.
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HIGHLIGHTS IN

THE HISTORY OF TI{E NORTH CASCADES'

INCLUDING SELECTED I(EY E\rENTS,

ACTS OF CONGRESS, LEGISLATIVE PROPOSALS'

AND ADMINISTRATIVE DECISIONS

1891 Act of March 3 (26 Stat. 1103) authorized the Presi-

dent to set aside forest reserwes from the public
domain. The act did not provide for forest manage-
ment and the reserves were simply closed areas until
1897. See entry under 1897.

1893 Presidential Proclamation of February 20 (27 Stat.
1063) established the Pacific Forest Reserve,

Washington.
1897 Presidential Proclamation of February 22 (29 Stat.

896) combined the Pacific Forest Reserve with other
lands to establish the Mount Rainier Forest Reserve.

It also established the Washington Forest Reserve.

1897 The Organic Administration Act of June 4 (30 Stat.

35) provided for management of the forest reserves

under the administration of the General Land Office
in the Department of the Interior. This is one of the

basic acts, with amendments, under which the National
Forests have been administered since 1905 by the

Forest Service, Department of Agriculture.
1899 Act of March 2 (30 Stat. 993) established the Mount

Rainier National Park from a part of the Mount
Rainier Forest Reserve.

1904 Act of December 2l (33 Stat. 595) transferred an

additional portion of the Mount Rainier Forest Re-

serve to the Mount Rainier National Park.
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1905 Act of February 1 (33 Stat. 628) transferred forest

reserves from the Department of the Interior to the

Department of Agriculture. The Agricultural Appro-
priation Act of March 3 (33 Stat. 872) provided
funds for the administration of the 60 forest reserves

aggregating 56 million Government-owned acres.

The present Forest Service stems from these two acts.

1906 A North Cascades National Park, consisting of Lake
Chelan region and surrounding mountains, proposed

by the Mazamas, the Cascades' oldest alpine club.

1907 Presidential Proclamation of March 2 (34 Stat. 3296)

changed the name of the Mount Rainier Forest

Reserve to the Rainier Forest Reserve.

1907 Act of March 4 (34 Stat. 1269) changed the name of

the Forest Reserves to the National Forests.

1908 A Mount Baker National Park reportedly proposed for
the first time.

1908 Executive Order 820 of June 18 established the Co-

Iumbia National Forest from a part of the Rainier Na-

tional Forest; Executive Order 822 transferred a patt
of the Washington National Forest to the Rainier Na-

tional Forest; and Executive Order 823 established the

Chelan National Forest from still another part of the

Washington National Forest' On the same date, Ex-

ecutive Order 824 established the Snoqualmie National

Forest from another part of the Washington National

Forest and Executive Order 825 established the Wenat-

chee National Forest from another part of the Wash-

ington National Forest.

1911 Presidential Proclamation of June 30 (37 Stat. 1701)

established the Okanogan National Forest from part
of the Chelan National Forest.

lgl+ Agreement entered March 27 by the Secretary of

Agriculture and the Mayor of the City of Tacoma for

the management of the National Forest lands within
the Green River watershed. This agreement was in

effect until November 23, 1964,

1916 Act of August 25 (39 Stat. 535) established the Na-

tional Park Service and assigned to it the administra-

tion of all National Parks'

1916 S. 3775 by Jones and S. 3982 by Poindexter, each to

establish a Mount Baker National Park in the State

of Washington, received no action by the Public Lands

Committee or by the 64th Congress, 1st Session' The

same year, H.R. 9805 was introduced by Hadley to
establish the Mount Baker National Park in the State

of Washington. This bill was reported by the House

Committee with amendment on January 29, 1917.

1917 A National Park in the North Cascades area was en-

dorsed by Mary Roberts Rinehart in a serialized ac-

count of her trip from Lake Chelan to Marblemount

which appeared in the Cosmopolitan Maga.zine.

lglT- Four bills were introduced in the 65th Congress, S. 312

1919 by Poindexter, H.R. 6066 by Hadley, S. 3662 by Jones,

and S. 4014 by Poindexter to establish the Mount

Baker National Park in the State of Washington. They

received no congressional action. 'Two bills were re-

introduced in the 66th Congress, S. 371 by Poindexter

and S. 626 by Jones. These also received no congres-

sional action.
1919 Yakima and Spokane Chambers of Commerce and

neighboring communities called for creation of a North

Cascades Park including Mount Adams, Glacier Peak

and Mount Baker.
1919- Three bills were introduced by Senator Jones to create

1921 the Yakima National Park in the State of Washington

in this period. These were S. 5612, in the 65th Con-

gress, 3d Session, S. 623 in the 66th Congress, 1st

Session and S. 2676 in the 67th Congress, ist Session.

They received no congressional action.

1920 Trails CIub of Oregon proposed Cascade Range be

established as a National Park.

1920 Executive Order 3380 of December 31 transferred en-

tire Okanogan National Forest to the Chelan National

Forest and discontinued the Okanogan name. See

entry under 1955.

1922 Mount Baker Construction Company formed to start

construction of the Mount Baker Lodge.

1923 Recreation development in the Mount Baker area be-

gan with the construction of a road from the town of

Shuksan to Austin Pass and Heather Meadows. The

Austin Pass Recreation Area Plan was approved by

Forest Service calling for development on broad lines

since the area would become a large center of recrea-

tion.
lg24 Executive Order 3943 of January 21 changed name of

the Washington National Forest to the Mount Baker

National Forest.

1925 The Austin Pass Recreation Area was renamed the

Heather Meadows Recreation Unit and a new plan for

the area's development was approved by the Forest

Service'
t926 Mount Baker DeveloPment Company completed con-

struction of the Mount Baker Lodge' While the main

Lodge was destroyed by fire in 1931, an annex remains

today as a popular recreation and skiing center.

1926 The Mount Baker Park Division of the Mot.rnt Baker

National Forest, comprising 74,859 acres, was estab-

lished by Secretary of Agriculture. Logging, mining,

and water development projects were permitted, if
such utilization would not impair values of the area

for recreational purPoses.

1926 The Glacier Peak Association reportedly proposed a

National Park to surround Glacier Peak. The idea
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was later abandoned in favor of continued manage'

ment by the Forest Service.

1929 Forest Service adopted "L-Regulations" providing for
a system of primitive areas with minimal road and

construction develoPments.
1931 Forest Service established the Glacier Peak-Cascade

Recreation IJnit embracing 233,600 acres around Gla-
cier Peak.

1931 Whatcom Primitive Area, comprising 172,800 acres

adjacent to Mount Baker Recreation Area, established

by the Chief of the Forest Service.

1931 The Secretary of Agriculture, by a land classification
order, designated as the Mather Memorial Parkway

an area embracing the Naches Pass Highway consist-

ing of 24,300 acres within the Rainier National Forest

to be held "for the use and enjoyment of the general

public for scenic and recreation purposes."

1931 By act of January 31, Mount Rainier National Park

was enlarged by the addition of approximately 35,000

acres of National Forest lands (46 Stat. 1047).

1933 Congress enacted legislation for the establishment of
Emergency Conserr.ration work, later called the Civil-
ian Conservation Corps.

1933 Executive Orders 6333,6334, and 6335 of October 13

divided the entire Rainier National Forest among the

Columbia, Snoqualmie, and the Wenatchee National
Forests.

1934 Land Planning Committee of the National Resources

Board proposed National Park status for several of the

most scenic volcanic peaks. The Northwest Conserva-

tion League actively supported this proposal.

1935 North Cascade Primitive Area (801,000 acres) was

established by the Forest Service. This area included
all of the Whatcom Primitive Area and extended from
the Mount Baker Recreation Area easterly to include

the summit of the Cascade Range and the more rolling
mountain country of the Chelan National Forest.

1936 Forest Service considered possible southern expansion
of North Cascade Primitive Area by outlining a 794,-

400 acre area between the Primitive area arrd Stevens

Pass for study and possible classification as the Glacier
Peak Wilderness Area. Such consideration was re-
newed in 1939.

1,937 Director of the National Park Service appointed a spe-

cial committee to investigate the park potential of the
North Cascades. This committee recommended (Tom-
linson Report) National Park status for Mounts Baker,
Glacier Peak, Rainier, St. Helens and Adlams, an area
comprising about a 5,000 square mile area or over 3

million acres. (Later references to this report often
call it the "Ice Peaks National Park proposal.")

1938 Heather Meadows Recreation Unit Plan of develop-

ment was revised by the Forest Service because of com-

pletion of highway, the addition of a winter sports

area and improvements located in the unit.
1938- National Park Service studied mines and mineral

1939 claims, timber, grazing, and wildlife resources in the

North Cascades region.

1939 Secretary of Agriculture adopted cig-1rr and "U-2"
Regulations, providing for a system of Wilderness areas,

more restricted than primitive areas, and revoked Reg-

ulation "L-20."
1939 Washington State Planning Council began study of

area from Mount Baker to Mount Adams. Seven

public hearings held by Council during winter of

1939-40.
1939 JointNational Park Service-Forest Service-Washington

State Investigation Committee examined Mount Baker

and other ice peaks of Washington.
1940 National Park Service submitted its report to the Wash-

ington State Planning Council advocating a Cascades

National Park encompassing the high, glacier bearing
peaks of the Cascades.

1940 On April 27, Forest Service preliminary report on

North Cascades Joint Study was approved by Regional
Forester endorsing continued Forest Service manage-

ment, and opposing National Park status for area.

1940 Washington State Planning Council completed its re-

port, which opposed creation of National Park and
affirmed multiple use management of North Cascades

atea.
1940 Secretary of the Interior Harold L. Ickes, advised the

Mining World Magazine that "the scenic wilderness

areas of the high Cascades should be administered as

National Recreation Areas" by the National Park
Service.

1940 Glacier PeaL Limited Area of approximately 350,000

acres was reserved by the Forest Service for further
study.

1946 A 90,000-acre Cougar Lake Limited Area, a 256,000-
acre Alpine Lakes Limited Area, and a 15,000-acre

Monte Cristo Peak Limited Area were set aside ad-

ministratively by Regional Forester for further study

of their recreation potential.
1949 Presidential Proclamation of June 15 (63 Stat. 1277)

renamed the Columbia National Forest as the Gifford
Pinchot National Forest. See entry under 1908.

1950 Bellingham Chamber of Cornmerce formed a com-

mittee to consider development of Mount Baker

Recreation Area. Establishment of the Mount Baker
Recreation Area as a National Monument was also sug-

gested. Later in the year, the Bellingham Committee

recommended against the Monument proposal and
supported then current appropriation legislation as
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a source of funds for National Forest recreation.

1955 Public Land Order 1101 of March 23 renamed the

Chelan National Forest as the Okanogan National

Forest. See entries under 1911 and 1920.

1955 The Multiple-Use Mining Act of July 23 (69 Stat'

367) was afi important step toward preventing

abuses of t}e mining laws and interference between

mining claims and the management of resources of

National Forests and other public lands and at the

same time safeguarded legitimate development of

mineral resources on such lands.

1955 A Waptus Lake National Park of about 77,000 acres

in the Wenatchee National Forest was proposed'

1956 "Mission 66," a lO-year program to develop, expand,

and improvc the recreation resources of the National

Park System was initiated by the National Park

Service. It was aimed at bringing up to standards

by 1966 a National Park System which would ade-

quately meet the needs of the American people'

Ig57 Forest Service presented preliminary proposals for
Glacier Peak Wilderness Area of about 434,000 acres'

1957 North Cascades Conservation Council, a private

organization, was established.

lg57 Only large mine in North Cascades, Holden Mine,

closed.

1957 Operation Outdoors, a'five'year program to improve

and expand recreation facilities in the National Forests,

was started bY the Forest Service.

1958 In a report prepared for the Sierra CIub, David Simons

recommended the.creation of a Lake Chelan-Glacier

Peak National Park comprising 1,300,000 acres'

1958 The National Parks Association, the North Cascades

Conservation Council, and the Sierra Club adopted

resolutions advocating establishment of a National

Park in the Glacier Peak area of the North Cascades'

The Federation of Western Outdoor Clubs recom-

mended a joint study by the Interior and Agriculture

Departments to determine how the area's wilderness,

scenic, wildlife and recreational resources might best

be protected bY law.

1959 In March, Representative Thortas Pelly proposed

that the National Park Service make a recreation

evaluation in the Glacier Peak area' He contacted

the Forest Service, which recommended against such

a study.

1959 In February, the Forest Service announced its pro-

posal to establish a Glacier Peak Wilderness Area of

approximately 422,000 acres, and conducted hearings

th"teo, at Bellingham and Wenatchee during October'

1959 A "Program for the National Forests," a comprehen-

sive, long-range plan for improvement and develop-

ment of public forests, was submitted to the Congress

by the Secretary of Agriculture.
1959 Construction was started on the North Cross-State

Highway.
1960 B6th Congress, 2d Session, H.R. 9342 and H'R' 9360,

introduced January 6 by Magnuson and Pelly, re-

spectively, and S' 2980, introduced February 4 by

Magnuson, to provide that the Secretary of the In-

terior, in cooperation with the Secretary of Agriculture,

shall investigate and report to the Congress on the

advisability of establishing a National Park or other

unit of the National Park System in the central and

North Cascades region of the State of Washington'

Referred to Cornmittee on Interior and Insular Affairs'

These bills received no congressional action'

1960 The Multiple lJse-sustained Yield Act of Jtne 12 (74

Stat. 215) declared that the National Forests are to be

administered for outdoor recreation, range, timber,

watershed, and wildlife and fish purposes' It gave

congressional confirmation of the long-established

policy of developing and administering renewable sur-

face resources of the National Forests for multiple use

and sustained yield of their several products and serv-

ices. It stressed that consideration be given relative

values of resources in particular areas and declared

that the establishment and maintenance of areas of

wilderness is consistent with purposes and provisions

of the act'
1960 In a decision of September 6, the Glacier Peak Wil-

clertress Area (458,505 acres) was established by Secre-

tary of Ag'riculture. The Secretary also provided in the

decision that the Cascade Pass-Ruby Creek Area would

be managed for preservation of scenic values and gen-

eral types of recreation'

1961 Secretary of Agriculture directed that no further log-

ging development be undertaken in 20 specified areas

in the North Cascades pending preparation of a

high nrountain policy statcme nt for Oregon and

Washington.
1961 Columbia Basin Inter-Agency Recreation Subcommit-

tee released its report on recreation survey of Pacific

Northwest Region.

1961 87th Congrcss, 1st Session, H.R. 2056, introduced Jan-

uary 6 by Pelly. To providc that the Secretary of the'

Interior, in cooperation with the Secretary of Agri-

culture, shall investigate and report to the Congress

on the advisability of establishing a National Park or

other unit of the National Park Systern in the central

and North Cascades region of the State of Washing-

ton. Referred to the Committee on Interior and In-

sular Aflairs. This bill received no congressional

action.
1962 In its report to the President and the Congress, the
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Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Commission
recommended, among other things, a land classification
system for outdoor recreation resources.

1962 Secretary of Agriculture directed that no new develop-

ments, including building of new roads or making of
new timber sales, would be undertaken until 1967 in
10 specified areas in the North Cascades.

1962 Basic multiple use management objectives for the high
mountain areas of the Nationai Forests in Oregon and

Washington were aPProved by Secretary of Agricul-
ture.

1963 Washington State Forest Area Use Council released

a report recommending declassification of Cougar

Lake Limited Area and suggesting the area be man-

aged under regular multiple-use practices.

1963 Forest Service adopted policy on National Forest Rec-

reation Ways.

1963 North Cascades Conservation Council's report, "A
North Cascades National Park," called for a 1,03B,665-

acre National Park and a 269,521-acre Chelan Na-
tional Mountain Recreation Area.

1963 A "new era of cooperation" between the Department
of Agriculture and the Department of the Interior was

announced in a joint letter of understanding sent to

the President by the two Secretaries. This called for,
among its several specific proposals, a joint study "of
the Federal lands in the North Cascade Mountains of

Washington to determine the management and admin-
istration of those lands that will best serve the public
interest."

1963 North Cascades Study Team was appointed by the

Secretaries of the Interior and Agriculture. Later that
year, the team inspected the area and conducted pub-
lic hearings.

196+ The Wilderness Act of September 3 (78 Stat. 890) pro-

vided for the establishment of a National Wilderness

Preservation System. The Glacier Peak Wilderness

Area became a pafi of that System.

1965 The Eldorado Peaks High Country of some 537,000

acres in the Cascade Pass-Ruby Creek area was given

publicity by the Forest Service. It was announced

that this area would be managed for mass recreation

purposes in accord with the directive contained in the

1960 Secretary of Agriculture designation of the Gla-

cier Peak Wilderness.
1965 "Wild Cascades: Forgotten Parkland" released by the

Sierra Club to promote a National Park in the North
Cascades.
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